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FEBRUARY

WEDNESDAY,

.

Looking
x

¥

God, I thank thee for thi¥'wondrou leading,
Day by day, in pastures cool and sweet;
Thank thee for the trickling springs of water,
W here at noon [ bathe my tired feet ;—
Thabk thee for the daily revelation
Of thy love where once I saw but power;
Thank thee for the peace and hope thou sendest
Pure and fresh from heaven every hour ;—
Thank thee that thyself so oft thou showest
In the clouds, the mountains and the sea;
More, that for thy humbler works thou ecarest,
Most, that thou hast deigned to look on me —
wander-

ing,

:

that

ation,” and alsv a *‘ vile insinuation,” and
‘“ a vile ealumuny,” too, and a ** creation of
‘| the writer's malice,” and one of *‘ the as-

saults of slander,” *‘exceedingly unjust and
libelous,” and a good deal more of the
same good sort,—all in a dozen lines. An
intolerable deal of sack to a half penny
worth of, bread, but let the crumb of bread
| go at itstull value. As the editor puts it
down, 1 * impeach the character of some
{ of the best men in the community, and in-

| constrie my language,

In

the west the light is fading, fading,—
Deeper grow the shadows as they full;
Father! In thy hands I leave my spirit;
In thy care my life, my love, my all.
[pA T. PETERS.
St. John, N. B.

York

point-

the remi®k

timate that Governor Dix is open to bribery
{in the discharge of his duty!” By the fact
| that the editor of the Observer could so

By the deep, strong tension of thy love;
Thou art guiding me *neath sun and shadow,
In that path whose ending is above,

New.

un-

money and influence of the wealthy Stokes
and Dodge families have been freely used
in behalf of this murderer of Fisk during
his trial, and that many fear they will yet
be successful in the Court of Appeals or
with the Governor. It is *‘ a base insinu-

12, 1873.

Held me through, the years of fruitless

most

The New York Observer, I observe, is
moved to very strong language by a-sentence in one of my letters stating that the

Back.

——

the

Christinn heart-unity in the Baptist people
tends to find an outlet the more swiftly
where it can, from being dammed up in
the direction of the Lord's Supper.
VIDI AND THE NEW YORK OBSERVER.

is allowed in addition.

books out

too, with

day of those meetings, I might have

is prima

premiums, no percentage

on moneys sent for the Star
sion, or otherwise,

for,

meetings,

reserved and brotherly co-operation; the
meetings, which are still continued, being
called after neither society or pastor more
than the other. .. If both circumstances had
been before my mind in writing the other

another’s, or whether he has sabscribed or not—is
responsible for the payment.
2. Ifa person orders his Raper discontinued, he
must
pay ll arrearages,
or the publisher may continue to send it until paymentis made, and collect the
whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the
eflice or not.
4
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
removing

devotion-

al meetings, (Steinway Hall. being other-

|
|
|
|

I am

convicted

of

negligence for which I willingly apologize.
But 1 hope I need not suggest that the construction, if —not—whelly—gratnitous,—was
quite unnecessary. Money and influence

| have legitimate as well as corrupt uses,

Correspondence.
ein

and

New York, Feb. 4, 1873.
A PRISON TYNDALL SEEKING A SIGN,
The tenor of religious intelligence in
and around the city is quiet, but indicative
..of a remarkable pervasive and uniform interest in the churches, extending here and
there among all classes of° persons.
Yesterday, for example, a young lady (anonymously of course,) sent her request for

1 here say explicitly that nothing was

farther

meaning
among

[rom

of

my

my

thoughts

or

informants,—who

*‘ the best men in the

emphatically

from

the

were

community,”

so—than that any of the good

| men referred to in that sentence, were ca{ pable of or accessible to bribery.
As *‘a
lover of good men,” which is all I claim to

be, I ought to have -been more careful to
f guard expressly against the possible sup| position that money and influence had been
co-operation in prayer for a young man
.or would be used otherwise than in the emwhose addresses she had been receiving,
ployment of a powerful array of counsel

and to whom

she was

tenderly

attached,

but whom she had discovered to be in the
habit of using alcoholic liquor. She felt
that she must prevail on him to abandon
his practice and Jead a new life, ov she
could not enter into the life-union with
him.
Another, to-day, revealed a curious
conversation
befween
two prisoners on

Blackwell's ‘Island, and a most interesting
and instructive history of each.
The first,
whose name I have, and who is well-known
to missionary Lanphier, was as lately as

last summer a houseless, ragged drunkard,
who would fain have slept in the station

houses, if the police had not excluded
as a desperate

‘tf bummer,” and

who

- sequently had to pick up lodgings
doorsteps,

carts

or

lumber

piles.

pray for a new heart.
tence to Blackwell's

began

to

- One of them asked him what was the use
of it. ** Would God do anything for a felWell, if you think
ler for being asked?
80, I wish you'd try it for me, and if he'll

got me out of this [I]l be a different man.”
challenge was taken up, and a bargain

went

work+in earnest in his to him novel and

singular office. Next day, at’ dinner, Mr.
Keep, the warden, (who seems hy his parentage to have been born for the place)
announced to the

ss

convicts

that

one

hun-

dred men were wanted to help in recovering the remains of the poor girls burned to
death

in

the

Center

street, fire,

and

lying under the vast mass df ruins,

then

To

every man who would faithfully assist in
that labor until it should bb completed, he
was authorized to offer his liberty for the
rest of his termi, The man who was will“
|]

a near relative on trial

for his

life,

and

it

may be excusable even to employ John
Graham,who was only prevented from con-

Yet the best of men,when throwing a great

his prayers, and regardless of the observa-

to

cially in New York.
Iam not disposed to
be exacting in censure of anybody who has

conSome-

prisoner

are formidable antagonists to Justice, espe-

under und inordinate weight of wealth and talent

tion of the hardeied wretches around him.

The

gument which’ could affect the court, jury,
public and executive, in favor of the prisoner,
.
But everybody knows that money and influence so great as these families possess,

ducting the case by the prisoner’s disregard
of his advicé in publishing his own defense.

Transferred by senIsland, he continued

was made, and the praying

of ar-

him

how he became an object of Christian solicitade and prayer, and tried to repent and
reform. Again, however, he returned to
his vices and. crimes, and last Christmas
found him in the Tombs.
As. he listened
to the terrible tumult of the great Center
street fire hard by, in which half a score of
young women perished, he remembered his

vows of reform and once more

and of every argument and channel

into the scale for a

murderer,

b2come

for

the time a sort of public enenifes, and are
regarded with the fear and apprehension of
which I testified, down {o the very moment
of execution. ' I knew it, and heard it earnestly expressed, and

if the

editor

Observer did nodknow better than
the existence of such a fear, he

of

have

from

have appointed

for the purpose of inspecting every church
building in the city, with instructions to
report the actual condition of each with reference to protection from fire, Several examinatfond have already been made, resulting, in at least two cases, in a reconstruction of the heating apparatus. It is to be
hoped that: the fire companies will yet do
for the people, who pay liberally for church

characteristic, letter,

confident,

completely dissipated

any

fear that may have heen felt that the Jast

edifices,

committees

and

refuge of murderers, executive “olenddlity,”

ambitious grehitects have failed to do

quite

what

building

—

-

DONE

WASHINGTON, D. C;, Feb, 5, 18T2. |
DIPLOMATIC AND CONSULAR REFORM. ,
Earnest attempts are being made to reform our

AT LAST.

diplomatic and consular systems.
The Presi
dent, in his message, recommended, it will be

Public Library on Sunday bya vote of 47 to
The Trustees of the

Library,

at

their

recollected, that this branch of the public

last meeting, anticipating this action of the
Council, had voted that the Library reading
room be opened on the Sunday following
such action® So after a long and persistent

ice receive some farther legislation.
of the government, who sometime

more

kept back) both of the jurors individually,
and of the jury as a jury, as drawn, summoned and impaneled. °
Vib1.

offices, has returned. and submitted his report,
containing, it is’ said, much important data and
information, upon which action will be passed.

attempt the friends of this movement +have

triumphed, and *‘the civilizing and educating process” of keeping the Library open

-

Chicago

Correspondence.
CHICAGO, Jan, 29, 1873.

[This letter was delayed just long enongh to
arrive too late for insertion in our last issue.—
Ed.}

The

wisdom

IN OLD BOTTLES.

of Christ's

saying,

about

putting new wine into old bottles, has been
verified anew at the Unitarian Conference
recently held here. A Chicago platform
has exhibited before thé religious world an
additional phase of the ‘‘irrepressible conflict” rapidly gathering force and intensity
between the two extremes of the Unitarian
body. The somewhat noted radical; Rv.
John Weiss, of Boston, was

present at the

Conference, and by ifivitation read an essay
entitled an **Act of Faith.” ~The production
was

somewhat

remarkable

in

its

way

as

all the productions of this gentleman are,
The effort was unquestionably worthy of
Renan or Strauss in doctrine, though unfortunately, or fortunately, rather, not in
point of ability.
This great reformer of
the Refornation felt inspired to say, among
other things quite as original, (that ‘‘an act
of faith is an expectation based on observing,” while he very considerately amended
’aul’s declaration on this subject by saying
that—*‘ Knowledge is the substance of things
hoped for, the evidence of things not seen.”
After this we

are

prepared

to learn

that,

“Knowledge is one great act of faith!”
The essayist magnanimously complimented
the

Apostles,

as

very good

men

in

know,

scores

and

their

hundreds

church home and giving evidence of sincere Christian lives, drift away to the city
and from the church at the same time.
In
many cases, where an honest effort is made
to seek out the church with the old denominational name, the young mau or young
woman finds a house on such a grand scale,
fitted up with such grand pews, rented at
such a grand price, and occupied by such
grandly dressed people, who listén to-a
grand quartette trying to keep time with
4

.

.

a grand organ, that, with so much which is
altogether grand, everything
seems for-

eign, and nothing home-like and sweetly
winning. To people, young or old, haying their own way to make in the world,
and with ability and self-respect enough to
make it successfully, church privileges must
come as something in
als
akin-to-family
ties

common,

something

They will-not be taken

as bewefits conferred,—blessings handed
out by more favored Christians who step
down

ostentatiously

to

bestow

social

in-

fluence as a charity; and wherever
the
right or the wrong may lie in the matter,
the fact remains, that Christ's flock is scattered and many of his precious ones lost.
What the church

loses

the world

gets, for

its children are wiser in their generation
than the children of light.
Perhaps one
common cause of this out-going stead of
in-gathering may be found in the neglect
of pastors and friends to furnish directions
where to find a Christian home when tha
young man or young woman goes out to
try the winding ways of the great city. An
accurate knowledge «of churches and pastors of their own kind, at all principal

day, and evidently intended a compliment
for the Saviour of the world, even, by calling him'a “celestial, truant !”
points, would enable the pastor of any parThe essay was no sooner concluded than ticular church to give specific directions
Robert Laird Collier was on his feet, and " which, especially if accompanied by a kind
in an outburst of spontaneous eloquence, letter of introduction, would be an effectual
born of truth, denounced the essay in un- link to bind the out-going member to anmeasured terms. The keenest sarcasm and other flock of the one general fold.
most emphatic rebuke found utterance,
A good brother whispers in my ear to
while the plainest assertion of adherence to

Bible faith was made in a way to rejoice the
most orthodox. These two men unquestionably very fairly represent the two parties
finding shelter under the one common roof

of Unitarianism.

recommend this course especially to pastors

of F. Baptist churches, who have members
contemplatirig Chicago as a future

of Dr.

That both can not long
will follow the

The

anc

the

family name and ties behind, or the
verse, is a question of no little interest.

re-

ANOTHER

FIRE

readers

will

others, and

example
leave

Your

Osgood

home.

A.H. H.

remain seems evident, and, whether men of

the Collier school

AND

ITS

have

LESSON.

learned

before

this reaches them of the destruction by fire
of the First Congregationalist church edifice

Deceitful

The Secretary of State

are

many

deceitful

things.

The

seg is deceitful,
Calm and quiet, spread
out like a polished mirror in the sun, or
lightly tapping the boat with its gentle ripples, it seems as though it could be trusted,
and

that

no

harm

but

on the

part

- THE

pleasure

SENATOR

but temporary.

may be safcly classed among

week

events.

Fol-

ticeable.

The days have been like those

that I utter the sentiment of many—that he

come out of this
blemished.

the

snow has melted

showers.

The

reminder

, A PRESENT OF FISH.
Hessel, agent of the
arrived

in

New

which are a present from the German
American

Government,

alone,

of freedom,
no

whale
WHOte

the

un-

more

eminently

In those dark

noble

and

single-

of anti-slavery

PAYMENT.

I

After much discussion by committees and finan
cial men in Congress, and, outside of Congress,
this question bids fair to find a solution. Mr.
Sherman, the Chairman of the Committee of
Finance in the Senate, has prepared a bill which
It has not yet been reportseems to find favor.
ed, but the Finance Committee of the Senate and
the Committee of Banking and Currency in the
House, have had a concurrent meeting, and Mu.
Indeed,
Sherman’s plan met with much favor.
there was no serious opposition to it. . Mr. Haop~
er, the Chairman of the House Committee, says.
that many of the business men of the country
Mr. Sherlook with favor upon the measure.
man’s plan in brief, is to pay for. greenbacks in
coin or five per cent. bonds, and the belief seems
to be, that this will bridge over the difficulty and
that the desideratum would be reached in this
It remains to be seen how the business
way.
It is eviworld will receive this proposition.
dent, however, that there must be an end to all
inflation —of the currency before this plan can
have any considerable show of success.

of

of

to the
beine
oomz

packed in’ 60 large boxes. But a
percentage
of
the whole was
to be dead on unpacking the eggs.
will be distributed at once to Maine,

were

country.

this early and sincere advocate
will be thoroughly vindicated.

last

week with 750,000 salmon eggs, 250,000.

wil

him

hearted champion upon its ramparts, than 8. C.._
Pomeroy, and I do mot yet believe that he has
fallen so low as to attempt to buy his way into
the United States Senate.
Before this paragraph
reaches your readers, the truth of the stories
‘respecting him will be known.
Let us hope that

German

York

is upon

His labors, in the early days of Kan-~

days, freedom had

the streets, and great drifts have settled
wonderfully.
Weare already reminded of
spring, but at the same time are not over
sanguine as to its actual presence.

Government,

which

serviceable to the whole

from the roofs, and the water has run down

Rudolph

trial

sas, in the cause

of

no

April

Just now, he seems to be the:

step, which, should he be found guilty, must
blast his character forever. I trust—andI know

lowing on the heels of the bitter cold of
the previous week it was all the more noApril, only there has been

~

victim of a conspiracy, or to have made, in his:
.anxiety to be returned to the Senate, one false

of the

past

* The

POMEROY.

SPECIE

of the

of the House.

thing has occurred to place that gentleman under
a cloud of suspicion, even though it should be

WEATHER.

The beautiful weather

Affairs

The friends of Senator Pomeroy ii Washington—and they are numerous—regret that any «

are routed from their present quarters. And
that they will be routed, is becoming daily
more certain.
b.

of Foreign

Secretary’s bill relates principally to salaries,
but as the committee are considering the whole
subject in reference to a general and thorough
reform, this hill has not been acted “upon.
It is
now doubted whether any change will be effected this session, but it is sure to come.
In this
epartment many abuses‘have grown up;‘and:#% .*
i? high time that this whole difficulty was met.
and grappled with in an effective and resolute
manner, and settled in accordance with new theories and better ideas—ideas more in consonance
with the times in which we live, De,

saints to have a place of refuge in case they

small
found
They
New

NEW

CENSUS.

General Walker, the late Commissioner of the
Census Bureau, but more recently Commissioner

Hampshire, Vermont, New York, Connectof Indian Affairs, who is here to settle up his
icut and other states.
This is a novel gift. | business with the Indian Bureau, is decidedly in
! favor of a new census to be got out in 1875, that
it may be seen ut the Centennial Anniversary in,
1876 what progress the nation has made in a
hundred years.
The proposition is a good one,
and it may be hoped that Congress will pass a
law, and
make the necessary appropriation to

We don’t kvow of anybody
else but a
German who would think of making it.
But it is an ingenious one, and we have

no

doubt but there avill pretty soon be great
eageriess displayed to get *‘one of the fish
that came from Germany.”

carry it out.

SENSATIONAL.

DEFEAT OF THE SPECIE PAYMENT BN.L.
The defeat of Mr. Sherman's specie payment bill by the Senate last Wednesday was
altogether sudden and unexpected, but it
fully confirms the general impression that
there will be no financial legislation of im-

The Credit Mobilier investigation goes on, developing now and then a little more of what has
been covered up, and thus furnishing more food
for scandal and new joys for the gossipers.
The
most decided sensation of the week was the
bringing to the bar of the House a contumacious
| individual by the name of Stewart, who claims
to have had in his possession some hundred and"

portance this session, and that neither party

ever intended there should be. The debate
in the Senate on the bill has developed great
diversity of opinion, and exhibited pretty
clear evidence that the passage of any bill,
worth its time

and

trouble,

is

fifty

South

$25,000,000

more

impossible.

currency,

is

even

stronger and more freely expressed than in
the Senate, and

affords

no

encouragement

(“set free.

for the latter body to spend its time in preparing a bill for defeat at the other end of

F. B. Evans, who murdered

and

ing in Northwood last November, was sentenced to death last Wednesday in Exeter.
He is to be hung the third Tuesday in February of next year, in the mean time to be
confined in the prison at Concord.
Those
who recall the circumstances of the murder
will remember that it was a peculiarly

A WISE

The
The

Doe

entire

of moment

he

proceedings

are

could

vicious

of it,» the

disclose,

regarded

as

a

fe?

’

of dollars

will

be saved
all

by

a *Qe-

UTAH

AFFAIRS.

There was a special meeting of the Cabinet.
on Monday, at which affairs in Utah were considered. After the close of the Cabinet session,
the President visited the Capitol and held an
interview with: the members of the Judiciary
Committees of the House and Senate.
This in<
terview had reference to some legislation. in re-.
spect to the condition of things in Brigham’s
dominions,
It is hoped that decisive measures.
will be adopted to circumscribe and ultimately
put an end to the pestilent heresy of polygamy. .
It is high time that this barbarism was squelch

and

dissipated life. When we take into account
the worthless ruiers that have been inflicted
upon countries by this antiquated principle
of succession, even children and imbeciles
Hol-

landers may well be congratulated upon the
rare fidelity of their king. It may also help
to teach fast young princes a lesson, for the

act is so highly commended that other'kings
with similar gfflictions may be tempted to
imitate the example.

the

law yer, wha.

lusion, as will be demonstrated in a single year.

The king of Holland hds done an unusual

his

with:

lobbying about the Capitol.
George Francis Traly
type,
and this imprisonment
wilk
though he’ had been elected
Nobody here supposes Stéw-

the repeal of the franking privilege is

thing. He has signed a decree depriving
his eldest son of the right of succession to

taking the throne by virtue

Stewart isa Washington

that two millions

KING.

the throne, on account, of

dollars

DEPARTMENTAL ACTION,
a
The Secretary of the Treasury, determined to
be in readinessto carry on the public business
through his department when the law repealing
the franking privilege goes into operation, has
issued
a circular requesting his subordinates ta
furnish him an estimate of the probable amount
that will be required for postage on mail matter
set from their offices for the fiscal year ending
June 80, 1874. He also desires that data may be
furnished which
will
indicate
the probable
weight of the written and printed matter sent
through their offices.
Increased appropriations:
will be made by Congress to meet this expenditure. The opinion of the Post: Master Generak

plea of insanity was set up, but the defense
was not very ingeniously conducted, and a

Judge

thousand

farce.

heartless and brutal affair,—an old man
having enticed a young girl into the woods

speedy sentence was reached.
of Rollinsford presided.

hundred

art has anything

Lover-

and there barbarously murdered her.
trial was soon gone through with.

two

does a good deal of
He is a man of the
and likes notoriety,
suit him as well as
to the Presidency.

"”.

Miss

or

which he was to influence members in b:half of
the Pacific R. R.
He refused to give the names
of parties whom he alleged had the money, and
was accordingly summoned to the bar to answer,
and not doing the clean thing, is imprisoned,
that is, confined in a room at the Capitol and fed’
at public expense, upon the best things the cater~
er of the Capitol can furnish.
Here he will remain till this Congress expires, when he will be

The feeling in the House against any legislation, except it be to give the West and

A CASE DISPOSED OF.

er
® —

There

mittee

attached to the movement,

as it indicates a desire

has sent a bill to Con- .

gress, which is now in the hindsof tire: Coni= *

the Capitol.

Heart.

could come fiom
its, azure waters. But
been singularly wnobservant.
:
look
again,
and
it
is
neither smooth nor
Prosecuting counsel are sure to be over- in this city. Nearly
if not quite as many
whelmingly over-matched in such cases; hearts are made Ve this event as by. the calm; the stormy winds of heaven have
for the ablest assistance is hard to obtain to burning of Dewitt Talmage’s church in lashed it into savage fury, and its treacherface the abuse which paid counsel must en- Brooklyn, while the loss, pecuniarily, is. ous waves running mountains high cover
dure before the jury, and when obtained is greater. This church, of which Rev. Dr. and engulf the ship.
The clouds are deceitful.
In a time of
liable to be quite neutralized by the skillful Goodwin is pastor, is one of the largest,
employment of obloquy for which it gives most progressive and influential in the city ; drought they promise rain, and as the floatopportunity. In the little world to which and their edifice, comparatively new, was ing vapor condenses and spreads, many a
the jury are confined, the prisoner stands regarded as nearly perfect in point of safe- wishful eye is directed towards it as it sails
supported
(in cases like Stokes’s and ty. It certainly was a most massive and along the heavens, and, moved by currents
Tweed's) by supereminent authority of noble structure, and every way worthy of of airy advances towards us. But how often
learning, talents, social position, and well
a better fate. The fact that its doors were the deceitful elouds break up, float off withfeigned, even indignant, zeal for his inno- thrown open on that terrible night of the out rain, and the hot sun again pours from
cence, on the part of probably the grandest great fire, and. kept open for days and the glowing azure its fervid rays on the
array of men on which the juryman ever nights to shelter homeless and
:
helpless thirsty and parched earth.
looked in his life, certainly the most im- ones, makes the loss one which can not be | ~The serpent is deceitful. Though “more
posing, as well as the most in earnest;
ap- confined to a single society.
It is the subtle than any beast of .the field which the
parently, of all the parties connected with people’s loss as well.
The single, short- Lord God hath made,” he looks innocent
the case. The wonder is that juries ever sighted and fatal cause of this destruction and harmless. But take care. Be not destand firm and united against the power was, as usual, a “defective flue.’ How many ceived.by his shining spots and undulating
which ** money and influence” can bringto more ‘churches are to be sacrificed to some- motions, for ere you are aware his deadly
bear in this form. Nor are courts and ex- body’s idiocy in the construction of farnaces sting is thrust out, and a mortal wound is
ecutives so far above human weakness as is of course a conundrum.
But the heart is more deceitful
It seems about given.
to be unaffected Ly great talents and force time to have an answer. And here we take ‘than the sea, the clouds or the serpent, for
‘of character, excited with uncompromising pleasure in recording one of the” good ef- “it is deceitful above all things.”
[4

public interest¥is

of church

men and women, and not
a fi
men of
family, converted in the East or some of
the interior western
"towns, enjoying a
»

»

NEW WINE

to

members are yearly swallowed up in large
cities and entirely lost Ne
Young

sétv-

An agent
since ‘was

sent around the world, to visit our consular

will, under his administration, continue to generally.
This fire has also raised the on Sunday began ou the 9th inst. Wé wish
be an encouragement to evildoers and: a "query, as to the wisdom of building such that only good might come out of it.
terror to them that do well.
large and costly churches for the few, while
THE MASSACHUSETTS SENATQRSHIP,
The remark I have made about the pow- many are left unprovided for. The expendThe
. Massachusetts newspapers are aler of numerous and eminent counsel was iture of over two hundred thousand dollars
exemplified fearfully in the late trial‘ of for the building of a house to accommodate ready discussing in an earnest way the
Lageed.
But the power of the Commissionassingle thousand hearers, can hardly be question. of Senator Wilson's successor.
er of Jurors and of the Sheriff, under our consistent with the original plan of the The choice seems to lie between Boutwell
and Dawes, the former being declared about
laws, was the insurmountable thing.
The gospel, that it should especially be proclaimo retire from the Cabinet, and the latter
developments of the composition of the ed to the poor. In Chicago there are, in
illing to arrange for accepting the office
jury and how it was obtained, which ydur all, something like three hundred churches,
Phe conld get it. At present Mr. Boutreaders must have had from other sources, with an average capacity for seating probaand I need not repeat them, are regarded
bly 600 people. This gives church accom- well seems to have the lead in public prefhere as the most scandalous and flagitious modation for less than 200,000 persons, or erence, but there are earnest workers for
of all the acts of the never-to-be-forgotten about one half the present population. of Mr. Dawes, and that makes considerable
and not yet terminated drama of the New
the city. The difficulty is not in the lack risk that a third man may be taken.in comYork Ring. The simple fact, this day es- of money to build houses of “Worship, for promise. How could we ever forgive the
tablished, in spite of the guilty compact, or the total value of ‘these, three hundred State if it should allow Butler to be the sucoath, as some of the scoundrels were eager churches is estimated at over eleven mill- cessful third man ?
to put it more strongly, not to divulge it, ions of dollars! Isit more money that is
A NEW BREEDING PLACE.
.
that two irks of the jury were for “acquit- needed, or a better appropriation of what
Perhaps the Mormons begin to fear for
ting Tweed, on evidence which carried con- we have? Is it not just possible, too, that
the stability of their Utah settlement. At
viction of his guilt irresistibly to every more simplicity in church building and
any rate a company of 200 of them has
honest mind that read ir, needs no explana- management might help to solve the riddle?
just been selected to go as pioneers to a distion or circumstance to aggravate the seliWHAT BECOMES OF THE
SCATTERED SHEEP ?
trict in Arizona, where it is proposed to
proclaiming rascality of men. And yet it
commence
ro settlement. Considerable
As every pastor has more or less reason
is abundantly explained and aggravated by
the antecedents brought to light (and

Lia
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Last Thursday evening the Boston Common Council passed the brder to open the
19.
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this calamity.
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must

fects resulting

; ~N umber

pub-

1 am

worth and his society for evening

note

the date on the label for the expiration of his subscription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without

CHRISTIAN UNION,

AR

lished this morning,—as characteristic, and
in thie same way precisely, as his famous
war despatch, when Secretary of the Treasury—-thé letter in which he gives evil disposed’ persons to understand that very extraordinary circumstances will be required
to induce him to reverse the well-considered determinations of courts and juries, has,

An interesting circumstance bearing upon Christian Union was stated yesterday.
Dr. Armitage, the eloquent and staunch
Baptist preacher, had been invited to unite
in the catholic ordination of the Rev. Geo.
Hepworth, but had not been clear in his
own mind and position to do so®.And it
was this very same close communion Baptist who followed up this conscientious refusal by offering. his church to Mr. Hep-

register letters whenever requested to do go.
Moneys thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise
they will be at the risk of those sending them.
checks, and Post

in
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if possible. When
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are

since
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of

communications
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designed (or publication should be addressed to the
Editor.
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to work, as everybody must, to do his

| the rest of his bargain, having been
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ry

earnestness in behalf of a wretched prisoner struggling for his life. vGovernor

Prayer and work got him promptly out of
the penitentiary, and he seems to have

ESTABLISHMENT

N.

ing to be prayed out, took it solemnly as
an answer to his friend’s prayers, and went

in securing the fulfillment of the boon.
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It has already

debauched

the morals of

thousands, and the process should be checked.
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Communications,
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of them all for hope in that Court, then,
this last minister of the gospel to Stokes
appears to have wrought the effect to which

—

Religion in’ New York.
id

Gp

Daily religions

meetings,

for

preaching

and prayer, continue to be sustained with
spirit and perseverance in various churches
in

and

there

around

the city.

In

sonal piety, but it is the. usual

us

some

cases,

is more of the lite-preaching of per-

as everywhere

else, to

thing

with

make direct. ef-

forts upon ** sinners” the foremost object,
and this, with us as with evervhody, wil!

always make

uphill

and

unfruitful

work.

It is well to say to them, * Be ye warmed,”
and to~tell them how to be, but it is better
ind pHor work to get a fire in the church

that will warm them,

It saves a vast labor

of exhorting them to
what is better, does

‘ be warmed,”
the business.

and
Evi-

dences of zeal! for revival peur into the
Fulton stréet prayer nieéting in a continuous

multitude

of

requests

from

or

for

churches and pastors and special meetings,
Many encouraging resulfs are also reported there from various quarters; and yet,
I think, the tendency is to make less rather

than increasing proclamatién of conversions.
’
A member of old Spring street church
(far down town now), gave last week a refreshing account of spiritual movements in
the church and Sabbath school and their
environment.
Eighteen new converts wee
before the séssion for examination, already,
a

few

evenings

since,

while

the

nightly

prayer meeting was in progress, and before its close, the pastor and elders were
impelledto come. into the meeting and express their’ joy and encouragement it the
remarkable

evidence

of profound
:

conver- |

Allwise mercy had
crushing blow. A
ing, but without
that aftérnoon to
saying simply that

proportioned its terrible,
Jetter in his hand writsignature, was brought
Mr. Lanphier, by a lady,
a prisoner in the Tombs

asked

street

that

the

God

3

|
¥

would

have

meeting

to

pray

mercy oh his soul.

The | case, since then, has been more than
ever a burden of the prayers of that meet-

at

the

bottom,

Various

in

diam-

ornaments

and charms of the richest description are
suspended about it. Europeans who have
seen it affirm that this tooth is artificial,
made of ivory and ‘discolored by time. If
a natural

tooth,

it is

evident,

both

from

Missions.

Our India Mission is one

greatest

twenty-five signs
was near.”

Quite

a portion of them were just as much signs
of the speedy end ages before as then.
They were events spoken of in. the Bible
that would come in “‘the last days.” And

frequently mean

“the last days”

the last

age, or gospel dispensation, Later Adventists have tucked on a few other *‘signs.”
A special one has been the wars in the East,

just large enough

In fact, wav is a sign
signs of the end.
that the world is not soon to end, as the

to

receiveit.

isenclosed in a third, which
of the

in a printed lecture, gave
of the times that the end

its size and shape, that it could never have
been carried in the jaw of a human being.
It is wrapped in a sheet of virgin gold,
and placed in a box 'of the same material,
The

out-

side of the box is studded with precious
ing and of its frequenters in private, who, stones. This box is placed in a golden
all watch the issue with deep interest.
| vase dec8rated with diamonds, emeralds
Vibr,
and rubies, wrapped in rich brocade and
a
A
.
enclosed in a second vase of gold. This
is

put

intp

a

fourth, The last vase is nearly eighteen
inches high, and exquisitely wrought.
It
is taken from-the casket only at “stated pe-

But wars centuries ago were just as

Scriptures show
will be peace,

much

that before the end there
Swords have not been

changed to plowshares

nor spears to

prun-

ing hooks yet. The nations are still learning war, and thundering navies float in almost every sea.

3. Modern Adventists not only have an
the Secriptunlearned way of interpreting

great that it filled the whole éarth, This
stone, without question, represented Christ's
kingdom.
And what did Christ himself
say on this subject?
Hear him: “And this

gospel of ‘the kingdom

must be preached

in all the world for a witness to all nations,
and then shall the end come.” Matt, 24: 14,
And
hear
the great commission,—*‘Go,

teach all nations.”
‘Go ye into all the
world, and preach the gospel to every creature.

”

b

Have

these

If so, when?

as a

prophecies

been = fulfilled?

Is Japan ? Have

[We yield to a special request for the insertion

importance to his convictions and wishes
press

them.—EDp.]

what

shall be

to ex:

S. 8. Department,
The Rhyming Twaddle.

na-

CA writer in
tions of central Africa, New Zealand, many
of the tribes of North and South America hits some of
and many of the isles of the sea had the School Hymns
dead, But we
gospel at all ?
Now

‘

of the above article, as the writer attaches. great

gospel of

Tartary, the

W,

:

:

’

:

Is the great empire of China

nation in possession of the

Christ ?

vorced person, and still be a Christian.

said to these things ?

the: Christian Intelligencer
the things called Sunday
hard enough to kill them

are afraid they won't die.
The jingle of tHe music to which they are

glories of our denomination.
Our home
set will keep them going in many schools,
church extension, our educational interests riods, to be worshiped, and none but Chief ures to prove the end near, but quite a Manifestly this: God has pledged that the Still, we
hold that every true Sunday-school
nations
shall
all
hear
‘the
gospel.
And
bis
and Sabbath schools are all very worthy ob-- Priests ever presse to touch it.
worker is bound to do something towards
portion believe in the sleep, or unconscious word will not. fail,
Never,
ms,
never.
jects; but our Foréign Mission is not
In connection with this relic a curious state, of the dead from death to the resur- The signs of
the present age’ ¢here is no getting rid of these cheap abominations,
second to either of these, in importance or story is told of Tickery Baudah, a singular rection. To muke this out; violence is done
| migtaking.
The chureh_ has feeling in that and we do our pagt this tine by borrowing
in promise !
:
and remarkable character. He was once a to the obvious meaning and teachings of
dicection.¢*To sofé cxtent it feels that its the Intelligencer’'s hammer :
:
All do not feel thus, for the reason that convict of Malacca, but ishow a free man. the Scriptures.
In fact the Scriptures are great mission is ¥ help convert the nations
There is a species of frothy, sentimental
some are expecting antl looking for the end
He is quite a notable charactet,a shop-keep- “wrested.” They are interpreted in opposi- |
to Christ.
How long tirfe. it will require Yorsifying, which is considered hi ghly aps, of this world, and not the ‘conversion of er, scribe, legal adviser, and most useful tion to all practical rules for knowing their
props late at. anniversary celebrations,, al
to have the unfulfilled prophecies «fulfilled,
ougli I can not understand why
the nations to Christ. This theory saps the to any stranger, whether in search of in- meaning.
‘And then, the annihilation of none can tell.
‘There are no ‘prophetic: ‘not have good sens® at such tiles wedshould™
very foundation of, and strikes a death formation” or comfort. He takes
much the wicked is believed. And’ this is made
as well
numbers nor other means of “determining as. ov ordinary occasions, At an anniversary
blow at the roots of, all mission efforts, for pride~in“displaying
an autograph letter out by almost ‘as forced
interpretation of | the end. “Of that day and hour knoweth of the Sunday School Union in one of our
the conversion of the heathen to Christ. from the king of Siam, with
whom he the Scriptures as the other,
v
:
SAT
| no man.”
In the light of missionary oper- large cities, last May, a hynm ‘was printed
If we believe the nations are soon to be corresponds regularly. « He has more than
programme fhe use of the chil
4. Many of the most useful discoveries | ations for the last half century, the indica- on the
dren which was florid enough for a pastoral
burned up and the wicked to be destroyed, once been the recipient of royal favor, and inveiitionsiare of recent date, Mag- |
tions are that the conversion of the world ‘romance.
It jingled along through three ,
then vain are our efforts to convert the showing the gratitude of the
king for netic’power was discovered but about 600 |
hasty or will soon haste greatly. The double porses dwbout the *‘mellow chime,”
Leathen.
But to my mind it is a clear services rendered to a holyv.mission dispatchyears ago; - the art of printing 400 years | angelseen in prophetic vision by the Reve- and the™ ‘glad spging-time,” and the “gurgpoint, that (;od designs to convert all na- ed by the king. The story, as Tickery |
ago;
Steam navigation not more than 65 | lator, 14: 6, 7, having the everlasting gos- ling stream, ”.and the *“‘sun’s bright beam,”
tions of the earth to Christ ,through the télls it, is not uninteresting.
and
years ago;
Rail Roads but 42 years ago;
pel to preach to every nation, tongue and youngthe “balmy showers,” and the ‘“fair
ministry of the gospel, before the world is
flowers, “antil, very naturally we
TICKERY'S STORY.
and the Magnetic Telegraph but 28 years
people, has evidently commenced his sues think, tlie des
is iré
expressed In ‘the last line
destroyed. And thé commission, to ¢ go
cessful flight. Half of a century more will that in *‘the land of endless pleasure” we
When the
English took possession of ago.SSRISIf the world ends soon, these great
into all the world and teach all nations,”
.
Wi
av
sen
eniove
i
wii ott
avast
viabaeie
he -eress
aL
may sing g P! praises
in a “purer,
iq inst
as
hindi
;
Yrbetre
Ceylon, Tickery Baudah and two or three blessings will
have been enjoyed but a | witness
great
victories of . thg
of ure’.
h:
‘which
r
’ nobler
¥ measis just as binding

sion of heart which these candidates gav¥,| | the church
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of our day, as it was upon and
the | Prothers were taken by the English
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short time,

a
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and by comparatively few of all | Christ
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Wish

Which,

after

reading

the

words, we certainly must respond to most
‘
!
Tiekeorv
lived.
The
f:
and which they had never seen surpassed. | apostles and the early church, In no way | “TOT
ese
discovhe
precise s
yr
i
i
y
and ‘educated.
Tickery - after-. | thatat have
have livec
1e facl t: hat these
discov
it the » precise
state of the world
will
|
heartily.
In particular, a little boy only six years old, that
be when the gospel shal! have a general exThere are other hymns which do not conI can see, is the church so fully, or wards became manager of coffee planta- eries are. recent is not indeed a conclusive
. ; djsplayed the supernatural work of the di- can she more easily fulfill this divine work tions where he was employed when the) evidence that time is to continue much tension, is not especially revealed.
But vey correct ideas to children, and I regret
vine Spirit in the fruits of love, joy and than by her missionary agency.
In the that many of these are hymns about heaven.
Every Siamese mission of priests arrived in search | 10nZ€¥.", Butit does not accord with the manifestly it will be glorious.
mission | Creator's benevolent designs, that these 65th of Isaiah it is represented“as a “new The entrance there is claimed as such a’
peace, under a clear apprehension of the minister, every Christian and every church of Buddha's tootk. Hemet the
certainty that the most ‘“Liberal Christians”
returning
disconsolate,
having
spose
shall be concealed or unknown during the heaven, and new earth.” = And this will could
great facts of sin and atonement, to such a should do their utmost to ‘convert the
not find fault with them, or the Unidegree as to earry the profoundest con- heathen to Christianty. Money and men $25,000 in presents and bribes in a vain |
f the world’s history, and, just as it “not be the glorified state, as it is said there versalist disclaim the sentiments they
ex:
viction,~if such had been needed, of the
.
will’ be sinners, houses, vineyards and press.
endeavor to obtain a sight of the relic. is about to end, have them made known.
are the great need in this work ;—the men
reality of miraculous conversion,
Their to go on missions are a greater difficulty, Tickery listened with interest to their story,
5. Unfulfilled prophecy.
This is the fruit, prayer, the wolf, and lamb, but “We'll be there, be there, oh! yes, we'll be there;
meetings, he said, could with difficulty be
great
reason
for
which
we
may
cdhelude these shall lie dowamstogether; the lion, but Palms of victory,crowns of glory, we all shall wear,”
He
as it would seem in this day. Young men and at once undertook to assist them.
brought to a close by ten o’clock at night,
the end is not at hand.
When the prophet- nothing shall hurt nor destroy in all God's sing some three hundred children, and we
in our schools, I pray you give yourselves |, represented to the governor the imposisilently breathe a prayer that it may be so;
ic
portions
of
the
Bible
are
fulfilled, the end holy mountain.
se many were auxious to participate, and to the mission cause. A nobler work "you tions that had been practiced upon the
yet we sadly recall the words of the Master :
many would gladly continue all night in can never do for Christ on earth. Missions
“Many will seek to enter in and shall not
King of Siam’s holy mission. The governor, thay be expected. It has been. surprising
TY rein of Apollyon has béen long,
to find ‘Adventists during these late years, but ‘idolatry, unbelief and sin are not al- be able.”
prayer. He sought prayer in behalf of a
who
was
a
good
friend
of
Tickery,
appreare not in vain, nay, more, they are a gloThere is a hymn which very confidently
special meeting--of the Sabbath school on rious success.
ciated the hardships of the poor priests, slide over this matter, and in fact attempt ways to be in the ascendeney,as to numasserts ‘the angels are singing to me from
to wink it out of sight. Itis the very one bers.
that (Wednesday) afternoon, a large maChrist's triumph on earth may be harps ever tuneful .and free,” with what
Look at a few facts. During this cen- and promised that the relic should he
jority of the scholars being under a deep tury 8,000 missionaries have gone into shown them as soon as possible.
It hap- that should have received careful, critical long. Accepting the first resurrection in Bible authority I can not say. It continues ©
and tender religious concern.
Also for bis heathen countries; 4,000 Christian churchpened that the keys of the mosque, where attention and investigation. But in spite Rev. chap. 20, as spiritual, as Barnes and in the same cheerful strain :
of the fancies, notions and imaginations of many of the most learned do, the church,
ig
noiseless their winglets may be;
own class of ten, six of whom were newly es have been organized on heathen soil, the relic was kept, were in the keeping
n friendships that form
God's word stands, and not one jot with the spirit and power of the martyr |
rejoicing in a divine life and would be can- One writer says, one million and a half of of the resident councilor,
who was just men,
In calm and in storm,
- The angels are singing to me.”
didates for the next occasion of admission heathen have at least nominally embraced
then absent. Tickery
was persevering. or tittle of it shall fail. All will be fulfill age, will be flourishing in excellency at
Isn't this a little mysterious?
ed.
However,
to the Christian fellowship.
igast a thousand years. Some think a much there may be others
the Christian religion. And now there are He suggested that the councilor had not,
who are similarly favNo very full or elaborate treatment
in
all
probability,
taken
the
keys
with
him,
oer time. Then satan being loosed, he oréd, for in another hymn the following:
A gentleman repeated a touching inci- | 3pout 500,000 native converts in our misthis subject need be attempted. “anol will go
forth to deceive the nations, but he question is: propounded by a chorus of boys
dent for the benefit of praying mothers: — | sion churches; and 7,000 of these natives and- requested that the governor would
plain facts, that the Scriptures assert shall will be defeated,
and east into the lake of and girls:
“* Yearsago,” said a clergyman, addressing | are ministers and missionaries among their allow him to go with his compliments to
for them. be realized in this world’s history, will be fire. Then comes the end, the resurrection “Don’t you hear them ? Coming over hill and plain,
a Christian body, *“ a poor frontier mission- | gy, people ; 3,000 Christian schools have the councilor’s wife and ask
Scattering music in their heavenly train ?
put down,
:
and the judgment. Rev. 20: 12, 14.
Oh! don’t you hear the angels coming, singing as
ary, with his wife and little ones, arrived | yeep established in heathendom, and 250,- He was accordingly dispatched and soon
One
is,
the
Bible
predicts
a
time
of
the
they come ?” ete.
But if the end of the world is not immein what were then the shanty outskirts— | 0) heathen children are receiving an edu- returned with the keys. The Kandy priests
cessation of war, and the universal dominhé has s since
si
:
afi
istian
now ) the heart—of what
become
guar- | ion
| cation
|, of =. peace. Swords shall be beaten to diate,
under Christian
influences.
The were
tac
LPRnotified to be p present, ’ as their
if “the insignthe of heavens.
:
T...
the Son || give
It would
certainly answer.
be pleasant if one
of Man"or very
does near,
nol. SDpSRE
an affirmative
{ vould
a great western city.
They crept into one | shove
facts
sive :
S
th
fy | dian officés would be necessary in exhibit:
floes
not
appea
Yen, | ° Tue
1 How
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ar
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above facts give an answer to
the oft
plowshares,
spears
to
pruning
hooks,
and
we
following
lines
suggest
rather
=
of the miserable shanties and there laboved, repeated question, © Do missions pay ?”
ing the relic. On the third day, the great
our own erid is near.
We must werk while
classic
than
a
biblical
figure,
apd
except
we
the
nations
learn
war
no
more.
prayed, and alas, sickened one after another,
mosque
was
opened,
and
in
the
building
life lasts, and occupy faithfully till the Mas- find it in a hymn-book, we might
Come, brethren and sisters, let us at once
take it as
Is this fuliilled ? On the contrary, is not ter calls from works to rew ards.
of malaria, exposure and want, until the furnish the men and means to strengthen
were assembled the Siamese priests and
F,*
an allusion to Charon, the son of Erebus
every
nation
studying
the
arts
of
war,
inand Nox:
Raymond, N. H.
brave soldier of Jesus Cbrist had fallen | 49 enlarge our mission work, and thus en- worshipers, with Tickery on one hand
venting from time to time new and more
‘‘See, for the boatman is waiting
with all his family but one helpless infant, | courage the hearts of our noble but feeble and the Kandy priests on the other, with destructive warlike instruments, the most
To ferry me over the tide,” etc.
:
the English governor and recorder in the
whose mother lay dying‘alone among the | hand of laborers now in India.
"
Divorce
Contrary
to
the
Bible.
of
them
supporting
standing
armies
and
But
it
is
not
a
shadowy
land
to
which
this
center. Having made their offerings to
rough but sympathizing poor neighbors,
H. WHITCHER.
®
——re—
spirit is expecting to be ferried over, fur
the tooth of the great deity, the Siamese preparing iron-clads and mighty ships of
“or whom all these lives had been poured
In taking this ground I know I am in here cones the ever-recurring figure again ;
head priest, who had brought a golden jar war? Bul these are not always to be. A opposition to public opinion, but I wish to it is to ‘“live in a fair, sunny land,” where
out. At her Jast moment she roused herdifferent
and
better
state
of
affairs
is
to
Homeward.
filled with otto of roses, desired to have a
self and said, * Give me my baby.”
Asif
“My Father has barilt me a mansion
state my views and the reasons therefor in
BY REV. J. M. W. FARNHAM.
And filled it with treasures of gold.”
small piece of cotten with some of the otto come. Christ is the princgof peace.
endowed with a sudden and preternatural
as few words as possible.
;
We
believe,
of: course, that children
rubbéd on the tooth and placed in the jar
“This Prince of peace, will make war cease.”
strength, she received him on her out
According to my understanding of the
THE CINGALESE.
should understand what they learn. think.
to consecrateit. To this the Kandy priests
stretched hands and lifted him upward, exBible, there is no such thing as divorce, as the teacher would be puzzled to explain
Next, observe that the rejected and disThere are various opinions as to the objected. The Siamese priests persevered
claiming, ¢ Jesus, take him! and expired.
practiced mow, acknowledged by it. In these lines to her scholars, unless they are
pensed Jews are to believe in Christ.
The little waif was cared for by the poor origin of the inhabitants of Ceylon. The in’ their request, and the governor and
the beginning, God commanded that they older than the average of -Sunday-school
God, by
recorder inquired of Tickery the cause of Prophecy plainly foretells it.
;
neighbors, and found a father in his. father’s following is the most commonly received:
should be one and inseparable. In Gen. children:
Ezekiel, says, in reference to their restoraIt
is
well
known
that
the
Chinese,
from
a
the
altercation,
as
they
could
not
underWhen
lifes
labor
song
is sung,
+ God, as he grew to boyhood, youth and man2: 24, we read, ‘‘ Therefore shall a man
And the ebon arch is sprun
tion and salvation, and nothing else, ¢‘Morehood, became at length a minister of. Jesus remote period, were masters of oriental stand the language. Tickery, who had
O’er
the
shaded
couch
of death so still,
leave his father and .mother, and shall
over I will make a covenant of peace with
It is supposed that some of fairly espoused the cause of the Siamese,
Then the Lord will light the scene
Christ who now,” said he, ¢¢ stands before commerce.
cleave unto his wife, and they shall be one
With the angels’ starry sheen
their vessels were” driven upon the coast though he knew that in this request they them, and set my sanctuary in the midst of flesh.” What can be more plain and ex
. As they welcome us to Zion’s hill.”
you.
O mothers, lift them up to Jesus!”
Yea, I will be their
of Ceylon; the mariners and -passengers, exceeded all precedent, resolved to gratify them forevermore.
‘While
we
plead for simpli
in the hymns
The current of interest in the case of
God and they shall be my people,” Ezek. plicit than that? ‘Bit some will say that our. children sing, we wou
finding the island fertile, soon established
t, however,
their wish; so'in answer to the Governor's
Moses
permitted
and
favored
diyorces.
Stokes, since his condemnation, has turned
By Hosea, he declares, ‘The
have weakness. Some of the verses prethemselves upon it. Shortly after, the question, he took from the hands of the 37: 26, 27.
ut he did not permit it in such sense pared for, the little ones are almost simpli
in the direction of sympathy and concern
Malabars, having discovered
it, sent thithSiamese priest a small piece of cotton and children of Israel shall return and seek the
S
to imply that God favored it, or that it fed bey oR Spotty Tyr oWe~or These
for his soul, in the Christian community.
er their exiles which they called Galas.
the golden jar of oil. ‘“This is what they Lord their God, and David their king, and was_right.. It was' a regulation of civil hymns we are told that
A powerful development of sympathy with
shall
fear
the
Lord
and
his
goodness
in
the
The exiles and Chinese soon mixed and want, your honor; they want to take this
“The children at His feet,
government, meant 'by Moses to prevent
the anguish and anxiety of his large ‘conTheir tiny erowns are flinging.”
called
Chingalesc or Cingalese. small piece of cotton, so; and having dip- latter days.” Hos. 3: 6. It is useless to
were
what
he
was
afraid
would
be
a
greater
nection of praying relatives and family
This
may
be
so. A child’s ‘tiny crown !”
There are also upon the island distinct ped it in this oil, so, they wish to rub it on say that this referred to the restoration
friends, has led to spontaneous prayers on
David is put here for evil, i, e., the abuse of wives by their hus- Somehow we never associate tiny little ones
tribes called Veddahs,
resembling
the this here saered tooth, so, and then to re- from the captivity,
his and their behalf in many places, public
Christ as the King they shall seek.
: bands, if there was no such provision. This with ¢rowns. Weare also informed that
and private, and among others, I might American Indians, and probably the aho- turn it to the jar of oil, so,—thereby to
shows how-dangerous it is to tolerate the “In the beautiful land little children ne'er grow old,
Turn
now
to
Romans,
ch.
-11.
It
is
every little forehead is Diared a crown of gold,
say as a matter
course, ih the Fulton rigines. The worship of ancestors among consecrate the whole contents, your hon- clear in support of the salvation of the least evil, even ifs prudence seems to di- On
A harp tuned by an angel in every little hand,” etc.
street daily prayer meeting.
Ncver was a the Cingalese is ofie evidence of their Chin- or.” All his words, corresponding actions, Jews. Itis declared, God hath ‘not cast rect it.
Then there is a chorus which begins as folese origin. Bishop Heber might well ‘say and the desired ceremony had been permore discouraging case, to the eye of man
But admitiing that ground for one molows:
them away, that is, rejected them utterly,
of
it,
:
formed
in
giving
the
explanation.
It
was
—never a criminal apparently more hardment, it does not prove that it is right. - 1st. “Then come, pretty angels, on love’s
Their
“fulless,”
that
is,
their
salvation,
pinions come 1”
but the work of a moment, and the goverened in nerve, more audacious in defiance
Because, being a tivil regulation of the.
“Every prospect pleases,
shall
help
in
the
salvation
of
the
Gentiles,
When
we
come
before
the
Lord
with songs.
nor and recorder did not know how to
And only man is vile.”
of heaven, earth and heli, more. empty of
or heathen. ‘The receiving of them shall Jewish nation, it ceased to be binding of praise, is it necessary that we should
interfere
in
time.The
Kandy
priests
were
the very elements of gjsceptibility, from
‘when the Jewish nation became extinct; mean what we say ?, If so, how are we
Nature has bestowed her choicest gifts
to
while the Siamese ‘be life from the dead.” °. Again, “‘God is and 2d, becausé we have the direct comwhich a sense of remorse or a concern for with a most liberal hand. In addition to quite taken aback,
dispose of a large class of hymns which
able
to
graft
them
in
again.”
And
again,
his own hereafter might be developed. the most luxuriant - vegetation’ and great priests, having obtained what they desired “Blindness hath in part happened to lsrael mand of Christ to the contrary, for he says, seem to be very popular in these Sunday\ Here was a crucial test of the power of variety of tropical fruits, there are many took from Tickery's hands the now conse.
“ What God has joined together let not school musie-books, but which do tot extill the fullpess of the Gentiles be come in.
press the feelings of the little ones? For
prayer.
If the counsels of the “Almighty precious stones. The ruby, emerald, sap- crated “jar with every+ demonstration of And so shall’all Israel be saved.”
‘man put asunder,”
example, how can a healthy, happy, frolicClarke, in his commentary, says concern- some child truthfully express
wel not inscrutable to. scientific experi- phire, onyx, amethyst, opal, jacinth and gratitude. The Kandy priests made lond
itself as folThese predictions have nof yet been ful- ing Matt. 19:
and indigrant protests; while the gover4-9, ** Our Lord here shows lows:
ment and beyond the scope of induction, topaz are found in this beautiful island.
;
:
filled,
but
they
will
be.
that marriage (éxcept in one case) is finnor patted Tickery on the back,—saying,
Professor Tyndall himself might well have
“I
am
sitting
at
the
portal
with
the
sapphire
gates
The Buddhists consider Ceylon a saergd *‘Tickery, my boy, you have settled the
dissoluble. 1st. By divine institution, verse
ar,
.
** Watchman, tell us of the night,
submitted
to { this test : the ¢* legitimate hy-:
island,
and
have
deposited
here
their
most
4.
2d.
By
express
Where
the
eyes
of
hope
immortal
catch
the
gleaming
command,
.
verse
5,
8d.
j
.
question for us; it is a pity you were not
What its signs of promise are;
»
:
world afar;
pothesis” which he thinks stands sorely in | precious” relic, Buddha's tooth. It was | ~~"
pre in ots of St. James, for you
Traveler, o’er yonmountain’s hight,
Beg he
married jor) became one Tam longing for the music stealing through the open
need of empirical verification. 1t is too | brought from Northern India by a princess,
see that glory béaming star,
;
the first pair, verse
8. { 5th. Because Pof thet And my wearyX heart grows home-sick for the land
early a day—perhaps any iN. song of the A. D., 810. Buddhists believe that, in what- would have made a splendid diplomatist.” ;
where gin’s no more.
...f evil -consequent-lon sepgration, verse 9.” lif am sitting,
4
sitti
sitting at the portal,
Watchman, does its beauteous ray
judgment day will be too-early—to state ever country it is found, that country will
And ‘in the one exception which Christ I am longing, lon
g, longing at the portal.”
Aught of hope or joy foretell ?
with certainty what the test will tell, The be taken under the special protection of The End of the World not Near.
makes in which they may be separated, he
And the singer is sitting, and longing,
Traveler, yes; it brings the day,
providential answers connected with all Buddha, and that the nation possessing it
gives no permission to marry again while and waiting at the portal of heaven through
oo
Promised day of Israel.”
“
botb live, but rather, an explicit command four verses.
“the years of prayer for Edward S. Stokes,
n never be conquered. The English
to the contrary.
In a former article, six different periods
have been a dark,unfathomable and hopeless a ptieed and held it from 1818 {ill 1847,
Again, let it be noticed that these are
Some will plead the peculiar cireumstancwere named since the Saviour’s ascension,
mystery—involving a reprobate career,hardhen the home government ordered it to
plain, favorable, striking and ioteresting es attending the separation of many, and |
WHAT THE SUPERINTENDENT CAN Do.
ening Jast to remorseless murder and a mur- be returned to the priests. This relic is in which it was confidently believed by prophecies to the effect that all nations which would seem to make the second marA
Sunday school is almost always very nearmany that he was then, or very soon, to ap“derer's doom. Were all these, then, the placed in the principal temple mm Kandy.
shall be blessed with the gospel of Christ. riage right. But I claim there are no. ecirly
what the Superintendent will have it to
pear
the
second
time.
Of
course
the
calcumstance
s
so
aggravati
“** means of Sree” for that child of many It is
ng
as
to
make
it
gaid by those who have visited it,
To Abraham it was: said, and repeated, ‘In
prayers? Could no milder preaching, say that the room containing it is about twelve culations all failed. Now it is proposed to thee and in thy seed shall all the families right to break the least of the command- be. The Independent says:
ments of the BihJe. It may seem hard for
If he wants punctuality and seeks to seof hell fire and the worm that never dies, feet square, and without windows. The give the reasons for not assenting to the of the earth be blessed.” Gen. 12: 8, Paul, the
time being, to bear, but Christ says, cure it, he is likely to have it. If he feels
have been empowered to cleave his im-’ walls and ceiling are hung with gold -bro- views of Adventists, that the end of the
in Gal. 3:8, explained this io mean that ¢ It is better to cut off thy hand and to “that a teachers’ meeting is essential to the
je:
penetrable hardness of heart, but the hang- cade, and white shawls, with colored bor- world is near.
enter into life maimed than that thy whole life of his school, he will probably be not
all nations should be blessed in Christ.
body should be cast into hell.” How much long without one, If the teachers are not
man must be sent as the gentlest monitor ders.
1. The main argumentin the beginning,
\
In the second Psalm, we find this: “Ask nobler to endure
for a little time what yet up to the standard he counts correct, in
‘who could disciple him ? Perhaps so; God
A table about four feet high occupies used by Mr. Miller, was the 2,300 days in of me and I will give the heathen for thine seems
grievougy
than to deny the Lord, and earnestness, fidelity, or methods of work,
knows.
The verdict and the sentence the principal part of the room; this table is Daniel.
Putting a day for a- year, and be- inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the incur the
just
'¥&ibution of heaven.
he can bring them up to it, one by one,
Ii
spoke in vain, apparently. But days of covered with gold brocade. On this shrine ginning when the 70 weeks did, they ended
Should this fall under the eye
any he feels that the pastor or the church gener:
‘realizing reflection may have opened his are placed two small images of Buddha, in 1843. But what authority for making a earth for thy possession.” The eleventh of professed follower of. Christ, who isof conally ought to take more interest in the Sunear to listen to this last warning volee of one of gold, the other of crystal. ‘Four day stand for a yearin these numbers? Isaiah containda full, definite and beautiful templating marriage with a divorced per- day school, he should never rest until they
prophecy of Christ’s kingdom, and in the
son, let me ask them to take their Bible,
God—the answer to prayer—and on the caskets, containing other relics, occupy And what for beginning them 457 years
are duly interested. If more scholars should
ninth vérse it is said, “The earth shall be enter their closet, and upon their bended be gathered in, his determination settles the
~same afternoon in which a telegram from
B.
C.?
And
if
all
this
was
correct,
what
the four corners of the shrine; in the cenfull of the knowledge of the Lord as the knees read every passage referring to this question of their coming,
Whatever is the
the Clerk of the Court of Appeals to the
ter is the casket containing the sacred evidence that, at the close, time would wilters cover the sea.” ' In Daniel's Proph- subject, then A thereatell our Father all lack in his Sunday
school, the SuperintendSheriff assured every murderer in the Tombs tooth. This caskat is
end? Not a bit in the Bible.
bell shaped, made
ecy, second chap., ¥he stone cleft from the the desires and hopes, realizing that he ent should feel it his duty and his privilege,
w= wf the inexorable doom of Foster, the one of silver, heavily
sees the inmost recesses of the heart.
If by the Divine blessing, to have supplie |
plated with gold; itis
2. Mr. Miller, a short time before 1843,
mountain's side without hands became so conscience then approves taking the step,
speedily,
?
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No

Time

to Pray.

No time to pray!
© *
Oh, who so fraught with earthly care
AS nbt to give to humble prayer
Some part of the day ?

;
Xo time to pray!
‘What heart so clean, so pure within,

’

Needs not to pray ?

time shaken)

So press us as to take it all,

: Each passing day?
No time topray!

Then sure your record falleth short;
Excuse will fuil you as resort,

On that last day,

|

What thought more drear,
Than that our God his face should hide,
And say, through all life’s swelling tide,
No time to hear!
Cease not to pray ;
On Jesus, as your all, rely.
Would you live happy, happy
Take time to pray.

i

..

Force

and
—

:
die?

Love.

——

hl

That is the question.
Is it force? Many
seem to think so; conspicuously Mr. Thom-

ering

of the same character.

‘who can, and the
eminent over the

Carlyle

Hh

has

no

partakes

who can has rights
who can not.
Mr.

pity to waste on. the imbe-

cile and impotent,

and would

gladly see

them swept out of the world by the stern
arms of implacable law. None shail live
by their wits or have
a chance to beg in
the universe. Work or die is his maxim.
His emblem of deity is the straight line
which measures men by exact rule, and
divides the sheep from the goats with unerring certainty.
ine, sword, are

Black,

ing aside

sweeping,

irresistible,

cities like Thebes, Athens,

nest

(never

since. that

immediate

supernat-

persons,

many.

of

tone

of

voice.

“still

small

Beneath’

soice,”

an

human

voice or

all the

turn-

best

ed.

.
the

Now,

because

no repentance, dropping no explanations,
it pushes on, a blind destiny, a remorseless

pen,

things

spiritual

but | which will echo in

fate. The multitude know of ne God
this, the predesiipdtor, the judge, the
sovereign ruler and king. They grovel in

are only

brassy

execution

them

came

but

‘by my

must

be

Spirit,”

accomplish-

history

of

the

next

is

to

heaven.

Such sermous

Goliaths,

after

be

by

done

all.

the

The

‘‘small,

season,

and

the

timely deeds of Jove,

too

small to be remembered—these will make
weak peopie cowards and strong people | the paZes of next year’s record “which will
Rev.
brutes, and countenances the numberless | read best on the Day of Judgment.—
T. L. Cuyler, in Independent
atrocities that cripple and dwarf humanity.

It is the conception of force as deity that
drives men into atheism; for force has

nothing élevating or ennobling in it; it
converts nobody, it pacifies nobody, it satisfies no questioning, it softens no manners,
it reconciles no differences, it assists no
efforts at adjustment, it favors no interests,
it secures no. peace.
If force be God, then

Little

|

Side

[©
A merchant of San Francisco, during
|
| the infant days of the State of California,
| having escaped disastrous fires, grew rich
|
{ and. prosperous.

He

built

a

fine

ware-

|
criminal jurisprudence, in manners and | ||
customs; and a frightful worship it is.
Very far is force from expressing the qual- {|

bales
and boxes
of merchandise
were’
thrown into the water.
What was the cause? A worm, a mere
mite when young, but nearly as large as
and growing
ity we call divine. To say that force is | oue's finger when grown,
most rapid!y, anl multiplying in almost
God is a most inadequate statement.
Inin civil

and

| "incredible numbers, had eutered the piles.
adequate also is the statement that thought They had completely honeycombed the mteis God. We rise now to a higher concep- { nor, rendering. them ingapable. of sustaintion. The world of intellect and beauty | ing any weighs.
is more glorious to contemplate than the
‘Is not this like little sins ? Does not one
world of brute power. But thought, knowl- bezat
another, and another,” multiplying
edge, science, intelligence, do not convey
to an alarming extent? A child does not
the peculiar
quality which we call divine. become
utterly faithless to his parents all
Love alone
does that. The loving life is
the divine life; the humane character is the at once. Ouae small act of disobedience at
god-like chara
y
oeneficent
force,
State's
course. of crime, even unto the
the tender
illumination, the power that
prison.
hip
gt
aims to bless, the light that7shines to guide
Another begins to deceive in little things,
and warm convey the intimate essence of
He does not become a notorious liar all at
deity.
This is the Trinity, Power, Wisonce, but commences by withholding’ the
dom, Love; but Love is
the center. The truth
;-theun prevaricates ; then utters small
feeble and unintelligent, if loving, dwell falsehoods
; next larger ones, till his moral
near the heart of things. When the intel- sense becomes sadly corrupt, if not entireligent and strong are loving, the heart of ly destroyed.
.
things overflows, bursts out in fountains,
And thus, like the mite. in the timber,
rolls in rivers, glows in suns. The loveli- these
little sins eat into the very life of
ness of Jesus made him to be regarded as the soul,
destroying ifs soundness, its
a divine manifestation, and keeps him so health, and making it a mass of uncleanin all hearts; till that loveliness be ques- ness, “whose end is to be burned.” Betioned, hig, place will not be taken trom
him.
Lows is God.
Let us hold fast to
that in tliought and purpose if ws can not
in feeling, and whatever our limitations

ware, then, of little sins,

The above incident is also capable of
illustrating another important truth. The
merchant built his house
partly upon rock
we shall coppmunicate something of the | and
partly upon piles, and stored his predivine principle.—Frothingham
cious merchandise upon this seemingly secure foundation. But behold the disastrous result! So some souls build their
Words and Work in Season.
hopes

-
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Success In spiritual work turns

constant-

ly on small pivots. Ie is a fool who despises the day of small things. Revivals
in churches often.grow out of a very ‘“‘mustard seed” of influence. The striking of a
tiny match often kindles the furnace.
In
my own early ministry at B—I had a
period of trying discouragement.
I was
protty Shoroughly disheartened, and threatened to quit the little congregation, among
whom the plain and earnest preaching of

the Word seemed to produce no visible re-

sults.
One day a little ght
apt into the
shoe-store of gpe of my parishio ors, to receive her pay for some work done in binding
shoes.
She spoke to the young opt “with

whom she was dealing
about a prayer
meeting in her own church, and invited
him to attend,

He went,

diately impressed.

In

and

was

a week he

imme-

was

a

thing must be done in our church.” I
proposed a prayer givin in her own house
on that very evening.[=~]0
She agreed to
go
out on one side of the town and invite the
people to come, if I'would go out through
the other side. I closed my books and
hastened out to drum up attendants to a
prayer meeting in a feeble congregation,
which had only three men who ever prayyed in public. One.of
®these- wys quite
7 illiterate and the other stuttered terribiy.
At the hour appointed I found to niy
, the

housz

crowded

to

over

the

*‘I fear-

same

parts

Scripture so often, I should lose
them,

but

(of

my - inggr-

after

more

tly

fifty years of study, it is my experience
that with every class my interest increases "—Am. Mis.

Save

Me,

I Perish.

During

a heavy storm

Spain, a dismantled

~

Every-day

ofl’ the

coast

merchantman

of

was ob-

served by a British frigate drifting before
the gale. Every eye and glass were on her,
and a canvas shelter, on a deck almost level

the

of life;

they draw

nearer;

it moves,

mission

work,

of

future

happiiress

partly

upon

For Us.

of

The good man daily acquires a delicacy
moral perception and feeling, before

whose

penetrating:

gaze his ipmost

imper-

fections are laid bare. His outward blemishes, his grosser faults, may be amended.
t the

sins

which

ind themselves

cling closest,

subtly

through the

which

fibers

of his nature,—his pride, vanity, self-conceit, self-indulgence, and above all, the
disloyalty of his sglf-will to the will of the
All-Good,—these“grow only more apparent.

He finds that to purify the fountain-head of

outer decorum. - Some
powerful excitement, some unwented trial, will rouse into

action

lawless

jection

he

impulses,

had

sung

over”whose sub-

songs

of

Long dormant evils, awakened

temptations,

by a rush of

triumph.

by adverse

prosperity, or

a

shock of adversity, by {attery and favor,
or by persecution and peril, will burst forth

from their hiding-places, with such violence
as almost to make him doubt the reality of

his religious life.”

At

such trying

seasons,

the soul for
home to the

good man his instant dependence.
With
what grateful joy does he then hold fast to

God

more

the Bible

were

Spirit of God

written for

looked

along

saw that in such an event

or

the words
us.

the

That

ages

of
the

and

circumstance

of life, we should: need just such counsel
and help, ‘And thien he mnspired a peu to
write it down. Not for our good only

times.

No warning, but many have taken

it home.
>
It is like a good chart, which has every:
thing on it, that a mariner in any, seas may
need.
Its truths never wear out.
Says

one who has heen a deep
“The Bible will bear

student of it,

a thousand

readings,

and the man who has goue over it the
most frequently and carefully, is the surest of Pr new wonders there.”
The venerable Charles Elliott, after years
of close study of the Word, read
the Old Testament in three weeks,

through
when in

Richest

Premiums

We

have

offered

rich

premiums

before

now to our subscribers, and they have been
varied and valuable as well as attractive.
At the end of no little thought, inquiry and
planning, we have decided to offer a new
list, which we are sure must be set-down
as both generous and choice. Look at what
follows:
:
7
1. New subscribers, sending

;

Say

The

from

heaven —Chan

receive the Star for one year, and a copy
of any oie of the fine, good-sized steel EnFavings which they may select from the
following list: ¢* The Heavens declare the
Glory of God,” and ** Fairy Stories;” or,
2. New subscribers,

sending

$4.25, will

receive the Star for one year, Arthurs very

excellent Home

Magazine for one year,and

a larde, new and
graving,

just

very

beautiful

executed,

steel En-

entitled,

¢ The

The regular price of the Star is $2.50; of
the Magazine, $2.50; of the Engraving,
£5.00 ;—making a total of $10.00.
We will
furnish the whole for $4.25;

or,

3. New subscribers, sending $3.60, will

receive the Star for one
tian

at

Work,—one

year,

of the

practical monthly religious

The

Chris-

most vital and

sheets

and

exquisite Chromos, each about 12 inches
square, entitled “Good Morning,” and ““Carlo in Mischief.”
At the regular prices,
what we thus offer for $3.60 would cost
about $12.00; or,
subscribers, sending

heavy

Trace either
Whitefield, or Pearce, or
Nettleton; or Payson, in their caréer, and it

it will be seen that the road between pulpit
and the closet was: well beaten. No grass
grew in their path.
They, like Moses,
welt much

of their

time in the

mountain

of communion with God; and when they
came to their people they were radiant with
glory upon which they had been. gazing;
not only radiant with glory, but also clothed with power.
The same may be said of
all others who have attained to eminence as
successful preachers of the Gospel. Other
gifts may secure Tame, popularity, etc,;
prayer

will render a man

in winning souls to Christ.

profound,

outposts, or
muzzle the

eloquent

men

eminently ]

useful

Ey

acute,

may

defend

the

demonstrate the evidences, or
cavilers,
or
gather gay and

gorgeous offerings to deck
the altars of
faith ; but when it comes to the life question,
to the personal adhesion of men to Christ,
it is the. 'man of faith and prayer whose
winistrations are blessed.

Use
rp

It!
——

Religion is for use, fuel is for fire,

wood

cut down is to be used, bricks are to build,
cloth is for clothes, religion is for life.. If
you have any religion, use it. Some years
ago, there was a sect of people called the
Rosicrucians; they were a very remarka-

ble people. It was said of them that they
had discovered the principle of an everburning flame ; but then nobody was able
to see it; the singularity of the lamp was,
that it only shed its luster in vaults, in
closely-sealed and concealed tombs.
I do

who

always

when

he

went.

out on

dark nights, carried a bright lanterh with
him? Many people laughed at him, and

some said to him, ‘‘ Why, what a foolish
old fellow you must be; what is the use of

a lantern to you?” ¢“Oh,” he said, “I carry it to prevent people from stumbling over
me.” So Christians should carry their light ;
‘let your dight so shine: before men that
they, may see,” so, in fact,
not stumble over you.

A

Sweet

that

they: do

and

which

executed at a

be sent

mounted

and

ready for framing.
Tt opens to us the
very heart of what is pure, beautiful and
suggestive in domestic life, and its merits

grow upon one by study.
We shall not probably be able to hold
out these inducements for more than a limited period. Hence the need of sending the
orders and the money promptly.

Any

present

subscriber,

remewing

Apr. 1, and sending the name
subscriber with the

his

of one

money, shall

be

new
enti-

tled to any one of the smaller engravings
mentioned in ‘the paragraph marked 1,—
Sending $1.75 additional, he shall be entitled to the Home Magazine
for one year,
and a copy of the large- engraving, as
specified in paragraph marked 2.—Sending
$1.10" additional, he shall be entitled to
the Christian at

Work

for one

year,

and

the two chromos specified in paragraph 3,—

Sending 50 cts. additional, he shall he entitled to the chromo mentigned in paragraph 4.—TARE Notice.
In each case the
name of one new subscriber must be sent
along with the renewal.. And this offer
extends only to Apr. 1,1873. The premiums mentioned in this paragraph are
offered to all these new subscribers as they
are to others.
Should any persons, ordering the Chro-

closet is here! Never swept, for certain,
gince ‘you was christened. And what a fat
idol stands skulking in the corner!

A sweet

heart-sin, I warrant it. How 'it simpers,
and seems as pleasant as a right eye. “Can

TAYLOR

For

AGRICULTURAL
OF

payments

and

Three

study

:

in

premiams, cave should be taken

to

specify

just what is wanted, and to write the names
and orders plainly, so that there need be no
mistakes, misdirection,

or losses

by

the

is allowed

ami

credit given when premiums are order-

ed.

mending

these offers.

The

statement

ter

of

course.

That - our reader¥ will

VEGE-

tration of the Nervous System, no ‘medicine

healthfulness,

em.
_ The remarkable cures effected by VEGETINE
have
induced,many physiciansand apothecaries whom we

Tuition,

Boarding,

Washing,

Rent,

and use of heavier Furniture.
For Catalogue or further information,

the

President, Rev. J. CALDER;D. D., or the Frecepiress,

Miss JANE W. Hoyt, A.
P.
ie O., Center Co.,3 Pa.

M.,

Agricultural

VEGETINE.

t purifies the blood, cleanses all the organs,
Possesses a controlling power over the nervous

Fuel

address

satisfaction as the

has ever

ineluding

and
sys-

know to prescribe and uée it in their own families.

College
1y48

In fact, VEGETINE is the best remedy

ered tor the above diseases, and is

BLOOD

PURIFIER

yet

yet discoy-

the only

reliable

placed

before the

WILTON

COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,
WILTOY, *TowA.

public.

Commences

its Fall Term September

Free to Book Agents.

Prepared by HI.R. STEVENS, Boston, Mass,
Price $1.25. ®bld by all Druggists.
eowtFeb2l

2, 1872.

Catalogues sent to inquirers.

An Elegantly Bound Canvassing Book, for
the best and cheapest Family Bible ever published,
will be sent.free of Sharge to any book agent. Itcontains neacly 500 fine Scripture illustrations, and

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.
This institution 18 under

the control

consin Yéarly Meeting, and

has been

of the
in

Wis-

successful

agents are meeting with unprecedented
success.
Address, stating experience, etc., and we will show
you what our agents are do'ng.

operacion for three years. The coming year promises more enlarged usefulness.
The village of
Evansville is finely located, and few
places in the

West

surpass

it in point of moral and

partment.

4t5

religious in-

fluences
Expenses are reasonable.
.
Prof. JACOBS will have charge .of the Music
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CALENDAR:
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THE
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book
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only
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and
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circulation

does good.

liberal terms.
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directed), or damages by transportation.
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Sec’y.

If Instruments

INSTITUTION.
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CALENDAR:
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Six regular courses for both sexes.
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For further information address IRA A. PHILBRICK
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for

it, and

Philadelphia, Pa.

will com-

E. SWEAT,

book

PORTER & COATES, Publishers,

under the struction of J. LINSCOTT, recently PrinSiva} of N. E. Masonic Institute, Center Effingham,

DR. MOSES

BEST
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mence Tuesday, Feb. 11, and continue eleven weeks,

Rooms for self-boarding

FOR

HOURS

PREACHERS.

of its kind
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of this institution

CO., Phila., Pa

HALF

Rev. G.S. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

November 18, 1872.
January 24, 1873.
February 3, 1873.
April 11, 187.

begins April 28, 1873.

Summer Term hs
July 2, 1873.
For.further particulars, apply to the Principal, or
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E. C, LEWIS, Sec. Trustees.
‘New Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1873.

“BATES

THEOLOGICAL

SCHOOL.

The next Term of this school will commence Aug.
2, 1872.
The Faculty for the next year is organized
as follows: Rev. O. B. CHENEY, D. D., President.
.
Rev. J. Fullonton, D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical

MACHINE COMPANY. -

History and Pastoral Theology.
Rev. J.J. Butler, D. D., Professor of New Testament,
Greek and Homiletics,

Rev. B. F. Hayes, A. M., Professor of Mental and
Moral Philosophy.
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Thomas S, Rich, Professor of Hebrew..
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the other
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Patent
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TERMS

April 7, 1873.
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SHAFTING,

L.G.JORDAN, A. B., Principal, with three Assist
ants.
a
/
The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes.
The school
being composed of only one department, a thoroughness 1n doing their work is secured from both teachers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where 80 many kinds of work are done. The

TURNING

Special

attention

is

given

Mill Work, all

poetry,

ometers
£146

and culture. The public lectufes ot these institutions
are invaluable,
A. M. JONES, Sec.
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course

A. L.. GERRISH,
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Mathematics.
Miss ORRA A. ANGELL,
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Prof. D. M. WAITT, (from the
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Commercial College,
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No deduction for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness.
Half terms commence at the
beginning and middle of the term.
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$2.00 per week.
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men’s are formed.

Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
re

particulars, address the Secretary,
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C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.0
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Creation
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Normal, Academ-

Machinery,

Brass
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Single and by

INSTITUTE.

Furnishes College, Preparatory,

kinds of Saw Mill

Circular and Upright,) Iron and

scanning, &c. The location of the school so near
the College and Theological School, affords advantages of association with students of a higher rank

MAINE

TOOLS

of everp\leseription,

to reading,

declamation, composition, Greek and Latin

LATHES,
MACHINISTS’

students are farthfully drilled in Latin and Gréek
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra and
Geomefry.

Boiler

STATIONARY

8%

NICHOLS

PU tent

BiiTows

"Boers;

Cy Ter

Jr.

SPRING AND SUMMER

Iren Pipes:

Ferules for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks;

con-

bine to offer the best inducements to those desiring
a thorough academical education that the school
has presented for yearsFor particular information address the Principal,
WARREN

Wrought

Bleaching Kiers; Steam Boxes for Print Works ; Lap

tinued interest of the Trustees in the Academy, com-

N

OF

Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubu.

Ana

FRE

Tar,

Center,

to $3.00.

I. P. QUIMBY,

Galvanized

Valves ; Steam

commenc
.
r., recently

Tuition from $3.50 to $5.00.
Rooms for self-boarding may be obtained at rea| sonable rates. Board in private families from $2.50

MRS.

MANUFACTURERS

Steam and Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron

er
the mstructionof 1. P. Quimby,
3 ragipal of Greely Institute, Cumberland
e.

\

AGENT,

NEWMARKET, N.H.,,

:

Sec.

PATL

Me., July 16, 1872.

The Fall Term of this Institution
Tuesday,-Aug. 20, and continue
e

of

them’ suffices. That the remittances and
orders should come in promptly and abun~
dantly, is what may be expected as a mat-

Ringworm,

given such perfect

For further

of com-

and

of the

Boils,

beauty, and freédom from corrupting influences.
Expenses only $175 for College year of 40 weeks

rates.

We need say nothing in the way

Scaldhead,

Diseases

Gs, Hlotches,

Dghjlity, VEGETINE acts directly upon the causes
of these complaints.
It invigorates and strengthens
the whole system, acts upon the secretive organs, allays inflammation, cures ulceration and regulates
the bowels,
:
7
For Catarrh, Dyspepsia, labitual Costiveness, Palpitation of the Heart, Headache, Pijes,
Nervousness, afitl General pros-

:

CLASSICAL.
Not sectarian,but

surpassed

Eruptive

anternal ulceration, and uterine diseases and General

full courses of

SCIENTIFIC and

thoroughly Christian.
Location can not be

an

Pustules, Pimp

Tetter,

AGRICULTURAL,

REV.

ordering the

pedia!

0

TINE has never failed to effect a permanent cure.
FOR PAINS IN THE BACK,
Kidney Complaints,
Dropsy, Female Weakness, Leucorrheea, arising from

COLLEGE

PENNSYLVANIA.

Open to both sexes.

Wicers,

| Skin,

REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

for framing, they will
In making

NCyC

VIRGINIA.

This Institution offers to students important and
peculiar advantages.
For particular information,
send for a Circular to

Fall term commences Aug. 22, 1872.
Winter term commences Nov. 7, 1872,
GEORGE, B. FILES, A: M. Principal.

in addition to the sums specified above.

E

e

COLLEGE,

Co., WEST

feal and Ladies’
weeks.

need to send 40 cts.
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A universal Dictionary
of Biblical, Ecclesiastical
and Historical Information, fiom the earliest times to
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3,000 fine illnstrative engravings. Publishedin seria 2.
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tian at Work,wish them mounted and ready

Mo

yretty honest, you may trust me; and nofhing will be found, I fear, to tempt a man ‘to
be a thief. Well, to be sure, what a filthy

WEST VIRGINIA
FLEMINGTON,

mos mentioned in connection with the Chris-

Of course, nd percentage

heart, sir, and
My hands are

Principal

bl

For further particulars, address the Principal.

@

mails.

tl)
@ ee

the

AUSTIN ACADEMY,
"

Heart-sin.,

Let me step into your
peep upon its furniture.

designed

B

Calendar:

$3.00, will

This Chromo,

expense, will

of

COMPLETE

-e

FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 3, 1872.
~ WINTER TERM,12 weeks. Opens Dec. 8, 1872.
SPRING TERM, 13 weeks.
Opens Feb. 25, 1873.
Board may be obtained in private families at $8.50
er week, or rooms may be obtained for self-boardng at reasonable rates.
Complete courses of stitdy for both sexes. Special
attention given to those desiring to take a thorougli
course in
Music.
ai

publish-

ed,—for one year, aud two very choice

4. New

POTTER'S

been enlarged

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
Faculty:
C. A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.
IL. D. Smith, Principal Commercial Department.
E.C. Smith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss
Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.

Three Graces,” or,Faith, Hope, and Charity.

has just been

APA ES,

Secret of Success.
ids

Whitestown, N. Y., July 2, 1872,

.
will

$2.50,

or, Home Sunshine.”

strength

just

Ten Professors and Instructors.

ning's ‘Perfect Life.”

and

has

J. 8. GARDINER,

& et!

receive a copy of the Star for oné year, and
a new and especially beautiful Chromo, 13
by 16 inches, entitled *¢ Little Students,

light

Department

.

in’

the assurance, that he is never alone, for
the Father is with him, that the Living
Source of all good is near to him as his
own life, and ready to renew him with

man,

It is a blessed thought that

The

Music

i
and best in the State,
i
8, one
Terms moderate,
Send for Circular,

t

serve

The Grandest Work of Modern Times.
Agents Wanted for its Sale.

GREEN

—

but to

SEMINARY.

with seyen or eight new rooms, new instruments an
experienced teachers. The School i

connection with your daily calling, - I have

and

Gr

The

We must come back to our point, which
is, not to urge you all to give yourself up to

then mutters—mutters in a deep, sepulchral
voice, “There 3 another man.”
Saved
himself, the first use the saved one made of

etl)

WHITESTOWN

The WINTER TERM of this institution will open Dec.
oth, Six Spumplete courses of study for both sexes, in
which students are prepared for college, for teaching
i
®
and for business.

Religion.

—-

.

Rui

Christ, and partly upon good works; but
as these can not
possibly be pure and perfect, they fail in the day of trial, and cause
not so much doubt the discovery, as I deny
a lods irreparable and never-ending to ‘the
use of such a flame; open the door, it
those who have so foolishly trusted therewas
said, and instantly the light was exin.
i
tinguished.
Why, what is the use of such
“Other foundation can no man- lay than
a light as that—a light that nobody ever
that is laid, which is Jesus Christ.
But sees? And so -it is with the religion of
let every man take heed how
he buildethy| some people; if they have any, they keep
thereupon.”— Observer.
it all to themselves, as in a vault or tomb.
Did you ever hear the story of the old blind

converted
man.
His godly
mother, a {but for thousands who have zone befcre
member of my little chureh’, came fo me at and who will come after.
No promise is
once with the good news, and said ‘‘sonie- there but has been proved thousands of

. amazement,

going

‘is ever new,’ said

professor.

a. secret ejaculation, a cry of
God’s grace to rescue, brings

Sins.

| house, partly upon solid rock, and partly
liberty isat an end and civilization is destin- { upon piles, as it was convenient to have a
ed never to attain its noblest proportions
portion of hisestabiishment extend over the
Force is not an attribute of God, but the tel- | water of the harbor.
lurie, demoniac. attribute which commonly {- One night, a messenger cdme to him
goes by the name of the devil.
Tt is still
| with the intelligence that the whole conworshiped, worshiped more than any other, worshiped heartily in domestic and so- || cern hal fallen to the grouad, and that
church,

that

est in reading

was

which

smooth * stones” in the shepherd’s sling.
The little acts, and the words spoken in

superstitions
before him; they copy his
harshness in bloody legislation and emulate his cruelty in cruel punishments.
I
is the feeling that force is divine that inakes

and

ed

theological

twe]vemonth with most pastors, and teach- bemotion in the soul, to cleanse its depths
ers, and every kind of good workers, will from all that defiles it, to drive out lurking
probably turn on just these little pivots. ill from its recesses, and to untwine the serIt is not by what we ministers in our fool- pent cuils of selfishness from his purposes
ish, egotistic partialities, call our ‘‘great and plans, his aims and interests, is a vastsermons” that the strokes shall be struck
ly harder work than building fair walls of

they becamea.luxurions and incontinent ;
making frightiul examples of
nations,
plowing into the soil empires like that of
Cesar, listening to‘no prayers, pausing for

cial life, in state

¢ ‘The old, old story,’

a learned

ear-

from the everlasting throne of love. It
would seem as if the Divine Spirit delighteth to work through such humble agencies, in order that no flesh may glory in
his presence, and -thatit may be cleayly
seen that ‘not by might, norby power” fof

nore, burying

Rome,

the

of over. seventy

another

Hunger, pestilence, famhis ministers; the prison

for none, sparing

in

those two simple words, spoken in

and the gallows are his agencies—he will
have servitude for the Negro in the United
States and the ‘Indies—for the turbulent
subjection, for the rebellious death. He is
terrible as the force he adores, And that
is terrible indeed. It is the pitiless Side of
God.

my

On the last day of the year 1867 or 68, 1 speech was to sek to save another. Oh !
rode home in a street-car with a gentle- learn that blessed lesson. Be daily pracman who had never manifested the slight- ticing it.
And so long asin our homes,
est interest in the religion of Jesus Christ. among our friends, in this wreck of a world
As we stepped out of the car together, he which is drifting down to ruin, there lives
wished me “a happy new year.” 1 went
ufednverted one, there is ‘another
back to him, ns he moved: off, and simply an
man,” let us go to that man. and lead for
said: “Let’s you and I determine to begin Christ ; and go to Christ and plead for that®
the new yedr to-morrow with a better life.” ‘man ; the cry, ‘Lord, save me, I perish,”
On that same. evening he came, for the
changed into one as welcome to a Saviour's
first time, to our prayer meeting,
Within ear, ‘Lord, save them, they perish."—Rev.
a month his family ‘altar was set up, and Thomas Guthrie,.D. D.
Li
his first address in” our prayer circle melted us all to tears. The whole subsequent
Besetting Sins.
life of my friend has seemed to hinge on

The king is the man

man
man

in

them fathers and mothers.

as Carlyle, whose worship of power, sublime and oftea beautiful as it is, sinks sometimes to the adoration of might.
His glorification of Prussian Frederic is strongly
of this nature. His deification of English
loftier in tone,

Never

arrangement was made for a series of active efforts, which resulted in the ingath-

What is the divine power in the world ?

. Cromwell, though

there.

you find a will to part with it, or. strength
to pluck it. out?
And supposing you a
match for this self-denial, can you so command your heart as to hate the sin you do
forsake? This is certainly required. l'ruth
is called for in the inward parts. God will
have sin not only cast aside, but cast away
with abhorrence. Sohe speaks: “Ye that
love the Lord hate evil."—John Berridge.

heard that a woman who has a mission
ural agency of the IToly Spirit, commonly
makes a poor wife or a bad mother ; this is
known as a “revival.” President Finney
can not have a stronger faith in such visit vith the sea, suggested the idea that there very possible and at the same time very laations and inworkings of the Holy Ghost might be life on board. With all his faults, mentable ; but the mission I urges notall
than I have, That season of soul-harvest- | no man is more alive to humanity: than the of this sert. ‘Dirty rooms, slatternly gowns,
ing also impressed me with the infinite im- rough and hardy mariner; and so the order. and children with unwashed faces are swift
portance of the smallest agencies; for that instantly sounds to put the ship about, and witnesses against the sincerity of those who
keep other vineyards and
neglect their
revival all rooted out from ag few words
present ly boat puts off with instructions own. I have no faith in‘that woman who
spoken in love byw poor young shoe-bindto bear down upon the wreck. Away after talks of grace and glory abroad and uses no
er, .v
:
that drifting hulk go those gallant mén
Let the buttons
That was the first chapter in a long se through the swell of a roaring sea; they soap and watér at home.
be on the shirts, let the children’s socks be
ries of pastoral experiences, all confirmreach it ; they shout; and now a strange ob- mended, let the roast mutton be done to a
ing the same troth—that spiritual success ject rolls out of that canvgs
screen against’
depends on a right use of the littles. Two the lee shroud of a brokolnast. Jauled turn, let the house be as neat as a new pin,
and the home be as happy as home can be.
young ladies called on me in New York into the boat; it provesto be the tink
of a
(in 1856) to tell me that they were troub- man, Pont hota and knees together, so Serve God by doing common actions in a
led about their souls. It occurred to me at dried and shriveled.as to be hardly felt heavenly spirit, and then, if your daily calling only leaves you cracks and crevices of
once thal, if these
two
persons were
within the ample clothes, and so hight that time, fill them up with holy service.—Spurs0 moved by the Holy Spirit, others in the a mere boy lifted it on board.
geon.
congregation might be similarly moved
wo
It is laid on the deck; in horroir and pity
without telling me of it. An immediate the crew gather around it; it shows signs

Who need not pray ?

No time to pray!
Mast care or business’ urgent call

;

was

led me to a firm faith

No time to pray!
Rid each day’s danger, what retreat
More inl than the mercy seat?

;

Spirit

his seventy-seventh year. On his daughter ‘inquiring once what he was reading,
he answered, ‘1 am reading news.”

clusters of Esheol.
It shaped to a great degree my whole subsequent ministry.
It

That. needeth not some check from sin—

»

.

whole life—not even during the, grept
awakening of 1858—have I attended a prayer meeting which was more evidently endued with the power from on high. That
meeting was the beginning of a series of
special services, which resulted in doubling the number of our little band of church
members, That was my first revival experience as a pastor. The sweet flavor of it
fingers with me yet, It was a taste of the

1

+%

+

door, ' The very atmosphere seemed charged with a sort of spiritual electricity. The
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G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.
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“aa All communications

designed for

publication

should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
“usiness, remittances of money,

&c.,

should

on

be

ad-

Wresed to the Publisher.

New ‘Subseribers.—Pr emiums.
ee

On our third

page Ww ill be fourld

a stale:

ment in which several choice premiums are
offered for new subscribers to the Star.
We
ask attention to them. They have
«an interest for all our present
B.

Our

ministers

are digposed to
as

agents

vited

to

te

procure

us

will endeavor

subscribers.

and

undertake

write

others

to make

who

special service

subscribers,

at

are

in-

this office, and

we

such

arrangements

-with them as shall encourage them to take
-held of this
a good

*

work.

number

We

hope to hear from

of them

The New

at once.

Indian

Policy.

*

The fonrth Anngal Report of the Board
of Indian Commissioners is before us, It
isa well printed volume of 200 octavo
pages.
And the pages abound in facts and
figures, in explanations and suggestions,
in arguments and replies. The real character of the movement to bring the Indians
under the

influence of civilizing and Chris-

“tianizing agencies, the work already undertuken and done by the various Chris“tian bodies that have entered into the
movement, the plans for the future, the
methods that have proved efficient, other
methods that have promise enough in them
fo warrant their employment hereafter,
and especially
the results apd obvious ten‘dencies of the

work as now

prosecuted,—

all these things are set forth with conscientions painstaking, with a satisfying fullness, and in a form that makes the lessons

at once

obvious and timely.

It is a doc-

nument that has a high and definite moral
purpose behindit.
It deserves to be read
with candor and studied with care, and it
can hardly fail to do good wherever it is
- allowed to do its legitimate work.
The features of the new policy are perhaps generally known. The old method of
séiecting ' agents, &c., has been largely
ditplaced. “And now nearly a thousand
agents, school-teachers and

other employes

are appointed by the various religious
bodies that have taken hold of the work in
the

interest

of

civilization,

faith and religion.
these
@

agents,

The

teachers,

justice,

good

Governtnent

pays

ete.,

thus giving a

large diseretion and imposify a Very sacred
The whole number of Indians under
the care of the Department is about 300,000.

“trust.

Of this number abeut 100,000 are regarded
as civilized, 125,000 partly civilized, and

75,000 are d6ill in what may be regarded as
a barbarous condition.
Most of the first
sdass are peaceable, friendly, fairly indus-

‘trious, teachable,

I''"HAE

and steadily improving

in character and habits. And the same influences which have brought these results

“4p pass are now more actively and efficientTy at work than ever before, and are operating over a larger field and with greater
prospects of success.
The past offersa
record that has many cheering features,
und the work still on hand is enlisting more
brain and heart, more
energy and faith
than have previously been brought into servWe trust many of our readers will
“ice.
obtain this volume and master and digest
its contents.
Of this mew Indian policy let us say a few
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A

full discussion

of. it would

re-

church,

the

ecclesi astically

. on REF

1873.

action review

of 65.
The whole mutter is in the
hands of an efficient committee, who will
spare no pains to make the exercises wor.

considered,

ed. And even Christianity Goes not eradi-] wae have received from a correspondent
cate in a year the individual vices and the the
i
he following
fol
[ inquiri
juiries touching
certain:
national traits Ww hich hav e been rooting features of church polity, with a request

would amount to nothing.
Its testimony
might have moral weight, and it might be
called on to bear this testimony as a mat| themselves for centuries,
The work of re- that they Be answered in the Star.
After | ter of apparent justice; but that is all it
constructing the Indian character and re- saying that he understands that F. Bapcould do.
fashioning the life must needs be a gradual tist ministers derive their ecclesiastical auWe’ have thus stated and applied the
one. But that work is going forward in thority from the concurrent” action: of the principles involved in: the case submitted,
the very way Christ has pointed out, and it church and Q. M., he puts his questions Whether that case is a real one, or only
is his own redeeming truth that is made the thus:
imaginary, we know not,
If it is real, and
chief agency. To distrust that 4gency, and
1. Cah a body of ministers, either in or such a conflict hetween bodies that should
plead that it has no regenerating power in out of the Q. M., properly commence and’ work in harmony is anywhere
existing
the Indian's soul, might be expected of a carry forward a trial ‘with a minister, and
among us, we are,—perhaps mercifully,—
worldling who has kept his heart barred finally withdraw fellowship from him, with- ignorant of it. And we may add that it is
out giving notice to the church of which he
against its entrance ; but such faithlessness
is pastor, or without giving him a trial or often quite as important to ask what duty
is the last thing which a Christian would a hearing before his church or Q. M.?
and Christian courtesy require, as to ask
And this work es- And if such’ a thing were done, would the what church usages allow. We can hardbe expected to avow.
pecially belongs to the. religious people of proceedings be valid ?
ly suppose that a Q. M., a Confefence, or
2. Would the church which such- a min- any other ‘“body of 1inisters” would go
the country. All the lower forces of human
ister is serving as pastor,—having the fullnature have, been tried on the Indian for est confidence in him, regarding the char z- to work to trump up utterly baseless chargtwo hundred years, and miserably failed; es made against him as unfounded, and es against a true and pure minister of Christ
it is time to call into service the vitality having no notice of the intended accusation
belonging to their own circle, carefully
and
love and patience supplied by the Spirit and trial,—be authorized to give the pas- avoid all communication. With thé church
|
tor an honorable dismission to unite with
-of Christ. “And th: at is always a power that notheg
of which he was the pastor, bunt him down,
evangelical denomination ?
goes forth conquering and to conquer, nd
* dis
sLheJsupposed case is not fully and clear- condemn, disfellowship and publicly

the N.

O., Jackson

&

Great”

Route to New Orleans, 529

Northern

miles,

By

the

river it is twice as many miles, This last
road has the Pullman sleeping cars, and all
of the modern improvements.
It is an excellent road and well managed.
The conductors are gentlemanly, and the officers

thy the occasion and the country.

——ANOTHER CLOUDIN THE MURDERERS'
Horizox.
The recent action of Governor
Dix in reference to a petition for a murderer's pardon meets with considerable satis- enterprising business men. . But few R. R.
companies have a man so well adapted for
faction. A rather strong petition was sent
Superinte
ndent as E. D. Frost, Esq. He
down from Buffalo, praving for executive
informed
us that by next fall they would
clemency in behalf of one Gaffney, who
brutally murdered a young man in that city have their road completed #nd cars running
direct to.Cairo. Our friends going South
not long since,
The Governor's reply,
Xai it is temperate and merciful in its will do well to take this route.
"A. H, CHASE.
tone toward the convict, is conclusive as to
his own duty to protect society by a firm
Gain and Loss.
——
enforcement of the law.
Speculation has a
My
attention
has
been
called to an article in
been rife as to the ground the Governor
would take in view of these petitions. the Star, stating that the Illinois Y. M. has
Stokes’s friends have had large hopes in" increased its membership the past year over

that direction,

five hundred,

especially as Mrs. Dix isa

and

also

to

an

increase

of

relative of the prisoner. But here seem to members to the churches of over eight Lunbe indications that the Governor will main- dred (I suppose from the article that the
tain -honorable grounds, and that the mur- churches referred‘td are in Mo. and Ill.)
A change of
M. or church from
-der-ridden New York public is to have the
ong
Y. M. to "another js no gain
protection of faithfully-enforced laws.
comes back wearing the garlands ofr vicgrace
him.
That
isn’t
likely.
Ministers
y Btated. We are not told whether, the
to « the
dénomination, however encourare men we know; they have frailties,
tory.
minister is or is not a member of the church
——INEREASE OF. SALARIES,
The move- aging it may be to the Y, M. that is
which he is serving as pastor. We are not even the best of them; they sometimes ment to increase the salaries of our public increased by the chinge.
In the Register
told whether the proceedings against him, + make honest mistakes; and now and then officers seems to be megting general favor. for 1872 the Illinois Y. M. reports six Q.
The Soul Remenibers its Friends. and the withdrawal = of fellowship from they seem to show that the spirit of *¢ the
The present rates of compensation were M’s, viz., Boone, Fox River, Hancock and
him, hay ty respect to his official position. first Adam” lingers within them, -asserts established when the service required was uiney
gpiic City, Rock River, and WalWe presume that a good many of the: and functions as a winister, or to his pbr- itself, and even for a time wages all too quite different and
when
money had a nut Cr
vith 1301 members,
The same
readers of the Star last week were interest- sonal character as a Christian.
We are successful a war with the better spiri¢ of much greater value, relatively, than now. Q. M’s for 1873 have 1252'members, a loss
ed in Bro. Chase's statement concerning the not told whether *¢ the body of ministers” *¢ the second Adam, the Lord from heaven.” The heads of many of the executive deof 49,
way in which the colored peopleof New referred to, as being ¢¢ either in or out of But we should be very slow to believe that partments and of the bureaus are obliged
The Wisconsin. Y. M. in 1873 reports
a
*‘
body”
of
them
would
deliberately
unite
Orleans-remember the preaching of Chap- the Q. M.,” is chosen for this purpose by
to rely upon the practice of their professions
eight
Q: M's, viz., Apple River, Fond du
lain Cilley. Bro. Cilley improved a choice others who were properly authorized to te do such a thing as is here described. to make out.ar 1{vinge course, this rate
Lac, Honey Creek, Lafayette, McHenry,
There
may
have
been
some
seeming
and
opportunity to preach the gospel.
His choose them, or whether they are self-electof compensation in hardly secure the men Rock & Dane, Sauk Co., and Waupun,
even real lack of chatity toward a pastor,
Hearers were at that
time an. oppressed ed on their own motion, and acknowledge
that the public service actually requires. with 2864 members.
The same Q. M's in
class. Preaching was thought by many to no responsibility except to.themselves. And or of frankness and-courtesy and deference No private business rewards its followers
1872, reported 2845, a gain of 19 members.
toward
a
church.
If
so,
the
mistake
should
be wasted upon them. It was also quite all these #rré "thingseof reaf importance - in
with so small returns as the Government
The ChicagoQ. M. of 240 members was
uncertain if any profitable impression could a case like the one brought forward. We be corrected andthe fault confessed. There does its officers. In view of this it is sig- reported in 1872
in the Wis. Y. M. and in
be made upon them. But the message was will state the simple principles in our is always great ‘need of calling into exer- nificant that the House judiciary committee 1873 in the IIL. Y. }
cise
the
charity
that
thinketh
no
evil,
that
delivered, in love and gfdelity, and then the church polity which seem to be involved in
The McLean QTM
In 1872 was Soporte
rejoiceth in the truth, and that covereth a has lately agreed upon a bill, if reports be
regiment was ordered away, and it is quite these questions, as we understand them.
true,
which
not
only
increases
the
pay
of
with
Q.
M's
not
connected
with any Y.M.;
doubtful if the preacher ever knew whether " Strictly speaking, ateording to the the- multitude of sins. And if any case like the chief Government:
officers, but of in 1873 it is reported in the IIL. Y. M. with
what
-is
here
mentioned
actnally
exists
gy accomplished anything or not.
ory’ of Independency, the church of which
anywhere among us, we trust that tis high- members of Congress also. The terms of 160 members,
after all these years, the fruit is be- the minister is a member gives him his ecThe White Co., Ind., is a new Q. M. ‘of
est of the graces is at once to be summon- the bill are such that members in sustaining
ginning to appear. The word that was clesiastical authority. It recognizes his call
it can not be accused of voting to increase 178 members, composed of some
new
ed
into
special
service
and
do
its
truest
spoken in love found its fit abiding place, to the ministry and formally declares its
their
own
pay.
:
churches
and
one
or
more
of
the
old
Livwork.
and hag, been exerting an influence ever endorsement 8f it. It gives him his license,”
ingston Q. M.
since. The listeners have now become en- examines him, and sets him apart ‘to his
The two Y. M's in Minnesota show a deCurrent Topics.
franchised citizens.
One: of their race is special work by ordination.
crease of 25 members,
the two Y. M's”
already elected U. 8S. Senator from the
In point of fact, however, the church
in Towa an increase of two, Kansas a deCongressmen
same Sfate in which the chaplain preached, often, directly or indirectly, delegates more ~——THE MANIA oF Cras.
Southern Correspondence.
crease of 2, and Missouri an increase of 13.
having previously served the State in an- or less of its powers and functions to a are beset by claimants. - They press about
If we count the White Co,, Ind., as the
NEW ORLEANS, Jan, 8, 1873,
other important sphere. They have schools, council whose members it selects, or to them in the Capitol, and on the streets, and
whole, a gain of 178, then the state of Ill.
CHALMETTE
CEMETERY.
and churches, and all the privileges and the Ministers’ Conference, or to the Q. M. in the hotels, and even at church and in
has gained 168, Wisconsin a gain of 19,

«

’

Denominational News al Notes.

institutions of ‘their white associates, which
they appreciate and profit by.
But amid
all these circumstances they treasure the

words that were spoken by the cliance
preacher. They refer with gratitude to his
teaching, still observing the good instruction that he

gave them.

Who

ure the lasting benefit
them from his words?

that

shall meas-

has

come

to

Is there notin this case encouragement
forwuch as may be impatient over delayed
results?
We doubt not that there are many

ministers to-day whose hearts are sad, and
who are almost despondent, because. they
seem to be

accomplishing

so little.

They

In this last, case, the Q. M.
candidates for license or

often examines
ordination, sets

men apart to the work of the ministry by
means of a council whose members it selects,

gives

credentials,

and

exercises

a

supervision over the ministerial character
and career of the ministers embraced within its limits.
Sometimes the Ministers’
Conference discharges these functions instead of the Q.

M.

But

in either

case, it

is with the understanding,—ofter implied
rather than expressed,—that the Q. M. or
the Conference is acting in behalfof the
churches that tacitly authorize and approve
the policy. And so, in point of fact, the

reckon up the past year’s sermons, and the
prayer meetings, and the private conversa-

Q."M. often acts alone and by itself, in investing ministers with official authority,

tions, and

tries offenders, and, when

all the

personal

day, and when they can

efforts

of each

count so few

who

finding sufficient

seem to have been really benefited by it all,

cause, withdraws fellowship from them as
ministers, and perhaps calls for the return

they Jdespond.

of their. credentials.

But

there must be time for

But in all this, noth-

ing is directly done to affect the standing
And the latér products ‘are often the most of the minister as a member of the church

growth before
vatuable—

we can
work

The

expect

the

harvest.
Why

is not-for-to=day.

then be impatient if the results do not appear to-day ? ‘After many days,” was the
promise to those who would make the venture of faith.
Observe, too, how - gratefully these people mention the name of that chaplain.
The person, as well as his instruction, is
remembered.
So it usually is.. Along with

the growth of the truth that may be planted, there comes up also a wholesome regard
for the one whose lips scattered it. The
love that is felt for those who have awakened impulses of a higher life has no parallel
It produces a feeling of
anywhere else.
union and sympathy that is almost wholly

fo which
takes

care

be

belongs. The

church

l

.

.

f

Six miles below New Orleans,
same side of the river, is the battle

their homes, to present their documents and

itself

urge

their

genuineness.

No

sooner

does

case

1. If .that Q. M. is the body that regular-

where Gen. Jackson defeated the English in
1815,—fifty-eight years ago to day. The |
redoubts are vet there, extending from the |
Mississippi river to a swamp; the ground |

of certain goods by French cruisers in some

level and the soil clayey.

almost-forgotten war, and

that we

case get

favorable

treatment,

.that

they

want

were not wooden, and |

history of the battle; and

We

present occupants be ejected and their possessions turned over to the respectful claim-

we

are

unbeliev- |

that the ashes of the

patriots

of

1815

and

gether;

for here the United States has locat-

ever, for Congressmen

ed the

Chalmette

have too much Cred-

nor matters.

to these

Of course, there is not

validity in the claims, but the
of thein affords harmless
certain

class

mimuch

presentation

amusement

for

a

——MR. GREELEY’S WILL. The litigation
over Mr. Greeley's wills is certainly - unfortunate. "As though the man could not be

about

ward and, at the risk of depriving the orphabned daughters of their last dollar, insist
that the will of 1871 be declared the genuine
one. Itis observed that these Executors

from

what

he thought

1871, certain heartless executors come

in

for-

are either to reap large profits, directly or
indirectly, from the first will, or else they are

bankrupt debtors to the estate, and will be
put in still worse ‘positions if the second
will is allowed.
The Misses Greeley, be it
said to their credit, rather than have. these

impertinent contestants analyze and make
public all the last expressions of their crushed
ard heart-broken father, withdraw from any
contest and allow the first will to be brought

into court.

and the no less patriots of the late civil war,

here on this field of blood

buried 12,262

But it is even yet possible

that

now

mingle

to-

Cemetery, and here are

known

and

3,000 nnknown

Union soldiers, who gave their lives that the
nation might live. -The cemetery covers 131-2 acres, and the grounds are-beautifully

aid out, with graded

of minds.

allowed to think differently in" 1872

-

Pa. F. B. Missionary Society.

walks, and kept in

good repair.
" The graves are arranged
white heggl
give their

in rows,

with

boards, and numbered, so as to
names, regiments, &c,, in the

book of records kept for reference by the
keeper of the cemetery.
The largest number from any state iis from
Main, 631, and from New England, 1,881.
We noticed a few marble monuments erect-

ed by loving friends. One was for J. Harvey Tripp, Co. D, 47th Reg., New Bedford,
Mass. ;. others

for Joel G. Houston, 1st Vt.

Battery, Hardwick,
K, 12th Reg.,

P.

Vt.;
E.

R. McLeod, Co.

Island,

Me.;

C.

W.

Titcomb, Co. E, 30th Reg., North Yarmouth, Me. ; Corp. S. C. Bassett, vol. Co.
C, 47th Reg., Mass.

In our imagination we recalled the homes
of these fallen heroes, far away,and the loss
to wives, children, parents

and our heart was
with

The Pennsylvania F. Baptist

Missionary

were deeply impressed with the fact | Society met with the First F. Baptist chureh

ants, It is needless to mention the other
schemes, .for they are equally
Quixotic.
It seems to be a useless line of effort, howit Mobilier on hand to attend

|

ing enough to suppose that the British never
saw any.

ceed to arraign a minister, for sufficient reawithout

assured

cannon

balls, and earth w orks, but not a single bale |

certain matters

fellowship from him as a minister,

were

We saw

Min. a loss of 25, Iowa an ipcrease of 2,
Kan. a decrease of 2 and Missouri
an increase of 13, making an increase of 175
in
the
five
states.
In
all
of
these states
good and faithful ministers
are
laboring. to build up the churches
and saye sinners,
But Paul may plant, and

| Apollos water, but it is God that giveth the
| increase.
Wis.
of cotton that we read so much about in the |

the United States now to pay the damage,
While this case is pending, there arise the
ghosts of other well-nigh forgotten dead, who
lay strong claims to the major part of the
site of San Francisco, praying that all the

ly dogs the work of licensing and ordaining ministers within its bounds, it may prosons, try him, condemn him, and withdraw

on the
ground

than there arises a long line of descendants
of old New York Knickerbockers, who claim
that their remote ancestors were deprived

the Alabama

of matters that concern its own

membership.
_ In applying these principles to the
in hand, these things may be said:

bringing the case in any formal way before
the church of which he is pastor. And if
quire more time and space than we now
it “is the Ministers’ Conference that reguRave at command, and we prefer that the
larly does this work, ¢¢ may exercise the
volume should make its own impression.
same prerogatives that we have mentioned
‘We know that the new,methods are disas belonging to the Q. M.
wanting
among
other
classes.
Peter,
on
Yrasted, criticised, condemned, sneered at.
2. If the church which the minister in
They meet more or less of this treatment his release from prison, must go directly to
question
was serving as pastor has, either
the
little
room
where
he
knew
the
praying’
at the hands of prominent politicians, offiband would be gathered. So the affections directly or indirectly, assented to the arcers of Goverament, men of social standing
and influence,
and even of professed Chris- of the soul, released from the chains and rangement that the Q. M. or the Ministers’
tians. It isdnsisted that the-Indian can not thralldom of sin, seek at once those who Conference should possess and exercise
be readig-eivilized. He is held up as'too vin- have helped them to gain this higher free- this authority over the ministers within its
bounds, it can not properly treat its action
J pad
dictive and brutal to be wade a Christian. dom.
as.invalid
and void. It can not reinstate
School privileges are said to be thrown
There should be something highly enuway on him.
The work of the missionacouraging in this fact of Christian sympa- such a minister when he has thus been virries in'his behalf is declared to be certain thy. It is the strong fortress into which tually deposed. And it can not send him
of nothing but failure. And whenever an there is always a certain entrance. Itis to another denomination as a minister in
Indian raid, or massacre, or war council is the abiding assurance that faithful workers good standing, ‘for the simple reason that
weported, as such things are reported, there are never without choicest friends.
~The he is not in Sood standing. The church
-are those who are ready to quote the facet eastern Prince who believed thay his de- can indeed say, that it believes his standing
as positive proof of the inefficiency and parted Queen- had taken the form of the oughirto be good, that he has been unjust* folly of the humane and religious policy. star that shone in at his window by night, ly charged,condemned and disfellowshiped ;
*%You see,” they cry, “that the Indian can had that enduring assurance of her watch- and this certificate will go for what it is rebe managed only by an appeal to his fears, ful affection. Has any one tried to be faith- garded as worth by the denomination to
But that is all.
“mastered only by ‘military forces, and the ful and true in the sphere where God had which he is commended.
«gountry rendered safe only when he has placed him? Be sure, then, that the heart The church can not really give such a min- been exterminated.”
and sou! can not be alone. For more en- ister a godd “ecclesiastical or official posiWe have now only space to say that such during than stars are the shapes which have tion, simply because, by the act of the oth-’
' “words imply a disregard of the facts, they been taken by the sentiments and. affections
| epe authorized body, he has been placed in
&®
“ignore universal principles, they suggest a that this faithful Tabor has awakened.
They| aa bad one.
«small and doubtful faith in Christ and his may often be as unseen and unrealized as
3. If the * body- of ministers” referred
rgospel,.and .they raise the query, whether is the star by day. But thay as surgly cheer to was self-appointed, properly representing
«there isnot mere selfishness than philan- the path of affliction or sorrow as does the neither the Q. M. nor the Ministers’ Constar the path traversed in the night,
“thropy in the heait of the caviler.
ference, their proceedings would be irreguIf this were simply theory, it would be lar and without ecclesiastical authority ;
The fact is, the Indian has been most
But who and their act of disfellowship would have
‘grievously ‘wronged. Indian agents have folly indeed io ge about it.
hasn't
felt
that
itis
practically
true?
How no official or binding force. It would have
+ wpften been in league to spoil him. Pledges
‘solemnly made to him have been shamefully many gloomy hours have been cheered for only the weight and influence that are de~wiolated, What is dearest and most sacred many hy the dawning of some friendly face rived from the personal character and stance.
An his eyes has been ruthlessly trampled on. lit by love that was kindled years ago, or ing of the men who performed it.
4, If the pastor were a member of the
“Fie has had a thousand reasons for looking by the remembrance of some look or ex“anpon the white man as his foe. And nota pression that bad kept away by itself, so chugch that he served, that church .would
Few of the bloody deeds with whieh he has long as there, wag. light epough without have the power to dismiss him honorably,
ndly thoughts and affections as a member in good standing, and certify
areddened his hands were - committed under it? ‘These
“the influence of terrible provocations, and are always seeking the heart whose loving to what was believed to be his personal and
‘then he has been punished with an almost efforts helped them into - activity. And if Christian worth. The right to grant this
"<jmerciless and desperate severity for yield- | we had the organs to discern them, who dismission would vot be impaired by the
~4ng to the pressure ‘which few of his accus- knows but about every faithful helper we act of the Q. M. or Conference in disfelmight see them thickly clustering, like the lowshiping him as®a minister, provided the
ers would have resisted.
+
To look “for the evil fruits of this policy odors that are always playing about the church were fully satisfigd that his record
If he
‘ato disappear at once 1s irrational and ab- pink or the rose? The soul always remem- were clean and his character pure.
were not a member of that church; even
~s#urd, . The. religion of thé white man is r bers ‘and cherislres its frienils,
words.
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though serving it as a pastor,
! }

Usuge

a

those

that

and

the

sad, and’ we
mourn;

world,

mourned

and

then

we

The
Harrisburg, Pa, Jan. 1,
1873.
meeting was called to order by the president
of the society, the Rev. James Calder,
D. D.
.
in

Rev. O, C. Hills,of Canton, Pa.,was unan-

imously elected general financial agent and
missiouary of the Society for one year. Rev.
S. Aldrich, of Elmira, N. Y., was elected
treasurer.
Rev.J. W. Hills, of Windham,

Bradford

county, Pua, was elected corresponding
secretary. Agreed to make
Harrisburg,
Pa, ,our central point of effort until the entire

indebtedness upon the church property in the
city be liquidated, The financial agent is to
receive money through the hands of the
treasurer to apply on church indebtedness,
The president of the Society has recently
-received a church site in gift for a mission
house in Lockhaven, Pa.: This site will be
deeded to the Pennsylvania Society. It is

intended to give attention

to the securing

of church sites wherever the way may open
in the principal towns in the State.
The indebtedness of the First F. Baptist
church of Harrisburg has recently been les-

sened over $5,000,

This reduces

upon their church property to $4,077, The
aid bestowed upon this interest by the president of the Society is timely and exceedingly gratifying-to the brethren. Their church

property is worth from $18,000 to $20,000.

thought how many of our lives will ever
a decision may not be made in its favor.
| acconiplish as much for the world and huAfter subsequent losses had induced Mr.
manity as the lives of these dead soldiers?
Greeley to draw another will, so as to leave
Who can estimate the .good done by the
his daughters in better circumstances, it sacrifice ? Is any price too great for liberty ?
seems unfortunate that there should be those
Traitors can no longer do them harm, and
at hand to deprive them of its benefits. The

The brethren of the mission church have
recently paid 8140 of their indebtedness
through their own exertibns. Their church N
property is worth $5,000. Their present

will was written,

ness not far from $5,500.

it should

ed, before Mr. Greeley
failing mind.

be

gave

remember-

any

signs of
tn

—~—WHERE Is THE Limit ? The statentent
that still greater frauds upon the N. Y.
City Treasury have been discovered is al-

most

incredible.

Instead

of

$6,000,000,

which it.is well known was stolen, it

turns

out that there were $26,000,000, the total of
which has not only been established, but

the division of the spoils has been traced, it
is said, through bank after bank, and the
percentage paid to each thief ‘established.
In view of the recent failure to convict
Tweed, it is encouraging to know that other
civil suits are to be instituted on the strength
of these recent developments. It is barely
endurable that Tweed should escape imprisonment on his last trial. Let us hope
that, justice may yet have a fair chance with
him.
——THE
APPROACHING
INAUGURATION.
Great preparations are making in Washington for the forthcoming inauguration of
President Grant. Tt will doubtless be made
an imposing affair. Military organizations
from various parts of the country have been

invited to participate,

which the most of

them will do, and it is likely that inauguration day will

witness a parade of

that has not been

eqfaled since

soldiery

the great

their graves are wateredvith the tears of
the ransomed.
Who would not rather
a dead patriot than a living rebel ?
STRAIGHT UNIVERSITY,
This Institution of learning was

be

opened

in 1869 by the American Missionary Association,and is doing a good work
colored people in Louisiana and the
boring States. The University is
and commodious building, situated
corner of Esplanade and Durbigney
The

school

has

Academic,

for the
neigha large
on the
streets.

Collegiate,

indebtedness is not

far

from

$1,400.

Ag-

gregate value of church property in Harrisburg nearly $25,000. Aggregate indebtedPlans are maturing |

for raising money among the people in the
city and the county, and among the churches abroad. In no instance has there been a
general circulation for subscriptions among
people in behalf of our interests in Harrisburg. The church and a few others have
paid all the amount raised for church purposes in this city till now." They have done
nobly ; and by the blessing of God on their
etforts they will,

we. trust, soon be self- sus-

taining. Help, now would be timely, Will
and Theolegical departments, with a good not those who®*are friendly to our cause
number of students, many of them fromy come to the rescue and aid in establishing
Roman Catholic families, and some ‘are permanent interests at the capital of the
members of the Legislature. ‘Rev. 8. S. Keystone State ? - Twelve have united with
Ashley is President, Rev. C. H. Thompson, the Shamokin church and fourteen with the
D. D., Professor iu the Theological Depart- Latrobe church since the revivals commencment, Messrs. Fuller and Martin are Professors in the College, Mrs. Piper, teacher,

all of them well qualified for the work, and
are laboring faithfully. Pres. Ashley is a
wise manager, a faithful Christian,

an

ear-

nest worker and highly esteemed. While in
New Orleans we were hospitably entertained by these kind friends, and made

at home with them, and néver

to

feel

company,
rest upon
T.

The most direct route from Chicago is by

the Illinois Central to Cairo, 365

miles, by

boat to Columbus, Ky;, 80 miles, then by
.

ed in those places. Prospects are brightening very much at these points. Brethren
Swank

and Moffat have done a good

work

at these places.
The reader will understand that the Pennsylvania Missionary Society is yet in the
field as an active agency for good. It is a
chartered and thopoughly permanent Socie-

shall we fdi= ‘ty.

get their genial and pleasant
May heaven's choicest blessings
them,
ROUTE,

~~

the debt

May God's blessing attend

its bumble

efforts to strengthen Zion,
J. W His,

Cor. see.

.P.8,
Since
the.
above report was
written the Harrisburg church debt has been
reduced over fivg hundred dollars.

J. W. H.

—~——

LY

\

$65.00 and sent me Feb. 1, as a surprise. God
bless them for their liberality, is the prayer of
8. ¥. FERNALD.
A

the plan
Y. M. Societies ;—the result, if not

Lyme, Ashtabula

in
of operations, being essentially the same

er would there find a field that would

gai. pardly be productive of ‘much "perma

with

Tt

into the’

societies tufned

a manifest

not be

there

unfortunately,

in

short

of

fallen

have

agents

cases,

most

But,

up?

collecting their own salaries

the

ministers of Providence and

Why not ask all

At North

Scituate, there have recently been
‘some accessions. The Sabbath School is doing a
good work with an increasing interest in the
study of the Scriptures.
A series of three
days’ meetings, in which Bro. Heath is to assist

Revivals, &c.

»R SACCARAPPA,

Me.

A

good

revival

in-

terest is now gn progress at Duck Pond, a
a part of this parjsh. Quite a number have
been hopefully cpnverted, and others dre

seeking salvation. Some
and hardened sinners.

of them are old
H.W.

MippLerorT, O.
A series.of revival
meetings has been lately held in this place
by Rev. T. Il. Drake, pastor of the Freewill

Baptist

church,

and

several

persons

have been converted.

V1.

The

Lord has seen

fit

to

Providence,

ac-

companied with their new pastor, Bro. Woodrow.
The cause of temperance is receiving mueh attention at Greenville.
_ At Pascoag, where there was some revival
last fall, the interest is still very good, and, if’)
anything, on the inerease. The converts, though
young in years, are real helpers in the cause.
From some cause, there was a failure to designate Bro. Phillips as the pastor of this chureh, in
the Register of the present year,—a position
which he ably and acceptably fills, as he has done
for nine years past. There was a similar failure

the Warwick Central church, as he has been for
more than two years.
At Olneyville, the new pastor, Bro. Davis, has

entered upon his work with great enthusiasm.
He baptized two on the first Sabbath in the pres-

AQ.

will be held with this church next week, in which

M.

was

held with the Second church,

man, a student from Lewiston, Me., came
up to
church
the

spend his vacation with the First
in Corinth., .\While he was there

Jan.

session

of the Q.

M.

was

held,

which was protracted some two weeks. A
number have been converted to God, mostly heads of families... The=dnterest is still

good.

The

out pastors.

churches in Corinth ave withWe

want

some .good, warm-

hearted minister to come

and takie charge

of . these churches and preach half of the
time to each, They have a good parsonage at the Second chtiréh. Any minister
wishing for a place to do good had better
make them a visit soon.
.
’
H. F. Dickey.

ent

month.

Donations,

ig amongst the students of Storer Normal

School. ,A_ noble band of young Christian
workers have, from the commencement of
“the present

term,

been

praying,.and

ting forth efforts to this end.

put-

Ten were

at

the ‘‘ mourners’ seat” last night. It Was
an occasion of great interest.
Will out"
friends still remember the school in prayer
and contributions? Several of those who
are here through the aid of generous friends
far

away, are

among

revival'influence.

the

subjects

Our ¢¢ poor fund” is in-

deed a means of grace.
teachers,and all any

of this

The

President,

full of labors and cares.

PAGE

$200.00, mostly cash,
New Lyme, O.

received .a -donation
Dee.-

B. F. HERRICK

31,

from

friends

of

But we hope yet t6 see these waving

fields

avell supplied, with faithfulareapers.
D
ls
Feb.
8.
"
A. H. M.

hn

&

Co.,

an

infant

Boston,

Manufacturers

For sale by Druggists everywhere.

Centaur

guage, but it is true.
its

‘ground; a desire that

the standard of

Liniment.

Where

the parts are

are marvelous.
rheumatism,
swellings,

It

has

piety among

since

neuralgia,

the

world

began.

It

burns,

harmless and the wounded

It is no humbug.
each

bottle.

The

It

recipe

is selling

markable

rheumatism,

received.

B. F. HERRICK, Clerk.

gout,

limbg,~ chronic-

frozen

running tumors, &c., have
one

any

Lini-

ment is worth one hundred dollars for spavined or
sweenied horses and mules, or for screw-worm in
sheep. Stock-owners—fthis linimentis worth your

as.a Q. M. indorse the act

of last General Conference in apportioning a definite sum to the churches for the adequate support of the Foreign and Home Missions,
And
we will endeavor to raise our required apportionment.
Nextsession with the Sutton church.
E. Smrru, Clerk.

attention.

No

Liniment.

J.B.

Castoria

ROSE

-Centaur

without

ke

should

family

& Co., New

is more than a substitute

pleasant to take.

NOBLE Q. M.—Held its January terfn with the

may rest.

Tippecanoe church, on the 17—I18 inst. There
were but few delegates present, and but little
Business done.
Eld. I. Luther, whose name was
left out of the Register for 1873,is a member in
good standing in the Noble Q. M, The meetings
of worship were good and profitable; attendance
large and attention good.
April session with the Wolf Lake church, commencing April 18, 1873.

10t5

tenants at will.
Hale's Honey of

You can
Horehound

dispossess them with
and Tar, in less time

than it takes a sheriff to execute a writ.
J
Crittenton's, 7 6th Avenue. Sold by all Druggists.

KRrUM, Clerk pro tem.

Pike’s Toothache

Drops cure in 1 minute.
#

and

family

gratefully

‘acknowledge the recuipt of $144.00, proceeds of
the two donations for their benefit,—Sheflield

ch., $54.00; So. Ridge ch., $90.00.

REV. G. W. WALLACE and wife gratefully
snow lodge a donation of $119.00 from their
kind friénds fnr*Apponaug, R. I.
Rev. E. G. PAGE and wife express thanks.-te
their friends in Bowdoinbam and vicinity for a
donation on the evening of Jan, 7, amounting
$61.26, about $40.00 of which was cash.

to

REV. H. C, HOIsSINGTON and wife would
acknowledge a donation of $26.00 from their friends
in Embden.
There is no Christian church in

this town; therefore we regard this donation as
an indication that our hopes may yet be realized,
our prayers answered and the love of God fill
the hearts of our friends and neighbors,

$80 in ‘money and presents. -

VING béen confined at homé with poor
health, not haying been able -to preach but one

JACKSON Q. M.—Held its last session with
Huntington church, Ross Co., O., Jan. 25, 26,

1873.

Both churches were

constitutional

Tewksbury,

Thos, E. Peden

IF you consult our leading nredical men, they will
tell you that for the cure of Dyspepsia, Heartburn,
Acidity of the Stomach, Costiveness, Headache, De-

represented hy their

number of delegates.

and

Rev. B. V.

pression of Spirits, Flatulency, Languor, Vertigo,
and Enervated Digestive Organs, there is no remedy

Wm, Hill, of

Athens Q. M., wére with us and added much to
the interest of the meeting.
Next session with Petiea F. Baptist church,
commencing the 4th Saturday in April, at 2
o'clock, P. M.
A. B. WALTERS, Clerk.

that can compete

with

Atwood’s

QUININE

TONIC

J. W. STEWART,

Carlysle,

ministers and vacant churches

settlements.
F. B. dH. M. Society.

church.

H.

in

Maine, in effecting

BOWEN,

Cur.

Sec. of Me.

ENOSBURGH Q. M. will hold its next session with
the church at Enosbiltsh Falls, Feb. 28 and March

Clerk pro tem.

Ll]

TUSCARORA Q. M,—Held its last session with,
A num‘the Deerfield church, Pa., Dec, 27—20.
ber-of conversions were reported and some have
been;added to the church.
All were united in
paging homage to Christ and his cause.
ext session with the church in Tuscarora, |
D. W. Groyp, Clerk.
N.Y.

2.

“W.A

NEaLy,

Locating Com.

W

nection

with the

Q. M.

Brethren

will

please

come prepared with the same subjects that were
assigped them for the December session.

D. WILLSON,: Clerk,
»

’

Can oH

A

>

i
4
"wr

BY

ALL

DRUGGISTS.

*4.0)

A Car-

I was the first to introduce to the public
Mammoth Cabbage, Mexican

On

Bacheler’s

season I have a new

farms, right

under

applicants.

As stated in my Catalogues, all my seed

rede

Contains music from which children will
dérive
both amusement and instruction.
In fact, this book is believed. to teach the ‘“trae”
mode-upon which children ought to be taught.
Price 85 per dozen.
Single specimen copy, by

Agency.

920

2.00
7.

mail, post-paid, 50 cents.

The
For

Singing

For

Delapierre’s White Soap
York,”
the

If

PRICE

Depot.

Trainsleave Doverfor Lawrence
AM.

AM.

AM,

P.M.

;

4t6

Greatest

10.25
10,38
10.55

Rochester,
Gonio,

11.60

Dover,

11.13

¢ + Boston,

:
Stages

.

10.18

Farmington,

10.45

with trains for

Leave

Ever

contains:

Boston and

Mondays,

1,001 Nights,

Royal Songs,
Illustration, -.

Portland.

Leave

> y

Love & Pleasure,
- Life Let us Cherish Waltzes,

music.”

Price, $2 50 in board covers; $3 in cloth; $4 in gilt.
Sold by alk Book and Music

Now Ready, Strauss’s Dance

Try

!

Dealers,

i]

Music for Violin and .

SPARKLING RUBIES......... ery

and pronounce it the best and brightest.of SABBATH
SCHOOL

Try

Wednes-

SONG

BOOKS!

CHEERFUL

!

VOICES.....cciveuine wars 0

The new SCHOOL SONG ‘BOOK, ‘by L. O. EMER-

conmect

SON. We shall sell 100,00C in 1873.
Sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price.

Gonic

every Saturday for Strafford Corner and Noyth StrafLeave alton daily for Gilmanton Iron Works.
ford.
Stages connect at Rochester daily, from East Roch:
ester, with trains each way.
WM. MERRITT, Supt.

Publisher,
Burgersinny
Vienna Woods,
German, Hearts,

Academic,

Piano. $1.

in season to

co’s

indispensable to all lovers of Strauss’s dance
.
— Evening Mail.

Tuesdays, Thursdays

Laconia

for Alton,

Known!

&

« Embellished with a fine portrait of Strauss, and
filling 250 large music pages—it is a musical gem—

and Saturdays for Tuftonborough, Moultonborough,
Sandwich and Center Sandwich.
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
for Laconia.

days and Fridays

They

And 30 other of his Best Waltzes.
Clear-the Track Galop,
Pizzicato Polka,
One Heart, One Soul,
Tritsch-Tratsch,
Fata Morgana, Mazurka, Lob der Frauen Mazurka,
Quadrille.
“Orpheus,
Quadrille,
Belle Helene
And 20 other Polkas, Mazurkas and Quadrilles.

. STAGE CONNECTIONS.
leave Wolfeborough

of price

& CO., Box 5076, New York.

Artist’s Life,
Marriage Bells, Wine, Women
Wiener Fresken,
and Song,

.

receipt

of Strauss
. Now

Manhattan,
New Vienna,
Blue Danube.

.

D(ZEN, $3.60.

CHURCH
& CO.,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Success

Telegraph,
Congortien,

Leave Boston,
‘“
Dover,
“onic,
¢
Rochester,
¢
Farmington,
¢
New Dmham,
“
Alton,
Arr. Alton Bay,

.

PER

DITSON

Gems

DOVER
& WINNIPISEOGEE R. R.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1873,
Trains for Alton Bay.
AM,
P.M

¢
“

CENTS.

SIMPSON

OF

Dever.
A.M.
10.15

worship

10,000 Copies Sold in 10 Weeks!

for Alton Bay.

for

the family

received prize medals, etc, at the London, Paris, and
New York Exhibitions. For pamphlet and drawings,
describing the same, address

and 6.10 P. M.

Trains

“

Ist.

STAMMERING
Cured by Bates’ Patent Scientific Applianées,

Trains leave Dover for Portlan‘],
PM.PM,
2.58 6.08; and on Monday, Wednesday

9.00 10.50 A. M.,

SINGLE, 35

1y45

1873.

and Boston,

MARCH

‘‘ wear out,” for

JOHN

P.M.

Trains leave

ui

1873.

READY

Either of the above books sent on
by the publishers.

5.50 8.50 A. M. 12.03 5.14, 8.43; P. M. and on Mondays
days and Fridays at 7.40, ¥ Mm,

AM, AM,
10.10 0.43

Conventions,

A single specinien copy sent by mail30 cents.

RAILROAD.

ARRANGEMENT,

and

and prayer-meeting. A few pages of practice and pieces
suitable for Saturday afternoon and concert occasions.
:

Orders promptly filled.
MAINE

BE

tunes that never

is the Best and Cheapest for all Family uses.
It is perfectly pure, fragrant and very durato

.

Illustrating ! Enforcing!
Inviting!
A novelty for every Christian worker. Hymns and

:

it send

Classes

King,

SUNDAY SCHOOL SINGING BOOK,
SUNSHINE!
TO

Depot, 226 Pearl Street, New

Song

This work contains one hundred and ninety-two pages
Bound in board cover, 75 cents single; $7.50 per
dozen.
»
THE NEW

9
FPHYSICIAN,”
sends his “FAMILY
pages, free by mail, to any one. This book is to
given
are
Remedies
doctor.
own
their
make any one
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.
Send your direction to Dr. 8. 8. FITCH & SON,
Broadway, New yok.
1v18
H)

3

;

BY H. R. PALMER.

' DR.S. S. FITCH,

AND

vegeta-

* THE TRUE BY JUVENILE
SONG BOOK,
A. N. JOHNSON,

N. H.

BOSTON

eye, making new

is sold under three warrants, 1st: That all mone,
sent shall reach me. 24: That all seedrordered shall reac
thé purchaser.
3d» That my seeds shall be fresh and
true to name.
JAMES J. H. GREGORY,
{tSeow
Marblehead, Mass.

Special Notices.

ble.

my own

flower seed, home-grown and imported, will also be
found in my Catalogue, which will be sent free to all

C. 0, LIBBY,

your Grocer don’t keep

exceedingly valua-

bles a specialty, besides importing their choicest varieties from Kuropean growers. A fine selection of

Lyman, Me, per W J Twort,
2d Lebanon, Me, per E Tuttle,
A friend, Boston, Mass,

.

and

is anxious to get, the very best of vegetable seed. I
grow a hundred and fifty kinds on my four seed

|

8.00

Gilford Village, N H, per 8 C Kimball,

1]

many other

New and Valuable Vegetables,
This

N H, per J Rand,

Dover,

the Hub-

Marblehead

Sweet Corn, Phinney’s

ble squash, new varieties of corn, three fine melons,
and other choice new vegetables for my customers.
. My business is to supply, what every good farmer

Acton & Milton Mills, per J S Potige] :
Pascoag. R 1-per M Phillips,
Corinth Q M,
Vt, per C D Burgin,
2d Lebanon, Me, per E Tuttle,
Wells, Me,
per J
Keene,
Kewanee, Ill, per O D Patch,
Grantham & Enfield, N H, per E Smith,
i
Weare Q M,
S Ridge, O, per B F Herrick,
Sparta, Mich, per F F Bailey,
Fem. Mich, So. Grand Rapids Q M,
M L & A F Sheldon, Glasgow, Iowa,

Franklin,

Water-melon, and

Mission.

per 8 C Kimball,
Belknap Q M. N H,
Gilford riage, NH,
ts
Mrs C McFadden, Georgetown, Me,

RETURNING,—

T. OROIX MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION will
hold its nexf session at Diamond Bluff, in con-

HARRIS & CO, Prop's, Cincinnati, O.

SOLD

12.90

Lowell, Mass, per L G Howe,

¢

Notice.
Rev. G. W, HOWE will act, whenever desired, as
a medium of communication between unemployed

No

DAVIS & SON, Providence, R.1 , Gen’t Agt’s,

TLS

bard Squash, American Turban Squash,

eave Alton Bay,
“ Alton, |
« . New Dirham,

Notices and Appointments.

gion with 2nd Huntington

Foreign

BITTERS.

Sammon Q. M.—Held its last session with
Providence church, Jan, 11, 12. Three of the
six. churches were represented by letter and delegite. The Antloch church reported a glorious
revival in progress. Rev. Thomas E. Peden, of
Athens Q. M., was with us and preached the
‘word to the general satisfaction of the congre-

J. N.

PERRY

and Friday at 8.10 ,p. M.

IN SPITE OF FLANNELS, COUGHS and colds’ will
make
a lodgment in the system. But they are not

now it is solc

20.00
4.0

Unity, Me, per B Fogg.
A friend, Bernardst®n, Mass,
Doughty’s Falls, Me, per E Hobbs,
A friend, Shelby, Mich, to con Eliza Hallack L M,

for Castor

.

:

similar medicine stands higher with the people, It
is well knwn on the Pacific coast; and even from
Australia, large orders are received for it. And
throughout Canada it ts well and favorably known;
and sold everywhere,

$348.60
.
G. W. BEAN, Financial Agent,
Lewiston, Me., Feb. 1, 1873,

WINTER

Children need not cry and mothers

LAST.

soon its fame was noised far and near;

L L Harmon, C Noyes, $5 each,
Mrs M Briggs,
N F Weymouth, Int,
Cash,

York.

Oil. It is the only safe article in existence which is
certain to ussimilate the food, regulate the bowels,
cure wind-colic and produce natural sleep.
It contains neither minerals, morphine nor alcohol, and 18

AT

Eva M Sinclair,

requesting

Centaur

One bottle of the yellow wrapper

it.

4

lysle, O F French, M Watson $1 each; M Lav11.70
ers, $2, N' BennettSt 8S 8,
J W Perkins, John James, S W Cook, $10 each; W
L Badger, C F Goss, A Friend, $5 each. Main
St. Lewiston,
45.00
C B Peckham, to balance note,
8 D Church,
* sub,

been

We will send a circular containing certifl-

will insure a permanent cure.

A Kalif,Susie Pease,

L Carlysle,FrankH

ever before

More than 1000 certificates of re-

to re:

in nearly every Drug Store in the United Sfates.

10040
75.00
45.00

M C Emery, J H Emery, Lydia Davis, B Blanchard,
_
81 each, Burnham ch,
Emma

as

It is but ten years since ALLEN’S
LUNG
BALSAM was first offered for sale. Its good
qualities were soon made known at home, and very

Maine Central Institute.

Walton, John Mason,
Wm

few times,

IS FOUND

A Rich, J W Carr, $50 each,
Dea 8 Longfellow, Mrs H Longfellow, Cash, $25,
Mrs L E Richardson,
4
Alfred Thomas,$16,D W Libby,$5, David Simons $5,
1st Pittsfield ch,
Joseph Drew, C A Drew, $2 each; Parkman ch,
Ellen Clough, J W Leighton, Susan Leighton, R A
Carr, E A Carr, $2 each; David Leonard, Vio1a Watson $1 each, Dexter ch,

is published around

as no article

including

cures,

a

Mrs H Clark, Volga City, Iowa.

Wm

ed, 50

ill all those afflicted with Coughs or Consumption give this Balsam a fair trial; they will be pleased
with the result, and confess that the SURE REMEDY

Adon Ames, Woleottvilie, Ind.

are healed without a scar.

sold, and it sells because it does just what it pretends
to do. Those who now suffer from rheumatism, pain
of swelling deserve to suffer if they will not use
Centaur Liniment.

Peden, Berlin }4 Roads, Ohio.

Cripples throw away their

crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites are rendered

WEARE Q. M.—Held its last session with the
Contooeookville church, Jan, 28—30.
Although
the weather was extremely cold and delegation
small, yet we had a very profitable time.
The
following resolution was passed:

STEPHEN

palsy,

scalds,

plants,avhich are chemically extrac

tain all their medical qualitiés,
Ministers and Public Speakers
Who are so often afflicted with throat diseases, will
find a sure remedy in this Balsam. Lozenges and
waifers sometimes give relief, but this Balsam, taken

is a counter-irritant, an

cates, the recipe, &c., gratis, to

we

more

lock-jaw,

caked-breasts,

all-healing pain reliever.

as a body of churches, to do our part in bringing

Resolved, That

not gone,

produced

salt-rheum, ear-ache, &c., upon, the human frame,
and of strains, spavin, galls, &c., upon animals in
one year than have all other pretended remedies

good attendance from most of the churches.
Next session with the church at Wellsburg,
Pa., May 23—25.
Among the resolutions passed were the following:
Resolved, 1. That the present divided state of
God’s people leads them to
put forth many sectarian efforts which are not for God’s glory.
2. That while we as F. Baptists feel no sense
of duty to yield our strength to any of the other
existing sectsy we think it the duty of the several
sects to waive their distinctive views "in favor of
a mutual union, and trust that we are willing,
together.

of

sprains,

us may be lifted higher. Rev. D.
Woodworth,
formerly of this Q. M., was present with us. A

God’s people

effects

cures

Quarterly session. There seemed to be a desire
on the part of those present to rise to higher

in

8. C. KimBALL and wife of Gilford Village reare “few. | turn: thanks to friends for a pleasant visit, and

The harvest is gregt, the laborers

di

J. B.

whatever;

There is no pain which the Centaur Liniment will
not relieve, no swelling it will not subdue, and no
lameness which it will not cure. This is strong “lan-

&

}
Rev.

BURNETT

and Proprietors.

ASHTABULA Q. M.—Held its last session wilh
the F. B. church at Lenox, O. A good season
Was enjoyed, especially in the 8. S. Convention,
which 1s now one of the regular exercises of each

days’ meetings

of three

the pastor will be ussisted by brethren Phillips
of Pascoag and Brewster of North Scituate.
At the Park St. church, Providence, the labors
of the vew pastor, Bro. Woodrow, are attended
The congregations are large, and
with success.
the religious interest is increasing. Several have
been baptized.
At the Greenwich St. church, the labors of Bro.
Mariner continue to be attended with marked
During the past month there have been
success.
several conversions and there are those who are
anxious,
.
‘The Roger Williams church is blessed witk a
revival interest.
The church is more generally
awakened than it has been for some time past.
J. M. B.
Feb. b.

Rev.

HARPER'S ‘FERRY. Many will rejoice to
know that the work of revival is progress-

A - series

properties

Bro. A. J. Eastman, from Lewiston, Maine, who

favor thé churches in Corinth with some
revival interest. The Oct. session of the
whieh resulted in the reclaiming of wanderers gnd the conversion of some precious
souls. About the first of Dec., Bro. East-

hl

Park St. church,

injurious

JOSEPH

—hms been Taboring with this church for a few |
weeks with good acceptance.
The constitution
of this Q. M. was so amended as to make all
chureh Clerks and “Deacons, ex-officio members
of conference.
The several chlirches are reuested to bear this in mind, and let us have a
ull conference at our next sesvion, which will be
held at Wait’s River (in Sopshum), June 20-22.
C.
D. BURGIN, Clerk.

in the case of Bro. Wallace, who is still pastor of’

S. H. BARRETT.
‘CorintH,

joners of the

or

may take it with perfect safety.

Tf

may and Group.

~."

48 AN EXPECTORANT IT HAS NO EQUAL.
It is composed of the active principles of roots and

N

Sarah T Bosworth, Corsica, Ohio.
Phillip Melrose, Rock Falls, Din Co, Wis. (2)
G P Linderman, Rome Center, Lenawee ('o, Mich.»
D W Moulton, Coaticook, C E,
€.
W 8 Ginn, Orland, Me.
Lora Safford, Lexington. Me.
R Cooley, Lima Cen,W isconsin,
1 W Drew, Horton, Iowa.

persons, and is at

permanent cures. Within the past few years this
remedy has been used in thousands of cases with astonishing and uniform success. 1t contains no poisonous

Consumption, Coughs, Bronchitis, Asth-

Seymour
H Gilson, Oil Creek, Crawford Co, Penn.

Since then he

committee for the support of one or two young
men desiring to follow the pursuit of science.
To the Yale Scientific Club, he gives $500, in

First church in Corinth, Jan. 17—19.
Owing to
the impassable state of the raads the attendance
was very small, yet a good season was enjoyed.
We were favored with the presence of Rev. D. 8.
Frost, from the Huntington Q. M., who preached
the word with his usual energy and power; also

THE REMEDY FOR

GK
Ricker, Richmond, Me.
+ Jesse Robison, Harper’s Ferry, West Va.
* (8
Harding. Grant City, Mo.
‘EK Smith, Sutton, N H.
“ . Wm Cunningham, Litchfield Corner, Me,
Charles E Johnson, Derby, Vermont,
G A Copp, Gilford Village, N H.
j

Professor T¥ndall out of the proceeds of his
lectures has placed $15,000 in the hands of a

CORINTH Q. M.—!eld its last session with the

At Greenville, ther is an increasing interest.
The
hye have been some conversions of" late,
»astor, Bro. Perkins, received a very agreeable
surprise from about sixty of his former parish-

*

464

ALLEN'S LUNG BALSAM!

BY MAIL.

order to found
a prize in the Scientific school
the church at West Buxton.
Notwithstanding
to be-called the 1'yndall prize; and to the Young
the cold weather and deepsiow which, prevented
the delegates from a distance from attending,
Men’s Christian Association of Washington he
there was a very good number present and the
donates $1,500.
meetings were interesting and impressive. There
Pere Hyacinthe now defines his position as ** a
had been some cases of hopeful conversion in the
place, and the spirit of the meeting seemed to be
faithful Catholic, though not accepting certain
in the direction of revival.
It is our prayer that
dogmas.”
:
the wark of the Lord will eontinue with new impetus and many souls be converted.
Bro. BachThere is danger of a rupture between the Oreler was present and spoke in behalf of missions,
thodox and the Rationalist Protestants of Prusand the follosving resolution Was adopted :
sia.
Resolved, That as a Q. M. we are not in favor
of retraction, retrenchment or diminution of our
mission in India, but we are in favor of its con- |
Asthma. Jonas Whitcoml’s Remedy. Pretinuance, and of its enlargement to the utmost of
pared from a German recipe obtained by the late
our ability.
Jonas Whitcomb, in Europe.
It alleviated this disBro. Howe spoke in behalf of State missions.
Collection $10.65.
If any church will entertain
order in his case when all other appliances of medithe next session of the Q. M. please notify the
cal skill had been abandoned by him in despair. In
clerk as soon as convenient.
no case of a purely asthmatic character has it failed
J. M. BAILEY, Clerk.
to give immediate relief, and it has effected many

the churches to contribute regularly to the
Home Mission treasury, and let the Yearly
Meetings, by appropriate Mission eommittees, recommend to the Parent Board the the pastor, is to be held the present week. Since
men and places to be helped in their respec- their return from the Anniversaries, the pastor
tive localities? This makes one treasury and his wife have received presents amounting
and one management
for eoleetion; while | to-one hundred dotlars—in—additionto the salary,
each locality, by States or Y. M's, gives including twenty-five dollars, a gift to Mrs.
The Indirection to the collection.
:
: Brewster from How. Benedict Lapham.
stitute has just opened its spring term with enOCCIDENT.
coufaging prospects

.

-has baptized over a thousand
present having large success.

Sold by all medicine dealers,

. Rev L, Dewey, Charlotte. Mich.

attention of the Baptists

‘Catholic, and the kind

CUMBERLAND Q. M.—Held its last session with

remembers a case in point: A good brother |
was paid five hundred dollars by the Parent
Society to do general missionary work in
the West, and, also, employed by the State
society in the same field. At the end of
the year the State society was without a
dollar in the treasury, and the Parent Society fiv&\hundred less than nothing,—the
brother. not having collected enough to pay prosperous.

the balance of his salary!

Books Forwarded,

in the treasury.
of the most useful

was blessed to his conversion,

81. CROIX Q. M.—Held its last session at Rock
Elm Center,
Dec. 18—15.
The attendance was
small but the spirit of the meetings was good.
Preaching during the sessions by Revs. Stilwell
and Hathaway.
:
~~
Next session at Diamond Bluff, commencing
D. WILLSON, Clerk,
Feb, 28, 1873.

8

—F

Rowe—DI Rowe—MrsM Stewart—dJ Stuart—8W SchoonStevens—AD Smith—A
over—A J Seuza—C I Steyens—T
Ny Totman—H B Tilton) H True—F Wells—H WhitchJ Walker—
Whitney—H
Wood—I
* (2)—W Whitfield~8
D Waterman,

the year closéd with

boards of the church, and

Jas. H. OpkLL, Clerk,

LY

of the meeting of the Ministers’ Institute to be
held with the Greenwich St. church the week
following.
At the Ministers’ Meeting held on Monday last,
the intelligence communicated was substantially
as follows:
At Blackstone, the pastor, Bro, Church, has
been recently remembered very kindly by his
In addition to his own regular duties,
people.
be has for some time supplied the Congregationalist church in Woonsocket, from the pastorate
of which Rev. Mr. Douglass was recently dismissed.
The Blackstone interest is generally

writer

The

mon,

Sabbath in March will be omitted in consequence

instead of an

as above supposed.

excess,

All the current expenses’ were fully
before.
met, the ordinary contributions made to the
money

Hoa

W_Rassell-

ed

Parker—B F Rolling

—=A Peck—W

ever done in the church

ed in this way than was

The meeting passed off harmoniously,

R

A Haskell—B

T Lawrence—D Libby—Lucinda Lib!
Donald—0 T Moulton—M R McKee—Mrs LIL Moore—A
E GP.
Middaugh—S D Millay—J W Oatland
Inmmer
Pease—G
*Rurkis—J B Page—N E Paine—M W

of which Dr. Findley is pastor, has tried free
pews and voluntary offerings for a year,and finds
Considerable more was raisthat it works well.

its last session with the

N

A Howe—H

R Holt—J

Hills—G

been morg suc«

certain cure, and has, without doubt,

cessful in curing the various kinds of CHOLERA than
any other known remedy, or the most skillful hysieian. In India, Africa, and China, where this dreadful disease is ever more or less prevalent, the PAINKILLER is considered by the natives, as well ag Eu.

F Herrick—J
y—A Johnson—Mrs E K— | yopean residents in those climates, A SURE REMEDY..
G James—W
Huntle
essay,” says the | JHyde—W
M Kayser—H J King—G W Kxaph (2)—8 C Kimball—F
Hovey, dr—-D

at the religious
Baptist ministers in
and felt the need. a
taken during the orth Oxoln was baptized in the Cumberland
of $5.10.
Street Bugtist chureh, Norfolk, by Dr, HenNext session with the Fairbury church, com- drickson, then pastor of that church, now of
mencing Friday. Feb. 28, 1873, at 7 o’clock,P.
M.
Philadelphia, He went to Norfolk a Roman
Rev. W. Il. Gifford is to preach the opdping ser-

probable’ that

seem

Q. M.—Held

compound, and
PainKiller is a purely vegetable
while it is a most eflicient remedy for
pain, it is
perfectly safe medicine, even in the most nnskilifu
ands. Fer summer complains, or any. other form of
bowel @&isease in children ox adults, it is an almost

Bean—I, D Boyn-

ton-M W Burlingame—J Baker-C W Bartlett—A
—8 Beschame-K L Cleveland—1D
Blanchard—W. Burnham

W

Davis’

its merits.

known in these far-off countries by

Letters Received,

Hutchinson—G

KE.

great success, but are equally ignorant’of its healing
virtues when applied externally. We, therefore, wish
to say to all that it is equally successful whether
used internally .or externally, and it stands alone,
unrivaled by all the great catalogue of Family Medi
cines, and its sale is universal and immense. The
demand for it from India and other foreign countries
is equal to the demand at home, and i has become

J Cordery—L Uarter—8 8 Caughey—Mrs James Cook—E
L Cleveland—E Cutter - JH Cressey—H Culver—M Chase:
—J Chamberlin—-B Chapman—W ¥ Davis (2)—J 8 Dinsmore—Mrs A J Davis—F G Evans—KE G Eaton—J G Eaton—S8 Eaton—W Ford, Jr—J Gould—D Green—Miss A
1ackett AF
Grinold—Austin Gillett—A W Gates—W

‘“ A large number of the breth-

dence of piety.

and all that were in attendance
conference enjoyed the occasion
of a Saviour.
A collection was
meeting for Home Mission cause

vicinity is held monthly in the vestry of the
These meetings are
Roger Williams church.
well attended, and a good interest is maintained.
They afford excellent opportunities for interchange of thought, the discussion of important
questions and the communication of intelligence.
The meeting for the Monday following the first

promising point to do a year's work

of building

delegates.

Ktems.

many, if any, changes during

coming season.
A meetiiig of the

mission force were the whole fifteen hundred dollars turned over to the Parent Society, and this same agent stationed at

some

be

there “will

Tt does not

.

Mrs 8 Rradbury—A Batchelder—S8 F

Susan

taken internally, while othets use it internally With

C. O. LIBBY.

:

William H.

Pain-Killer;—but while some extol it as a liniment,
they know but little of its power in easing pain whey!

ebanon
; Feb. 20,Milton Three Ponds

days will be in the evening,

Mr.

Miss

human race unacquainted with the merits of the

-

were all summed up in ¢red.ble ®evi-

that these

meeting was not very well attended.
Several of
the churches were not represented by letter or

The churches in the Rhode Island Association

to our

gain

McLEAN

are very generally supplied with able and efficient
ministers who are doing a good work in their re-

spective fields.

for week

:
go as to be heard by the congregation,
have
ministers
onal
Congregati
The Boittn
been discussing the scriptural qualifications of
essayists concluded
The
church-membership.

Ashkum church Friday, Nov. 20, 1872. Owing
to inclement weather and the horse epidemic, the

real help would be gratefully welcomed by them,

general treasury, more points could be suc3
cessfully. covered than now.
To illustrate: Suppose the local society
pay its agent for salary and expenses one
thousand dollars, and he succeeds in colWould
lecting fifteen hundred dollars.

Feb. 19, West

23,

Il1l., and

5

w. Hunter 5

PAIN-KILLER,

Feb. 21, Northwood ; Feb. 22, Epsom ; Feb. 23, A. M,,
Pittsfield ; evening, Concord.
The pastors are
requested to give notice of the
meetings, and make arrangements, All meetings

and aspires

religiously meditates

He

courses.

embrance
reaved family and assure them of’g,
in our prayers.
8. C. KIMBALL, Clerk.

ing organized there, and the brethren are doing
their best with the means at their disposal. Any,

Island

1. That we deepl i deplore the death

It has been. decided, to hold the Eighteenth
Annual Convention of the Young Men’s Christian Associations of the UnitedBtates and the
British Provinces at Poughkeepsie,N, Y., the
:
coming summer.
Mr, Frothingham, a minister of the sect of
Free Religionists, does not pray in the preliminary exercises of the assembly to which he dis-

the commendation of | pop present agreed with the
husband,
sainted lover
every
of ourdeserves
mission aud strikingly illus- Congregationalist.
trates the spirit of true Christian heroism.
That we deeply sympathize with the beThe United Presbyterian chureli in Newburgh,

five churches have been organized in Worth Co.,
and if there could be more ministerial help more
A Home Mission Society is bemight be done.

Rhode

adopted

Rah

The universal remedy for Internal and External
Complaints, , At this period there are but few of thé

wick village; Feb. 9, A. M., North street, Bath; p. M.,
Corlis street 3’ evening, Winnegance : Feb. 10, Richmond; Feb. 11, Gardiner, Rev. O. Bartlett’s church;
Feb.’12, Hallows}! ; Feb. 13, Atigusta; Feb. 14, Topsham; Fob. 16, A. M.;Portland; evening, Biddeford ;
Feb. 17, Dokghiy's Falls; Feb. 18, Beech Ridge;

I

also decided to stay out in the cold.

of Chicago,

Nellie Bean, iy

Rev. E. G. Page, Mx,
Ardaiia Drew,
both(f

In Bowdoinham, Me., Jan.

Clerk.

For Rev. Q. R. Bacheler on special agency :
Feb. §,8abbattusville ; Feb. 4,50. Lewiston ; Feb. 5,

Methodists of that country lave

the Episcopal

OWDES,

>

Appointments

and

unfon,

tive Methodists” have voted against

3. That the noble purpose of our dear sister
Smith to carry forward the work left by her

of

F.B. church

18t Lisbon; Feb. 6, Lisbon Falls; Feb. 7, Bruns-

sion without delay.

During the last year

ble for still greater results,

Now, were every
not mission circuits,
its proportion of even
church to contribute,
d regularly to the treasury
a moderate
Mission Board, these points
Home
of the
could be cared for which now receive no
adequate support. Were even the amounts

raised by State

he

:

that a new

30, states

forces. The ** Bible Christians” and the ! Primi-

8.

at 1 o'clock, p. M,

Methodists of Canada ave about uniting their

of one who has labored so long and faithtully
among tiie heathen and given encouragement to
our mission cause in its darkest hour.
9. That we'regard this bereavement as an ad»
monition to awaken increased interest in our
mission work, and to lead us to contribute with
a more liberal hand toward reinforcing our mis-

God’s

Pres.

WATERVILLE Q. M. will hold its next session with
the Clinton church, commenting Friday, Feb. 21,

to remove by death our beloved Missionary, Rev.
B. B. SMITH, of India, we, as a tribute of respect
to the deceased, and expressive of tender regard
for the bereaved family and band of missionary
Taborers, adopt the following resolutions:

eight members was organized at Lot’s Grove on
the 19th, the meetings were protracted, and. now
the church numbers 83. The prospect is- favora-

want,

men

and

means

limited

our

of Jan.

as F. Baptists

that we

points

of

. SARGENT,

Fee
A

n
Lincoln, Vt, Sept 2, by Rey.
J. W. Bur;
r.
Chas. G. Butterfield and’
Miss Mla M. ted
Ts
both of L. Sept. 22, Mr. Alba
A. Hanks and Miss
Lucy A. Brooks, both of L.
t.1, Mr. JuliusD.
Hill, of Starksboro, and Miss Anna M, Clark, of L.
Nov. 26, Mr. A. W. Peet, of Shelburn, and Miss Ma~
ria EB. Morrison, of Starksboro. Dec. 5, Mx. Edwin
A. Wood and
Miss Harnett Bip 8, both bf Bristol.
Pec. 25, Mr. G. W. Varney, of
stol, and Miss Al<
vira Norton, of starksboro, Jan. 25, Mr. Peter A.
Delpby, of %, and Miss Martha N. Noyes, of Cornwall.
:
:
*
“In Palk, Dee. 25, at the residence of the bride’s father, by
Rev. I. W. Drew, Mr. A. H, Te
#nd Miss
Jennie Napus, all of Bremer, Iowa.
eS
.

oy

Huntington,
Vt:, Feb. 6, 1878,

i

Rev N. F. Weymouth

Jan. 1, by
und Mise

Trufant, ot.

.
:
life.
There are clefen kinds of Methodists and nine
kinds of Presbyterians in this eouhtry, Which
‘shows how necessary it is to'have a strong gov=ernment in order to suppress heresy and schism.
. The Wesleyaps and the “ New. Connexion »

Whereas, It has pleased our Heavenly Father

Resolved,

thirty-six years, now

pastor for

proposes to settle the right man, when found, for

quarterly collection as
Conference. ‘Mission

rted by Rev. M. C. Henderson, were
#4 a rising vote of the congregation:

Ah

having had one

R.

Whittemore,

The Corporators of the Green Mountain Seminar,
are hereby warned and notified to meet at the dwelling house of Rev. D. S. Frost, in Jonesville, town of
Richmend. Vt, Thursday, March 6,1873, at two o’clock,
P. M., for the
ose of seeing what action they will
take relative to a bill passed by the General Assembly
of Vermont, at its sessjon, A. D., 1872, legalizing certain a¢ts and records of said Corporation.

Phe First church at North ®armouth, Me.,

collection, $20.01. The following. Preamble and
Resolutions on the death of Rev. B. B. Smith, re-

The pioneer work in this Btate
Missourl.
A brother
seems to be progressing favorably.
writing from Grant City, Worth Co.; under "date

nent good. What we need, to insure permanent success in the appMation of missionary labor, is constant and judicious
offort at some central point, ;having in its
is mission

in the yeurs

bounty to him.

flying vis-

at long intervals,

surroundings the materials for growth.

share

to

continue

still

and

May his wish be realized,

goes hence.

in a missionary way, something has doubtthough

voter to give our usual
advised by the General

He is a faithful Free Baptist,
life at fourscore.
and has been a constant patron of the Star from
He still retains a mental freshness
its first issue.
and vivacity that is remarkable; is almost an
encyclopedia of Scripture knowledge; is ‘a constant attendant at the religious meetings of the
church, and is anxious to witness an extensive
revival of God’s work in his vicinity before he

funds, &c. In the visitation of weak churches.

its to pastorless churches,

fill him

LiFe AT FOURscorRE., We have intelligence
of a Christian brother in Sherburne, N. Y., who
certainly furnishes a rare example of vigorous

raised to pay the salary and expenses of the
Mission Agent employéd to solicit ‘the
less been accomplished;

session with

business was
the

and
gpirit of the Lord was manifestly present in all
New
toward
taken
were
the meetings. Measures
curing an eyangelist to’ labor in the Q. M. ~Tpsvas

Ts there any one to try it?

with satisfied joy.

ood
tion really is, has there been as muc
local
The
d?
metho
done as by some other
method has certainly been pretty effectually
tried, and the results are before us.
‘So far a8 raising fundsis concerned, the
plan has not met the expectations of its
Only in rave
friends, to say the least.
money been
h
enoug
cases has more than

»

BELKNAP

oy,
pr
). M.—Held its January

Lake Village church. ‘The
t preach- | the
a faithful
The correspondent thinks tha
transacted with harmony and dispatch,

gi

but the

result,

ly been the

Meetings. .

Quarterly

lands, with fine school Duildings going up all
about them, but no Freewill Baptist preaching. |

Much good has undoubted-

organizations.

—

a

in a new country, with excellent soil and timber

ht
established in a given territory, have soug
local
these
by
want
the
y
suppl
to
fully
faith
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to write to the owner promptly.

ministérial
They arc

Douglass, Kausas, imploring that
helpbe afforded the dwellers there.

to esy the great need of Mission work
dy
alrea
those
t
assis
tablish new churches or

etery.,

excellent investment.

an

wishes to make

aon,
n
Richmond,
Me.,
Mi
Joseph B. CosteHow

Clerk.

A

N.
.
:
In Pittsfield, Me., Jan. 1, by

Mr. Loren L. Frost and Rg

o'clock, P. M.

! Notice.

ARIE

}

well, Mr. Sibley A. win and Miss

of

ne. with the Elba

7, at®

A. Z. MITCHELL,

to

propose

of. this’ country

Methodists

The

will cony

;

a monument to mark the restingplace of
erect
Philip Embury, in the Cambridge (N. ¥.) Cem-

Whoever gets the set of books will probably need

A correspondent writes from

AN APPEAL.

both cases.
deepBrethren, seeing clearly and feeling

‘who

MONROE, N. Y., SM

and Alabama church, March

oc

p

\ Xn Northwood Center, Jan. 11, by Rev. -E C. Cogs~

Clerk.

PENTINGTON Q. M. will hol its next session
with the church at Nevth Fayston, Vt., Féh, 21-23.
J. W. BURGIN, Clerk,

tisms, the last year, 2,425. Net increase, 2,134,

minister

It is a rare opportunity for some young

Co., 0.

~

Bap-

The Baptists of Indiana number 88,132,

Bargain.

will Baptist Quarterly, well bound in muslin,
which he will sell for the very small sum of $20.

died" sound piety, and good ability,
family. Address, at once, Joseph Milley, New

; in others,

formed

been

have

the author of the

Luther's translation of the Bible is said to have
had a circulation thus far of 361,000,000 copies.

REV. A. CAVERNO, of this city, has a complete and unsoiled set of the 17 vols. of the Frec-

in the formation of State or Yearly Meet
with a minister of liberal te nden“ing societies. In some cases State Boardstte eprrespond
small
of Missions

Rare

be

convey-

22% =
i“

A

REV. J. B. PAGE has resigned the pastorate of
the F. Baptist church in New Lyme, O., to take
effect the 1st'day of April. The church wants

to

Those who come. by rail may expect

ance from Hermon Cénter.
:
N. F. WEYMOUTH,

’

<

serious
has occurred to the writer that one
exists
obstacle, not sufficiently understood,

%

Sidney Rigdon, said
Mormon Bible, is dead.

of nearly

up a purse

mon.

s |

§

SAND
v

need a pastor.

the success of our Homie Mission Board, it

me

my labors, made

with

church, to
will then

of the Contoocookville, N. H, ¥. B.
7. The church
take effect March

»

at Her-

= RNIB NO
S100

STATE SOOIETIES V8, PARENT SOCIETY.
In considering the hindering causes to

General,

its next session

i

Rev. G. W. KNAPP has resigned the pastorate

ctl
A en

ns

time, knolying that my needs were not, suspended

hold

SU

1

* RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

sermon since last November, the people at Water
Village with whom ¥ was preaching half of the

Ministers and Churches.

Home Mission. .

1)

EXETER Q. M. will

© PCT
Stor

E

te
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»
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Woman.

~The

Not as all other women

Is she that to py soul is dear:
Her glorious fancies come from far,
Beneath the silver evening star;
And yet her heart is ever near,

N

F

. And sweet they are as any tone
wind

+“ Very well, Joe.

i

|| work for me faithfully for two months,

may choose to blow,

Yet in herself she dwelleth not,
Although no home were half so fair;
No simplest duty is forgot; «
Life hath no dim and lowly spot
That doth not in her synshine share.

ginning to-morrow, you
pick of all my Hock.”

{

|
{
|
J

~

| and held him up to his duties.

your |

mouths passed

away,

and

coaxed

Joe

drove

Almost two months after he had

y

[Owner

|
{

of the cow, Joe met

*“ Deacon

** Why,

Stockton,

are

|

|

She.is a woman—one in whom
The spring-time of her childish years
Hath never lgst its fresh perfume,
Though knowing well that life hath room
For many blights and many tears.

{

I love her with a love as still
As a broad river's pedgeful might,
Which, by high tower and lowly mili,
Goes wandering at its own sweet will,
And yet doth ever flow aright.

|

|

And on its full, deep breast serene,
* Like quiet isles my duties lie;
It flows around them and between,
And makes them fresh ahd fair and green,—
Sweet homes wherein to live and die.
—James Russell Lowell.

|

Mothers.

you

sure

But it is blessedness! A year ago:
I did not see it as I do to-day,—
‘We are so dull and thankless; and too slow
To catch the sunshine till it slips away;
And now it seems surpassing strange to me,
That, while I wore the badze of mothérhood,
I did not kiss more oft, and tenderly,
The little child that brouzht me only good.

all

If I could finda little muddy boot,
Or cap, or jacket, on my chamber floor;
If I could kiss a rosy, restless foot,
And hear its patter in my home onee more:
If I could mend a broken cart to-day,

To-merrow make 2 kite,to reach the sky—

| I go in now and

Todd, D.

then,

occasionally,

yet

were

formerly.

oyg

The

charihalf
cow\

Family Circle.

~
SN’

regularly.—Rev. John

D.

town

so

so creamy
Stoekton.

1 will not say that Mrs. Stockton, the deacon’s good wife, had nothing to do with
this. I will not say that th: milk-room on

the north side of the house, so beautifully
fitted up by the-dacon and always kept so

churn,

with its thermometer attached to it, had
everywhere

covetcertain

that one hundred pounds of the deacon’
butter were wanted where one could be

wondering

such poor luck in the world.

careless

why

he

This

hag

s

bad luck., At last, casting his eyes upon the
hill-side far away, he saw the deacon’s

cows feeding at their leisure. Slowly, but
‘surely, the thought broke in upon him, that
if he had but one of those

Why,

he

cows,

would

he

would

have

butter

equal to the deacon’, milk to sell, calves

to raise, pigs to turn into fatted

who

knows

what

besides!

hogs,

Full

and

of the

grand scheme, he laid down his pipe till he
had pat on his coat and hunted

up

they came

knew it was

changed its

a little

He did

*

*

*

“ Willie is only hall a Pharisee,”

said his

brother Julian, who is'fond of texts reflecting on other people. “ He is willing
eiough to eat with unwashen hands, if he
does biow his own trumpet. What do you
think be asked Aunt Dinah this “ evening ?
If she had any other property besides her
cat, and her hen, and her peach tree.
And
she said, * Yes, master, the blessed Lord in

lumps of sugar, and told Aunt
was

Dinah

she

like

the prophet Elijah.”
‘“ Her hen’s nest,” continued Willie, pursuing the subject, “38 in a basket under

you and me, sister, and I promised
you there to-morrow.”

fo bring
‘

to redeem Willie's promise. Our. way lay
through the pine wood§ and “ old fields”
which cover so much of old Virginia.
Hares ran almost tame in the narrow footpath before us, and wild grapes hung in
clusters from the festoons over

chinquapin bushes, with
shining brown

nuts,

head.

The

their myriads

eyed

us

through

of
the

slightly parted barrs, and all around us lay
the sumach, the poor man’s harvest, which
springs up on every swamp and hillside,
and offers to the landless and the lazy the
delight of ‘“ gathering where they have not
strewn.”

A little brook led

us

to, ** Aunt

Dinah’s spring” at the foot of a hill,

and

higher up stood Aunt Dinah’s cabin, with

almost

Murmuring.

2

moment to

.

—

*

\d

*

read, that

Jamie didn't

want a

cake, or a piece of paper to scribble on; or
a bit of soap to make bubbles.
“I'd rather
be in prison,” I said, one day, ‘than to
have my life teased

out,” as Jamie ¥nocked

my elbow, when I was writing to a friend.
But a morning came when I had one

build their

plate

*

less to

wash,

one

chair

less

to

set

“Aunt Dinah’s spring” ripples on, and away by the wall in the dining-room ; when
the cabin still stands on the hill, but weeds Jamie's little crib was put away in the gargrow upon the hearth, and the arm chair is ret, and it has never come down since. I
gone, for Aunt Dinah has
forever put had been unusually fretful and discontentoff poverty, old age, and blindness. ed with that damp May morning that he
took the croup. Gloomy weather gave me
They were laid aside with
the worn
ny Lthe
headache, and I had less patience than
out garment of the flesh,
and
“Aunt

at

Dinah" now “‘sees-the King in his beauty.”
— Christian Weekly.

The Emperor
A

fable

says

there

wasa great emperor

but

only. because

they

“Now,” said he, one day,
friends, ‘I mean to prove

time."

By-and-by

he

was

my husband

came home he went for the doctor. At
first he seemed to help him, but it merged
into

inflammatory croup, and

all was soon

over.
;
.
:
“I ought to have heen called in sooner,"
said the doctor.
I have a servant.to wash the disies now;
and -when a visitor

and entertain her
all the time.

were not

properly taught, and taken care of.
his

other

worse toward night, and when

of China, once, who had a strange fondness for making pets out of pigs. He very
much disliked their dirty habits, and he
often used to say that he wished they could
be cared of those habits, made neat and
clean, so that they might be loved and
petted like little lambs. He said it was not
the pigs’ own fault that their ways were
unclean,

any

singing in an other roow, “I want to be an
angel?” and presently rang out that metallic cough.
I never hear that hymn since
that it don’t cut me to the heart; for the
croup cough rings out with it. Ie grew

and his Pet Pig.

to some of
to you that

There

is no

comes, I can sit

without

little

boy woITying

open hjs jack-knife, and

to

and I will sho

stand prim and neat on the reading-table,
justras I leave them.
awe
“Your carpet never looks dirty,” said a
weary-worn mother to me.

palace built for

Then he took a little

carpet,

and

wus

never allowed to go in the mud.

He

had

some

of the

velvet

wisest

men

in the ‘empire

“Oh,

naughty,

improper

for

the

to

bits with the

merrily

velvet Jacket, em-

some pigs were

they

from four hundred to six hundred

el is rapidly growing into favor as a substi-

Be.

tute for silver in plating steel, iron, and
other metals. ' Its commercial demand is
rapidly increasing,
and as it is much cheap-

fore the servant could stop him, the pig
gave a grunt, and, starting off as fast as he
in among

the

other

er than silver, it will undoubtedly be adopt-

pigs, and rolled about in the mud, as heartily as any of them. . The poor emperor was
very much disappointed; but he took his
pig home, had him washed, and put in his
palace again, and ordered his ‘teaehers to
give him another course of lessons: He
said it was not the fault gf his pet that he

bad done wrong, but

owing to the

ample set him by the other pigs.
tended hereafter to

keep

him

ed in the manafddire of many articles as a

substitute for tia more

precious

metal,

One mine, the Mine-Ia-Motle tract, Missouri,
was worked from 1850 to 1855.

The ore

was the sulphuret, associated with lead and

copper.

About $100,000 was realized from

the croppings of the vein. Croppings of
nickel ore are found also in Madison, Iron

bad ex-

He in-

and Wayne counties, Missouri, The refined
metal is worth 3 per pound.—New York

out of reach

of such examples, and then he was sure
his pet would behave himself properly,
After a while, when he thought his pig

‘tons per

month, employing in the working of the
mine a force of 175 men.
In the arts, nick-

moment, the emperor's pet forgot all about

could run, he plunged

From.

fy

feet. The length of this lode is between
two and three thousand feet, and it produces

Ina

h# good trainif®and bis fine clothes.

home.

comes from a single mine, which is the only
ove in the country that is now being worked.” This mine is situated in Lancaster
County, Pa. It has been worked for seventeen years, and developed to a depth of 200

wherd

rolling in the mud.

waiting

Few people are aware that the rickel,
from which our smaller coins are made,

behaved
:

came
to a place

wall,

coming

Comes

———

But alas for all his hopes! He was just
beginning to feel proud of his pet's bewhen

for papa

Where Mickel

through the city, that piggy might see a little
of the world, and all the people might

havior,

shadow on the

together

mothers with grown up sons, driving to
town or church, and my hair silvered over
with gray, I wish I had murmured less.—
The Appeal.

emperor's

well

+

I have the wealth and ease 1 longed for,
but at what a price? * And when I see other

broidered with gold, which Had been made
for him ; some gold rings were put on his
legs, und a jewel in his nose. The empenr
or was pleased to see his pet look so fine,
and he set off with him to take a walk

know what a nice, genteel,
pig he was.
:

no,” I mutter to myself, “there are

But my fate is as weary as thei

pet to do. So one day the emperor {old
his servants to get his pet pig ready to go
out, and take a walk with him. Then they
dressed him up in a blue

are-

with sitting in my lonesome parloX at twilight, weary with watching for th arms
that used to twine around my neck, fox the
carls that brushed against my cheek, for\be
young laugh that rang out with mine, as
we watched the blazing fire,or made rub-

keep him from doing anything

or

magazines

over the pictures, but

no little boots to dirty it now.”

take care of him, and he was taught everything that a piz could be taught.
At
length, when he was full grown, the emperor said his education was finished; be
had been so well trained that he mighfghe
allowed to go anywhere, for his good hab-

its would

The

not soiled, at looking

yhu how nice, and clean,

it slept on a thick

floor.

me

there are no shav-

ings over

his pet pig to livé in.

the

down

having to work

this is so. I will take a little pig, and bring
him up carefully, in the way I think right,

pig, and separated it from all other pigs.

dirt.

more tobacco, when he resumed the ‘pipe Aunt Dinah herself dozing in het arm-chair.
and went puffing straight on his way to The bent, weird figure, the gray head,
and
. Deaeon Stockton’s.
the wrinkled, black face with its
ELT ag

Yet, this time, he

Cg

All day
and the
they are
flitting

It was never allowed even to see any others, for fear of its fearning something bad
from them. It was fed from silver dishes;

hands, ¢ sister, this'is good

was a * So when ** to-morrow” came, we set out

puzzler. He would spend half the forenoon, with a” short, black pipe in his
mouth, and his hands in his ‘pockets, leaning against the sunny side of his house,
pondering, on the question why he had such

be made.

till, on their return,

— --

after

head in my lap, and held np a pair of small,

Aunt Dinah’s bed, and she gave me an egg,
but I ran home so fast the, marbles in my
There was Joe Hunt, who lived in a | pocket broke it. The hen’s name is Sarah,
“small, unpainted, window-broken
house, and her cat is Old Tom, Aunt Dinah says
about a mile from Deacon
Stockton’s. they are the best company she has, except
easy,

nests

grimmy

had.

a good-natured,

trash

So he had a handsome

* Sister,” said Willie, as he laid his curly

clean and sweet; that the long row of heaven is my portion, and he knows just
bright pans every day set out in the sun, so what 01d Dinah wants, and when to send it
cheerful that their very faces reflected the to her.” And then Willie went diving into
his pockets and fished up a biscuit and three
light of day; that the large, cool

was

well,

lamb.§

and gentle he will become.”

[ brought old Aunt Dinah some water from
the spring and made np her fire. Need I
wash my hands for supper ?”
.

famous for giving milk, for makin Z butter

|

has

ty
fy Me,

creature, always

walk

I was tired of washing dishes; I was tired of drudgery.
It had always been so,
Many a day I've | ‘and I was dissatisfied. I never sat dowa a

I | nests.”

“ Aunt Dinah.”

The little boy TI used to kiss is dead!

Joe

long

So the fairy took the pig, and

deserved

{ honey, Lazarus had more than he

in | swept ’em out, and their

tions came too often, and so we have them

Is never rumpled by a shining head ;—
My singing birdling from its pest is flown;

is

| heaven and earth for a’ sinner's see-saw,
down low here and high up yonder. I have

his field, with his head also hanging down.
*“ Ah!” said he to himself, *‘ I see how it is.

milked often and

There is no woman in God’s world could say
She was more blissfully content than J.
Bat ah! the dainty pillow next my own

Be that as it may, it

The

i

| your long porch at home.

alone

By God's help, I'll see that' the
| cow is milked often and regularly.”
“|
The next Sabbath the deacon was in the
— school witha large ¢lass-of boys whom he
had gone out and hunted up. The next contribution was the heaviest they had had for
a long time. The church collections have returned often and regularly ever since, and
are growing larger every year. They have
all found out that if a cow is to give muck
milk, it is absolutely necessary that she be

T wonder so that mothers ever fret,
At little children clinging to their gown;
that
Or
the footprints, when the day is wet,
(Are ever black enough to make them frown.

ed butter.

better,

not so.

‘em, and just so with me now.
long I sit here, thinking, thinking,
Milk your cow * regularly and often’ or she
evil thoughts they come and go;
| is ruined. I myself have stopped working | like the birds; I can’t binder ‘em from
| regularly in our Sunday-school, and though 1 in and out, but I must n’t let eth

}
i
||
|
|

And pe’er would nestle in your palny again;
| what they
If the white feet into their grave had tripped,
| dried up!
I could not biame you for your heart-ache then!

nothing to do with this

kere ; but no, honey,

a nice

‘Pamphlets, Magazines,

TUE NATIONAL
SUNDAY-SCHOOL
TEACHER.
Under the supervision of an editorial cominittee of five denominations.
Vol. VII.
Chicago: Adams, Blackmer& Lyon. 1872. octave.
pp. 464, °
%
'

The value

‘we have
appears
year are
immense
SiG:

of the monthly

publication

tle, it is decided to let the engraving
embellish
the zecond number instead of the first.
—The Stu-

which

frequently dnd commendingly noticed,
even greater when the numbers for the
bound up into a volume.
There is an
amount of information, suggestion and
Yomnirised willie these covers, and the

most of itis not only unexeeptionible

but

dent

of its predecessors.

We

|-

Mail.

;

Let your life-spring be in heaven.

well.

Its

more

than thirty

and erudity, the stilted rhetoric
platitudes try to work their way

uncurbed

thor-

commend

appears

printed pages are creditably filled.
ambiti®n

and

the

well

The rawness

on whieh feeble
inté notice, the

unpiafied

fancies

which so many look for in the
papers of uoderEradusies: are happily conspicuous
by their absence.
Theswriters deal in sound sense
they
believe i
simplicity; they traverse their own
natural domain of thought, they use
plain speech,

oughly excellent. The questions and notes on the
successive lesyons belonging to the national series are by no means the only elements of value. Indeed,so far as this volume is concerned,
we find this part of the work, in spite of ils obvious exeellences, most open to criticism.
The
brief, pithy essays ona great. variety of topics,
the expositions of the methods of Bible study
and teaching which have proved effective, the
plain pointing out of faults in existing ‘theories
and methods, the earnest call for more thoughtful and specific effort to make the Sunday school
realize the highest ideals, the reports of meet:
ings and consultations meant to aid improvement,—these are the things that bave given especial value to the. volume for 1872, and that
promise to make thé-new volume more worthy

than any

&eo,

THE BATES STUDENT comes to us
somewhat
late, and without the promised
portrait of the
honored gentleman whose name is
borne both by
the college and the magazine. - The
engraver is
behind time, and so, after waiting
for it not a lit.

and they prove the existence of a real purpose,

behind their pens. Some of these papers
Lave
real character, and $here is not one of
them thay
is really feeble or boyish.
The editorial work

proper is done

modesty

ing,

with

that are at

The

a manly

directness

once pleasant

few pages devoted

and

and

proniis-

particularly to the

affairs and interests of the college aré
very wel)
filled, they will especially interest its underg
rad.
uates, alumni and active friends, and the
publi-

cation of the new charter was a very fitting thing.

We do not stop to speak of the several papers
by
specification, though we have read the whole
of

it

them,

and

ranked

them

in our thought. We
most heartily to all our readers who would add
trust the manugers of this new enterprise may
to the efliciency aiid the profit of their Sunday |
not fail of the encouragement which comes of a
school study and service. The freedom with gengrou
s patronage, nor of the profit which a
Which we quote from ifs pages in the Sunday- worthy
aim and careful literary work are wont
school department of the Star is the best evi to yield,
and that the college may find it a real
dence we could give of the high Be ie we put | ally and
a large helper.
upon the magazine,
And itis chegp as well as
. THE ALDINE for Feb. is at hand.
260d
If we had

not want to roll in the mud
assure | when he was laid at the gate, and so has |
‘any longer. The things he used to be fond
—
you now, that 1 have no better cow
in the
every sinner when’ the Lod. gives him of he cared for no more; while he loved ONLY GIRLS. By Virginia F. Townsend.
Bosworld.” :
~
‘
wn A, ;
ton: Lee & Shepard. 1873. 16mo. pp. 230.
| breath and praying ground.”
| now things that before he didnt like af
all.
* Well, she don’t give much
milk,
and
Sold by“E. J. Lane & Co.
“Aunt Dinah,” said Willie, after a long
Now this shows why we need to have
she's almost dried up.”
WILLIAMS, The Mountain Girl. By Mrs.
and pitying survey of her palsied hands and our wicked hearts taken away, and pure SALLY
E. Di. Cheney, author of * Putience,” &ec. Il«Where do you pasture her 2”
| almost useless feet, “if your old sins have | ones given to is.” While we have sinful | lusirated. Same Publishers,
‘&ec. 1873. 16mo.
“ In the stfeet, to besure ; and fine long |
pp. 238.
.
:
{beep forgiven, I think you are right sure of | hearts we can't do anything else than begrass, too, she finds there.”
CROSS AND' CRESCENT; or, Young America in
heaven.
You couldn't sin much no, if | have like sinful creatures. We can no
more
** How often do you milk her ?"
Turkey and Greece.
A Story of Travel and
you were to try.”
| keep from committing sin than the pig
‘Adventure.
By William T. Adams, author of
‘Qh! at first I milked her twice a day:
“Ah, young master, my Saviour paid my could keep from running into the
* Up the Baltic,” ete, Same, Publishers, ete.
mud.
but
When she kind o’ fell away, I milked passage when he hung upon the tree. He
1873. 16mo. pp. 347.
But when Jesus changes our hearts and
her only now and then, when she showed a
THE
TREASURE OF THE SEAS. -By Prof. James
gives me a free road home, but you mistake makes them holy and good “like his, then
DeMille, author of the “ B. 0. W. C.,” ete.
big bag.
[thought
would get a pailful
if you think old Divah is done sinning like him we can be holy and good too.—
Illustrated.
Same Publishers, ete, 1873. 16mo.
pp.
836,
in this way, but she gives less and less.”
and repenting until ier head is undet the Adapted from Bible Wonders.
* Why, ‘Joe, the best cow
in creation
This House seems ever abounding in its work
50d. The Lord, he touched my feet and he
would dry up it not milked regularly and laid his 4g
for the entertainment of young readers, and it is
on mine, and he said, Be

and

| only now and then. Oh, dear!
ar own the dimpled hands had slipped, | ties since this chan@e have not

80 yellow and sweet, and cheese
and rich, as the cows of Deacon

time

took

not bad example, but just his own piggish
nature which’ made him so fond of the mud.
He had the pig cleaned up again, and sat
down to consider what he should do next.
Presently, the’ fable says, a fairy appeared to the emperor, and after hearing what
was the trouble, said, *‘If you will give
me the pig for a little while, I will make
him hate dirt, and love to be clean.”
“Oh! do it, doit,” said the emperor.

blessed Saviour promised. the kingdom of
heaven to the poor in spirit, not the poor in
I pocket. The Lord, he never made his

.

| have lost my interest in it. The cow has
| dried up. Then I used to set apart so much
{ in charity and gave it regularly, and since
I bought that last pasture lot, and hurried
| to pay for it, I have given only occasional| Iy. 1 feel less like giving, and do. give far
| less than ‘when I gave regularly. The cow
| has dried up. So with our church. We
3 used to contribute statedly and frequently
| to the cause of Christ. Some of us, 1
| among the rest, thought that these collec-

And if, some night when you sit down to rest,
You miss this ¢lbow from your tired knee,
This restless, curling head from off your breast,
oLhis lisping tongue that chatters constantly ;

the

hard

they

decent pig.

I used to think Divers went tb torment beand the angels carried
Lazarus to Leaven because he had such a

|

So

-

Hiterary Review.

him

Bat, this time, to keep

there | heard the Scriptare rambled

Joe, you had your choice ‘of

But he left the deacon standing

—

There were no cows in all

and

often! Mind you, often and regularly.”
| still and si%_
no more, but he has n't stilled
1
Poor Joe hung his head and left with a | my heart yet,
iomsy. He hasn't stopped it
| heavy heart.
He knew that it was his lazi- | from thinking evil:
You see the little birds
| ness that had ruined his eow, and
disap- how they flit in and out and try to build in

A little elbow leans upon your knee,
Your tired knee that has so much to bear;
A child’s dear eyes are looking lovingly
From underneath 4 thatch of tangled hair.
Perhaps you do not heed the velvet touch
:
:
Of warm, moist tingers, folding yours so tight ;—
You do not prize this blessing overmuch, °
You are almpst too tired to pray to-night.

The

very

| cause he was rich,

become

pointed his hopes.

—

“Belore the ded¥ Lord taught me

his

the deacon.

| my cows; and I told you thei,

She is most fair, and thereunto
Her life doth rightly harmonize ;
Feeling or thought that was not true
Ne'er made less beautiful the blue
Uneclouded heaven of her eyes.

If fro

by time,

took

heart for the heart of a lamb. = After this
from genera- the emperor had no more trouble with his
f Was no mistake about thakcow ? You didn't | tion to generation [Genesis to Revelation] | pet.
The pig had now a lamb’s heart. He
{
| cheat me, did you?”
| but I could never find that doctrine. No, | was tentlef and loving, and elean asa
|

And deeds of week-day holiness
Fall from her noiseless as the snow;
Nor hath she ever chanced to know
That aught were easier than to bless,

2

yellowed

again,

it, he

to the back of the palace. Mere was a
ditch in which the dirt from ‘the garden was
thrown, and which was'full of mud. The
pig had never seen this before. There were
no other pigs near to set him a bad ‘example, but as soon as he came in sight of it,
he ran off to the ditch, jumped in and rolled about fn. the mud, just as he had done
before.
3
;
Now the emperor was in despair. He
loved his pig,and wanted him to be a clean,

English,

|

Blessing she is; God made her so;

t

and the leaves were

about

through the garden, and the pig behaved

lap. 'Its owner had never learned a letter,
but the book opened at her favorite chapter,

The two

{ selected cow home in great triumph.
They
|
set to milking her and feeding ber in the
street.
For a few days'she did pretty well,
A
but gradually the cow Brew thin, her bag!
|
shriveled up, and her milk grew less, in
| quantity and poorer in quality.
-

She hath no scorn of common things:
y
.
Aud, though she seem of other birth,
Round us her heart entwines and clings,
And patiently she folds her wings
To tread the humble paths of earth,

Tired

palace.

blaek with smoke and mnch handling. This
*“ It’s a bargaip, Deacon; I'll do it.”
evening Aunt Dinah asked for the parable
Sure enough, Joe was on hand the next | of “Divers and Lazarus,” and when the
{ morning bright and early; and so delight- | readimg was ended, she said in her broken
{

A And giveth ligppiness or peace,
Is low esteeméd in her eves.

I

be-

have

| ed was his wife that she urged and

She doeth little kindnesses,
Which most leave undone or despise;
..- For naught that sets one heart at ease,

LAr

shall

all

him away from any bad example, he concluded only to walk in the garden of the

} of Willie's basket having been examined
farm. | afd. admired, we-sat down, and, like Bun-

If you will come and

forgotten

out to walk

| Now, what's your price, Deacon, for one of | yan's Pilgrims, we
fell a-talking—until
| your very best cows? 1 dun’t want any but | Willie, who knew all Aunt Dinah’s ways,
the best, mind ye." |
:
brought her Testament and laid # on my

God giveth them to her alone,
the

talk about buying,”
;
** Why, I'll work for you -on the

|
:

Great feclings hath she of her own,
Which lesser souls may never kuow;.

Wherewith

had

.
** Indeed ! and where would you “pasiare | my heart.
the cow
We exchanged salutations with all the
“Oh lin the strect, almost anywhere.”
| ceremony and fullness of detail which Aunt
And how can you pay for ber ? for you Dinah loved, and the miscellanesus contents
fig

are

19. 1873
—

He soon found the deacon, busy as usual, | grotesque contour, were familiar enough to
yeyye
4
.
fi
but not hurried.
:
Willie and me, but the sightless eyes and
* Good-morning, Deacon.
I want to buy { the withered hands crossed on her lap hag
ore of your cows.”
:
| an unspoken pathos that always touched

|

'
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é

MORNING

constantly laying fresh pens under contribution
and widening out on all sides the field of literary effort. “There is no dull or unwholesomely
exciting book iu this last package.
Only Girls is worthy of the author, whose pen

is always

used to some purpose.

Her

aim is to

show that girls, in ordinary life and circumstances, are often and may always be sources of
strong aud fashioning influence, and she does it

by means

&f the forcible

illustrative

examples

which she here sets forth. The book is written
pleasantly and purely, ands fitted to make mascaline judgments of female life truer to the facts,
and turn the mmlessness or the complaining selfdistrust of girls and women into awise ambition

not used

up about

all the superlatives

is com-

mendingit heretofore, we would draw on them
now ; or if we could content ourselves with anything else than the sfrongest words of approval,
we might resort to those that are
wore wmoderate.
Put; as it 13, we can only refer offi readers
to ine rich
asim
heretofore given.
and request that they be imagined as set down

in Italic or small eaps. The Aldine is every way
beautiful, creditable, excellent, and deserving a
patronage both large and

grateful.

appreciative subscriber will

‘And

ev ery

feel enriched by the

bargain that gives such a wealth of real art for
£5,00. New York: James Sutton & Co.
HARPER'S MAGAZINE

is filled as fully, as vari-

ously, as richly, as attractively, and as skillfully

as ever.
Four finely iilustrated articlés appear
in the issue for Feb,, and they do even more for
the mind, in their letterpress than for the eye
and the artistic sense in their engray ings.
And
that is no slight compliment.
Life in the Diamond Fields, and Mary Queen of Scots gre especially valuable, and are almost perfect as samples of the best sort of magazine papers,
The
Great Fairs and Markets of Europe wil prove
particularly interesting to the average and curis
ous reader.
Of the excellent taste and «kill with
which the editorial work proper is pérformed,

there is no need to speak.

The

following list of

articles wiil hint at the feast here spread for its
readers: Life in the Diamond Fields: Robin's.
Egg Blue; The Mont-de Piete ; Song of the Palm :
Mary Queen of Scots; The Life of an Eastern
and rational hope.
Sally Williams introduces us'to the rural life Woman; Sub Rosa; The Great Fairs and Markets of Europe; Delusions of Medicine : Old Kenthat still remains a long way back from the New
England towns, and pictures it in a genial, sym- | sington; A Waif and Estray; A Simpleton; Reepathetic and really attractive way.
The author | ollections of an old Stager; One Quiet Episode:
‘means truth to the facts and fidelity to conscience,
New Magdalen; Mg
My Queen; The
Lady's
ks
but she keéps charity and kindness always busy Choice; Valentines; Editor's Easy Chair
at her side.
2
tor’s’ Literary Record; Editor's Scientific Rec.
It is enough to say of the last addition to the ord; Editor's Historical Record; Editor's Drawsecond series known as * Young
America er.—New York: Harper & Brothers.
Abroad,” that it is every way equal to any of its
SCRIBNER'S MONTHLY is the only Magazine
predecessors, and that its young readers will be
likely to pronounce it the best thing yet done. | that suggests any rivalry. with Harper's in the
Which
means with them something really matter of illustrations, and it must be confessed
that it has attained a prominence and an excel.
* splendid.”
DeMille’s sixth and last volume of the * B. O. lence in this particular direction that surprise
prompt careful comparisons.
W. C. Series” is pre-eminently a story of life at and gratify and
sea, and is quite up to the level of the earlier Three such illustrated articles appear in the last
issue,~The Tehuantepee Canal, In and Arcund
volumes in in ail those qualites which haye made

his books so taxing with

girls.

y]

wide-awake

-

boys and | Bangkok, and How

men learned

to analyze the=

Sun.
Dr. Holland goes steadily forward with
his serial, and he is putting the juice of his genius into it. The shorter stories are tine specimens of this sort of literature, as they usually
are, and the editor's Topies of the Time, the Old

i

THE ARCHITECT OF COLOGNE,
and other Poems.
By
Mary
Ellen Atkinson, author of * Ivy
Leaves.”
Boston: D. Lothrop & Co. Dover,
“Cabinet, &e.,.are served up as usual in most exN. H.: G. T. Day & Co. 1872. 12mo. pp. 101.
cellent style.
It isu real, a large, a creditable
PERCY RAYDON; or, Self-Conquest.
By Emma
Leslie, author of **The Urphun and the Found- and a most promising success that this magazine
has already achieved.
ling,” &c. Same Publishers. 16mo, pp. 213.
It bas had a significant
past; ii seems almost sure of an influential fuHAPS AND MISHAPS OF CHILDHOOD.
Same
ture, Contents: The Tehuantepec Canal; Tn and
Publishers. 16mo. pp. 186.
Around Bangkok; Sheaves; Little Miss Frere:
NEIGHBORLY LOVE, and Margaret Lawrence.
A Court Ball at the Hague; Since I" Died; My
Same’ Publisliers, 16wo, pp. 184.
%
Valentine; The San Rafael Phalanstery; One
EVERY MAN IN H18 PLACE.
A Story for Boys.
Translated from the German-of Franz Hofi- Phase of the Marriage Question ; One Night ; How
Men Learned to Analyze the Sun; Covert; Bors
man.
Same Publishers. 16mo. pp. 138,
HOME SUNSHINE; or, Bear and Forbear. 16mo. rowing as a Social Science; My Song; Arthur
Bounicastle ; For Thoughts; Art at the Capitol ;
pp. 134,
A Vision, of St. "Eligius; An Archsological
ROBIN THE RUNNER.
Repriuteé from the Religious Tract Society, London, Same Publisb- Breakfast; Topics of the Time; Home and Soci
ers, &c. 16mo. pp. ul,
>
ety; Nature and8 -ience.—New York: Scribner
& Co.
EVENINGS AT HOME; or, The Juvenile Budget
opered.
Consisting of a variety of mscelluueous pieces for the struction and amusement
CONGRESSIONAL
THE
DIRECTORY for the
of young persons. By Dr. Aiken and Mrs, closing session
of the. forty-sccond Congress,
Barbauld.
Samg Pubushers. 18mo. pp. 857.
compiled by Ben Perley Poore, who long since
UNEXPECTED PLEASURES; or,Left Alone in proved his special adaptation to this work, and
the. Holidays,
By Mrs. George Cupples, au- published at thé Governme
nt Printing Office at”
thor of ** Miss Matty,” ete. Same Publishers.
Washington, has been laid on our table.
It gives
smo. pp. 203.
us brief biographical sketches of each mewmbef of
Itis a package of good and pleasant-booke
Congress, tells all about the officers of the sever—
whose titles are here grouped toge her,
Quite a al Departments, the‘consti
tution of the commitportion of them are reprints of the books issued
tees of both branches of the National Legislature,
by the London Tract Society,~a fact that -be- presents,
by means of diagrams and cuts, the arcomes little less than a decisive guarantee of lit
rangement of rooms in the Capitol, &e., &¥ The
erary and moral excellence,as no trash comes
information supplied is large, varied, thoroughly
out with that imprint upon it. The others are
classified, happily arranged, and made at once
of similar character, and are adapted to do a
available for use,
It is just what everybody,
good work in the home circle and the Sunday
wishing to know about the
administration of
school library.
.
i
Government, and desiring to have the facts alThe poems in the volume first mentioned are ways
quotable, needs to luy on his desk as close
not distinguished for any eminent genius, but
as possible to his right hand.
It'is an octavo
they are high-toned and pleasant, The author's |
pamphlet of 140 pages, and it proves that the
soul is not winged fora sustained flight above |
Washington printers understand their Business.
the clouds, but she sings with some sweetness
from every-day levels and in the common air.
* ARTHUR'S’ ILLUSTRATED ‘HOME MAGAZINE.

Percy

well
many
most
own

Raydon

is a fairly

well’ planned and

tolhstory, through whese obvious lessons
a youth may be helped to that noblest and
needful of victories,=the conquest of his
»
spirit.

Haps

and

Mishaps

offers us a genérous bun-

dle of stories, not one of which is prosy, or stiited, or feeble, or aimless, or anything clse than
200(
Neighborly Love offers us a fresh, chaste and
touching narrative that will moisten the eyes
and stir the heart of every susceptible reader. «
The volume. translated from the German af-

fords a fine insight into the social

and religious

life of central Europe, and ihdirectly but forcibly

urges nobleness and fidelity upon the reader.

Home

shine, for

Sunshine exhibits
itis

such as

the best sort of sun-

goes

into the heart, and

abounds and abides even through cloudy days

and moonless nights.

Treen

February,
Vaudois;

1873.

Ants

Contgnts:
and

The Vaux

their Ways;

and Mansard Roofs; Sharks;

mons ; Religious Reading ; Mothers’ Department ;
Royse’ and Girls’ Treasury; Evenings with the
Poets; Health Department; The Home Cirele
New Publications; Editors’ Department, —Phila~
delpbia: T. 8. Arthur & Sons.
ThE CHILDREN'S HOUR.
A Magazine for
the Little Ones.
February, 1873. Content¥: Mrs.

Webster's Family ; Bees of the Wilderness; Beantiful

Garments;

Christmas;

Our

Little

Trué Lady;

* Amuzon;

Nine Parts

Evenings at Home offers us tate a little libra-

Manger Lying.—Phila,: T, S, Arthur

things which hallow that domestic domain.

Bay-windows

ling; In Dreamland; My New Alpaca Dress;
Crooked Places ; Unforgotten ; The Opium Death :
The Chasseur ants; The Cottage at Long Branch;
Extravagance and Debt; Make the Best ‘of Life ;
The Serpent as a Symbol; Our Club; The Deacow’s Household; The Foot Bridge; Lay Ser.

Japanese Orchestras

ry of varied, wholesome and entertaining reading for the home circle, put into a small compass
und sold marvelously cheap.
“
;
Unexpetted Pleasures opens the door into the
very heart. of English home-life, and lets us see
some of the peculiarly beautiful and precious

the

Grandfather's Dar-

Robin the Runner gives us an interesting and

somewhat striking record of general and ‘special
temptations, skillfully and strongly marshaled,
but bravely met and grandly mastered.

and

Janis's

of Speech ;

Cora’s Kittens: Five Mice :

Mr. Nobody; Chime of Limerick; Vine; Chile
drew’s Offering ; Song for New Year; Iron-wood
Tree; Where are the Butterflies; , In the Lowly
&®on.

“THR LITTLE CORPORAL. An original magazine

for Buys and Girls, and for older people who
have young hearte.~Chicage: John E. Miller’

Tur NURSERY.
youngest readers.
John L. Shorey.

A Monthly Magazine for
Febryary, 1873, Boston

{

iva

ARY 12, 1873.
wont

in the East.

Gambling
tl)

“He may have been bruised, I suppose,
He may have been homesick. Perhaps he
tion to his Yegs, he would make Solomon
a very strong link. The link is
seem a failure; if his modesty equaled his was never
ignorance, he would make a violet seem ‘a eyious animal, miss,” he said to Kitty
stuck up; if his learning equaled his van- in conclusiony ,
ity,-he would make vou Humboldt seem as

as long

as he

of old

age; and if
something,
legs when
would have
disturbance

are

their wives and daughters
dered to avoid all such

’

or-

first visit to Siam, it was

back the darkness,

frame,

the

If the

swelling

expansion

the

world

The fair culprits, being summoned to the
royal presence, made full confession of
their guilt, but pleaded ennui as excuse;and
prayed His Majesty's forgiveness on the
ground that they had lost only twenty thousand ticals (twelve thousand dollars), which
they argued were “but as a drop in the
ocean compared with the boundless resources of his serene, infallible majesty.”

The covetous old king, who loved money
better than anything else in the world (the
had
fair’ culprits themselves not excepted),

no sooner heard the sum of twenty thousand
ticals mentioned than, losing the small
modicum of patience with which nature
owed him, he summoned to his
Lox diadeend
»
‘nredence several high officers of the royal
=

purse-strings,

majesty’s

his

of

of muscles

leisure

time

either

in

their

gumbling

feet,

down

rocky or other firm bottom; but the Arabs
search ‘along the eoasts, feeling for the
sponges with their feet beneath the masses
*. .of tangled weeds. The sponges which they
find are generally of an inferior kind,as they
can not go into any depth of water, The
success of the work of sponge-getting depends upon the sea being calm. There are
not more than forty or fifty days during the
winter season which are favorable. The
Arabs who inhabit the coasts, the Greeks,
and
principally those of Kranidi, near

- A Promenade

least: so.

The

and

gathering

means of a trident,
dredge, similar to

the

five feet.
pert

on

(hance
who

Arabs the

is performed by

or * arth,” a kind of
that used for (taking

to the depth of fifteen to thirty-

The Greeks,

divers, also

although

very

ex-

use the harpoon, but they

employ small and very light boats, carrying
only the: harpogner and the sculler. The
former explores the bottom of the sea by
means of a telescope—a tin tube about
fourteen

inches

in

diameter

and

inches long, with a thick glass at the
end;

the

object

Howells

.

Reclus.

at Ha-Ha Bay.

S————

in his

story

Acquaintance,”

in

entitled ‘A

the

February

Atlantic, describes the Jehu of Ha-Ha Bay,

oysters. The Arabs employ boats called
‘+ sandah,” with crews of four or seven persogs, one of whom only uses the harpoon.
As Boon as this man sees a sponge, the
boat is brought to a stand—the work is
carried

A

Mr.

Nauplia, and the Sicilians, all engage in thé
adroit,

madreporie

of

them across the land,—Elisee

because diving apparatus is then necessary,
and can only be employed when there is a

most

of block

stone, which is no less than 510 cubic yards
in size. It isa piece that the waves have
detached from a reef and driven betore

er occupying the rest of the year. In the
summer season the production is sroall,

the

twenty

lower

of the tube is to get rid of

the surface oscillations and allow the fishermen to see the bottom. The Greeks exhibit sometimes extraordinary dexterity in
getting sponges froma depth of sixty. feet
With short harpoons; they hold in their
hands three or four harpoons, which they

makes

the

following

proposition

to

Colonel Ellison :
«1 am the only person at Ha-Ha Bay who
speaks English, and I have come to ask if
you - would not like to make a promenade
in my horse and buggy upon the mountain
before breakfast. You shall be gone as long
as you will for one shilling and sixpence. I
will show you all that there is to - be seen
about the place, and the beautiful view of
the bay from the top of the mountain. But
it is elegant, you know, I can assure you.”
‘he speaker was so fluent of his English,
he had such an audacious, wide-branching

mustache, such a twinkle in his left eye,—
which wore its lid in a areless, slouching
fashion,—that the heart of man naturally
clove to him; and Colo
Ellison agreed
on the spotto make the ‘proposed prome-

nade, for himself and both his ladies, of
whom he went joyfully in search,
As the wagon began to ascend the hill,
the road was’ so rough that the springs
smote together with pitiless jolts, and the
ladies uttered some irrepressible moans.
“ Never mind, my deaprtgaid the colonel, turning about to his wife} ‘‘ we've got
all theyEnglish

is at Ha-Ha

there

Bay, any’

way.” ~ Whereupon the driver ghve him
a wink of sudden liking and good-fellowship. At the same time his tongue was
loosed, and he began to talk of himself.
throw with such extraordinary rapidity and
“You see my dog, how he leaps all the
precision that scarcely has one harpoon dis- time at the horse's nose? He isa mooseappeared beneath the water when the sec- ‘dog, and keeps himself in practice of catchond strikes its upper end and adds to the ing the moose by the nose. You oughtto
force of the .propulsion ; the third is in the come in the hunting season.
I could fursame way struck into the second, and:so nish you with Indians and everything you
on, Neither the Arabs nor the Sicilians need to hunt with, Iam a dealer in wild
avail themselves of either the above meth- beasts, you know, and I must'keep preparods of using the harpoon or of the wave- ed to trap them.”
;
:
tube. The sponge-fishery is considered to
** Wild beasts?”
he capable of great developmenk, and-the
‘‘ Yes, for Barnum and the other showdanger of exhausting the supply is not men, I deal in deer, wolf," bear, beaver,
great, as

a

new

sponge takes the place of

moose, cariboo, wildeat, link—"

« What®?
oy.
“Link—link! Yon

the one removed within twelve months .—
Journal of Society of Arts.

Mark

Twain

“can
can

be caustic ‘as
use hyperbole

well as humorous,
without running

He
He
into

here I

deer for deers,

To

’

ti

“ Not many, and they are a very expen+give animal.
I have been shamefully treat-

ed ina link that I have sold to a Boston
showman.
It was a difficult beast to take;
bitmy Indian awfully; and Mr. Doelittle
would not give the price he promised.”
“ What an outrage I”

weakness,
We do not know who the uns
fortunate vietim of his pen is, but he could
hardly have fallen into the hands of a rheg
SAAR

say

and link for lynx, don’t you?”
“Certainly,” anstvered. the
unblushing
colonel.
‘Are
there mdny link
aboit

in Portraiture.

Mark Twain writes forcible English.

He

danzhter

of

Mr.

Hunt,

aged

81

would be !

Sewell

8.
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E This favorite New England LUNG
gamed a reputation which
of curative agents, though

Old Established

_———

places it in the front rank
it has been in the market

*

COLLEGE,

partment.

Department.

Davip

heart in Casco,

of dropsy

Mei, Jan, 14, in

his

about

70th

.

—

LAPHAM

The Spring

Will

IS

commence

on

NORTHWOOD
TERM

Monday;

SEMINARY.

success

Clasgieal,

hoard

=

and Rooms

.

=~»

can

.

=»

be

-

«

-

obtained

500
5 50

-

The Lafest

600

the

year.

Roon\
Board
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i

11, and

clubs,

Use of
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$7.00
4.00
3.00

TUITION:
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7.00
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re-

duced tuition.
.
:
Board from $2.50 to $3.50 in families; in clubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished for, self-boarding.
building, ample

in its ar-

of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the universally admired lll sceneryof Vermont. The Lyndonville statkon, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
ten minutes walk trom the Institution. It is thus
easily accessible from all Joie of the country, and
at the same time removed
from the activities and
temptations which tend to divert the attention and
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
.
For further particulars, address the Principal at

Center,

or 1. W.

Lyndon

Center, Vt., 1872.
J
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SANBORN,

Series.

1

Sunny Skies,
Pompeii and Herculaneum,
Archibald Hamilton,

1235

Starlight

1
1

Series.

Starlight Stories,

oT

Jd

Miscellaneous,
Anecdotes of Animals,
Bloomfield,
>
Glencoe Parsonage.
Early Choice,
Strawberry Hill,
Overcoming,

150
150
“10¢
175
150
125

»

100
453
55

Triumph over Midian,
When we were Young,
Sybil’s Way,
Rescued from Egypt,

«20
55
125
+90

Claudia,
Child Life,

90
00

by mail, free of

postage

Parties designmgto get new Sabbath School Libraries, or'to replenish old ones, can send us their
orders which will be immediately filled with our own

publications,or will be filled with the books of other
Doerv, N. H,

Ready.

nouncement is sufficient to show that

others think the work a good one and
that they appreciateit. At this rate of
sale this whole Edition will soon be on
our

hands.

New

and -Brokess,

70

MARY

Broadway,

N.

Y.

House

Street

or Commer-

and 1ts Opera1v19

is: Wealth,”—Franklin,
.

”»

will people pay $50 or ‘more for a SEWING
MACHINE
when
$22 will buy one that has a
standard reputation, is double thread, complete with
Table, constructed upon entirely new and practical
yrinciples, runs by friction, and excels all others?
‘hese celebrated Machines are intended for poor
people who want to save time, labor and money.
WANTED.

Machines

More New

sent to Agents and
44

Books:

For the Sabbath School.
r

a

Secretary,

at

31

:

BY
LATHAM

Book,
CLARK,

Is now complete and ready for customIt is adapted to classes that have

just completed “The

& 00.,

free on application

Economy

Postage,

ers.

RANDAL H.'FOOTE
Bankers

$2,00.

Question

& CO.,

HOW

”

Price

ders are solicited.

CLARK,

Story of Jesus.”

This book received the prize offered
not long since by the Printing Establishment, and is recommended to pas-

tors,

superintendents and

being in every way
patronage.

teachers as

worthy

of their

Orders may be sent at any

time and they will be.filled immediate-

ly.

Price 15 cents; Postage (extra),
tina

4 cents.

Life of Wm. Burr,
A new edition of the Life of Wm, Burr is now out
of press.
The price has been reduced from #1 00 to
75 cents, and will be sent postage paid on receipt of
that sum.

This little volume should be in every Freewill Bap-

tist home, and would not fail to have a good influence

upon the readersof our

Sabbath

School

Librares.

A liberal discount to the trade and to canvassers.

Send your ordexs tothe STAR OFFICE, Dover, N, H

¥

Via
»
‘Short-Comings and Long-Goings,
Lute Falconer

Price.
$1.25
1.50

NEW BOOKS, CHRISTMAS, 1870.
The Jadge’s Son,
Hester’s Happy Summer,
One Year of my Lif,
Building Stones,
Hours of Christian

Devotion, Tholuck,

Alice Benson’s Trials,

125
2 00

5

’

50
100

100

Ruthie Shaw ; or, The Good Girl,

Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad Girl,
Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,

Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,
CLCRMBURLINAMGE,

Dover,

100
100

100
NH

IBill re
Heads
Job Work lan
BUSINESS

CARDS,

&c,,

done in the best manner
#8 this Office.

TREATISE.
The New Treatise, just revised

$150
125
125

The Quiet Hour.
Dr. Lincoln,
Child Life in Many Lands,
°

7

rangements,
recently erected for the use of the
School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village

Lyndonville,

Cents,

Co,, Box 397, Boston, Mass.

$5.00

their own exertions for an education, received at

Lyndon

15

LATHAM

given away to needy families. For Circulars and reduced prices, address Franklin and Diamond 8. M.

Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
.
i.
1.50
1.50
«
.
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
pa-Clergymen’s children and students relying on

The new, commodious

MARY

8% AGENTS

-

@

extra, 24 cents. Special terms given
to agents who sell 100 or more.
Or:

Wi

Penmanship.

LocATION:

People!

To Speculate Successfully.

1

CALENDAR:
Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 27, 1872.
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins December 3. 1872,
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 4, 1874.

Common English,
.
Higher English,
.
.
Latin and Greek,
.
French (extra), LE
J
Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),
Instruction on Guitar,
-

Best for Young

ing Association, or any Banking

Miss MARY C. BRADFORD, Music.

Primary Studies,

worth

iys1

_ REFERENCES.—Jay Cooke & Co., Mechanics Bank-

Faculty :

A. PERKINS,

companion.

:

| cial Agency in New York.™
_N. B..—Pamphlet on “Wall

5,1872.

LITERARY INSTITUTION.
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

ELLEN

Pocket

Member of Stock Exchang® and Gold Board.

J. 8. BROWN, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.
Miss Lizzie CALLEY, Preceptress, French and Natural Seience.
Miss IDA E. MORRILL, Mathematics and Rhetoric.
Miss

Day

pens

The Commentary on the Gospels by

HUBBARD BROS., Publishers,

and

~~

1,00

tions,”

;

Series.

hy

Now

20

$10.00

at the regular rates.
y
A course of Lactures on teaching will be deliyered
during the term. - For Calalogue app! to
—
WAL.
REED, Se ¢. & Treas,

LYNDON

/

—

38 and 40 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

1.50
1.00
1.50
Benmanship, fifteen lessons
Rooms for self-boarding may be had at reasonable
rates.
Students may enter school at any time of the
term, paying fromssuch time to the close of the term

Feb.

a3
a9
5
a5
Jo

:

Bright Days,

Publishers of Religious and Sunday School Books.

Music for Gentlemen,
Li
Ladies,

Ridgeville, Ind.,

150
130

Series.

Child's

Jamie and Jeannie,

All orders promptly filled by

2.00

Instrument for practice,

Day

The Christ-Child,
Good Little Mitty,
Making Something,

in one month, our

D. LOTHROP
to

EXTRA CHARGES,
InstrhSaental Music, twenty lessons,
Vocal
“

Mrs.

Author of the Old, Old, Story and the Wonderful
Works of Jesus, and intended to be used after them.

COLLEGE.

will open March

EXPENSES.
*on and incidentals, in advance,
rent, per term, from
£2.00
per week, in private families,

hail

agents:

free:

Price

Northwood, N. H., Aug. 12, 1872.

RIDGEVILLE

Rainy

A Ramy Day at School,
Birthd
resent,
New Year,
Fireside Angel,
Rainy Day at Home,

in Libraries,at wholesale prices,
L. B. BURLINGAME,

* PRECIOUS WORDS!

at reasonable

rates.
:
For further particulars address the Principal, or
THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D., President.

he SPRING TERM
y 29, 1873.

150

3
Light from the Cross,
Edgerton,
Contradictions; or, High Life in

publisiers, and will be furnished to Sabbath schools

INVEST

$100

-

and the Fire

A NEW QUESTION BOOK!

:
-

of our

$10, mailed

733 Sansom St:. Phila;

WILLIAM H. COTTON, A. B., Principal.
K

150

Hackett,

Aunt Mattie,

LIVINGSTONE

on WEDNESDAY, Dec. 4, 1872.

Common English,
Higher English,

1350

May Bell,

Sabrina

Rev. John J. Butler, D. D.,is now
ready for delivery to our customers.
Fifteen hundred copies of - this the
28 Years in Africa,
is having, PROVES it above all others the boek the first volume,
have already been sold.
MAS3ES WANT; It goes like WILDFIRE, Over 600
pages,
only $2-80. MORE AGENTS WANTED.
TICE.
—=Be not deceived
by misrepresentations This number is nearly half of all that
ade
alm off high=priced inferior works, but send
been printed. This simple anor circulars and sce 4) 00f of statements and, great have

of eleven weeks will commence

The tuition will be as follows:
Primary Branches, -

$150

1580
150

iy

io

Shining Hours,
Master and Pupil,

Any of which will be sent
on receipt of the price.

AGENTS,

TO

i

Andy Luttrell,

de-

-

ie

Series.

Prize

AT PRESENT,

The immense sale, 10,000

to

livery.

now ready for sale and

are

Books

166 LASALLE Street,
CHICAGO

pr

Scituate, R. I., Jan. 1, 1873.

FALL

TIME

OFFICE

0

The

THE

These

Books just_pub-

Printing Establish-

Bapust

the Freewill

hy

S. S.

of

Sunday School

New

‘Catalogue of

lished
ment.

b2t

TO

Perfect Man,
Willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor?

& (O.,

LOAN

here, and to place on loan.

Complete courses of study for hoth sexes,
G. H. RICKER, Prin.
North

PERRY

ESTATE AND

NOW

Jan. 27, 1873.

She

Ji PINKITAM.

and German.

INSTITUTE,

TERM

book

Fire.

in which the buildings were consumed
Insurance companies have failed.

De-

REYNOLDS, Sec. 4 Treas.

L.P.

0

Ofall the money we had placed on loan, we have
not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases

September 3—Fall Term begins.
December 3—Winter Term
begins. .

The subject of this notice ‘professed religion a
a consistent
number of years ago and "lived
Christian life. His voice was often heard in
public in favor of religion and inviting sinners
He was at the time of his death, a
to’Christ.
He
member of the K'. Baptist church in Casco.
died in peace, leaving a wife and two children

with other relatives to mourn their loss,

REAL

June 19—Commencement.

THOMAS GRINOLDS, of North Seriba, N. Y.,
died of typhoid fever,Oct. 30, 1872, aged 37 years,
For 7 years he had been a faithful follower of
His daily inquiry was, * Lord, what
Christ.
wilt thou have me do?’ He so ordered his steps
and conversation that the most irreligious pointJesus and his saled him out as a man of God.
vation was the theme of his life, both in public
and private. He wagalways in his place in the
prayer meeting, ready to work, in the Sabbath
school for seggral years a faithful teacher, always at the post of duty, never laying the armor
down until the Master said, * 1t is enough.
He was true to the church,
Come up higher.”
Though stricken
his profession and to his God.
down in the prime of life, in “the ‘period of his
uséfulness, yet his work is well done, and of
him can we say ** how blest the righteous when
He Teaves a wife and two children
he dies,”
who deeply mourn their loss; an aged mother
and sisters weep over the grave of the son and
His memory is cherished by the church
brother.
A. E. WILSON:
and the community.
Lowd, late of
Moges
of
consort
,
PRISCILLA
Newfield, Me., died of dropsys Nov. 28, 1872;
She was a good
aged 80 years and 8 months.
wife, an affectionate and faithful mother, and a
She
Christian,
and
highly esteemed neighbor
became a Christian when elgven years of age,
was baptized by Rev. James Emery, and lived
and died a highly beloved member of the ¥. B.
Her work is done,
church in West Newfield,
A freed soul has ascended to
and well done.
One son and three daughters: are left to
glory.
mourn their great loss, with a large circle of
M. FoLsom.
more distant friends, ....- "~~

died

GRAHAM,

CALENDAR, 1873.

For College Catdlogue apply

DIGESTION;

After_the €hicago

’

Brother and Sister,

1t is, for the price, the largest and handsomest

Asst. Prin. in Ladies’

A. STRATTON,

TO

ever sold by subscription. Agents, the peoples *
eager for sach a book, and will urge you to bring
to them, Write for terms, &c., free,
EORGE MACLEAN. Publisher,
3 SCHOOL ST., BOSTON, MASS,
yl1

March 19—Spring Term begins.

bad been failing in health for some time; but
being mpturally cheerful, and hopeful of recovery, was hot aware that her end was 80 near,
formed its
had nearly
until consumption
slow but certain work.
She had often expressed
a wish to recover, but near the close of her life
Friends
seemed ready and willing to depart.
mourn not for her as those who have no hope;
and may he who was her friend and support
while passing through the valley of death, be
with and sustain the bereaved family who will
ever miss her return to the loved home circle.
SETH SAWYER.

TENNEY

MARY

Miss

.
for it)on

miss choice
Bol teritory
LEWIS jast and

the field. 1. Itis on a vitally important subject
1t is by America’s most popular writer on health,

Instructor in Instrumental

H. FISK, Ins. in French

MRS. ALMA

so fat under the power of disease, that medical
He
unavailing.
was
aid, when summoned,
seemed to grow hourly weaker, until death
came, hushing his worn spirit to rest. As he
lay in the shadow of death, his last effort was to
say he saw Jesu®. But tongue failed him, and
his dying lips pressed. these of his adopted
daughter, in answer to the question * Do you
see Jesus? The deceased was held in high esteem by the whole community.
He had been a
reader of the Star for nearly forty years. The
tears which fell upon his cold white face, told of
the kindness of heart, the unselfishness of interest, which made him tenderly dear to the afilicted wife and only daughter, who
with many
family friends hope to meet him on the golden
shore.
S. A. H.
A, Jackman, died
of her father, Bro.
aged 24 years and
experienced religworking at Great

W. CHASE,

you will

po

C. RIDEOUT, Prin. Com. Department.

and Vocal Music.
REV. JOHN 8S. COPP, Instructor in Theological

3

intended to deceive the

ye

Superintendents

Bright

or, MY JOLLY FRIEND'S SECRET
It is by odds the most taking and saleable book

:

OF CHURCHES

or all the time than at anything

=

OUR

TO PASTORS

Boy’s Heaven.

1y4l

WARREN A. DRAKE, Asg’t Prin. and Instructor in
Peamanship,
:
B. GARDNER, Instructor in Painting and
GEO,
Drawing.
MELVILLE

noments

1

&ec.

F. WAYLAND DUNN, A. M., Prof. of Rhetoric and
Belles Lettres.
:
Miss H. LAURA ROWE, A. M., Prin. of the Ladies’
Department.
ALEXANDER

tucir ep,

are

AND

else, Particulars
free. Address O. Stinson
& Co. , Portland, Maine.

(there is a rush
greatest work.

FISK, B. P,, Prof. Nat, Science.

M.

DANIEL

for usin

TROY, N. Y., said claims

public.

has

{
rts wanted! All clarses of wo! Kins peor sex, young or old, make more mancy at

work

Troy Bell Foundry

made TROY celebrated throughout the world, and
which have been made at this establishment during
the? past twenty years) and are now making more
bells, annually, than any other foun
in the coun| try, for Churchés, Academies, Plantations, &c.,
made of genuine Bell Metal (Copper and Tin.)
Rotary Mountings, the best ini, use. All Bells warranted satisfactory. Large IHustrated Catalogues
sent free on application to
JONIES < <3.
Y
~
ROY,
N.
Beware of parties claiming to
CAUTION.
manufacture Genuine Troy Church: Bells, whose
Foundry is »oT, and NEVER has been located in

but little over fwo years. Ii is recommended by the
best physicians, and does all that 1s claimed for it.

in Rockland, Me., Jan. 16, aged 69 years and 10
She became a Christian in early life,
months.
and let-her light shine steadily and clearly to
Her death was occasioned by a tumor
the end.
on the neck. , She bore her peculiar affliction and
heroic fortitude, and calmly.
suffering with
stepped down into * the valley and shadow of
E. K.
death,” trusting in Jesus.

to

Continue to manufacture those BELEM (which have

Y.

REMEDY

$100

TROY BELLS.

£Po

tle bud, so soon removed to bloom in paradise.

HMILLSDALE

Lovejoy.

AGENTS and all Men WANTING
THEBESTTRAVELING BUSINESS
which will furnish a ¢ nance with
bat little Capital to clear
$200 per month. REMEMBER

ing full description of the business, before engaging
elsewhere. AGENTS and PEDDLERS willfind it to
their interest to do 80, and will be honest!
with
Address at once for terms
D. L.
GUERNSEY
Publisher and Bookseller, OayqoRD, N.H. 12mé

richest and

Rocuester,

months. - Lit

Academies,

N.Y.

THIS, and do not fait to send for our Circulars giv-

The four numberssent

6

Bateman

E.

Sarah

and

INFANT SON of John

died.in Strafford, Dec. 13, aged

BROTHER?®,

613

better

years

per 100, $35. -

copies sent by mail on receipt of 53

is greatly

DAvip SmrrH died of [palsy in Strafford, Nov.
91, aged 51 years, Mr. Smith, though feeble -in
health from a previous shock, retired in usual
health, but ere the morn palsy had seized every
’
How uncertain is life.
limb.

MartHA ELIZA, wife of Ferdinand Darling,
died in So. Wheelock, Vt., Jan. 6, aged 46 years.
The death of this dear sister was sudden, yet
while in the enjoyment of health and prospect
of a long life she sought and found Jesus. About
religion, was
two years ago she experienced

Bro.

BY HARPER'&

B= Specimen

ILLUSTRATED

youngest

Earth to the Celestial City.

4to, 50 cents;

cents.

FACULTY:
Persons wishing obit_PARTICULAR'NOTICE!
Star, who do REV. DANIEL M.GRAIIAM, D. D., President, and
uaries published in the Morning
Prof. of Mental Philosophy and Biblical Literature.
not patronize it, must accompany them with cask
REV. RAXSOM DUNN, A. M., Burr Prof. Systematic
equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.
and Pastoral Theology.
Not more than a REV, SPENCER J. FOWLER, A. M., Prof. MatheBrevity is specially important.
matics and Nat. Philosophy.
single square can well be afforded to any single]
GEORGE MCMILLAN, A. M., Prof. of the Greek
Verses areinadmissible,
obituary.
and Latin Languages,

Falls, and was baptized by

[lustrations.

PUBLISHED

months.
Mrs. Sieeper and her husband were
among the earliest settlers of St. Albans.
She
was a member of the old Free Baptist church in
St. Albans, and continued so as long as that
church stood. She maintained
a consistent
Christian character to the last,and has *¢ come to
her grave in a full age, like as a shock of corn
cometh in his season.”
com.

Obituaries.

CLARA V., wife of Charles
in Middleton at the residence
Robert Whitehouse, Jan. 14,
Sister Jackman
10 months.
jon some six years ago while

Tlustrating the Journey of Christiana

and her Children from

With

the

breakwater,

the

over

carried

a savanna a mass

however, two seasons: one commencing in
March and finishing in November, -the oth-

ered

last.

Yeady to meet him in that

L.,

son-in-law,

But they act’ noiselessly, yet so mightily as

| the west and north-west ave drawn into a
| sort of funnel, and hurl themselves against |

or | seven

but the Greeks are consid-

SONG LIFE.

YANCE SHEET AND Price List For 1873” sent free.
BRIGGS & BROTHER,

So.
reading—pastimes better suited to their in- | then thrown down and rolled toa great baptized by the writer and was added to the covShe was faithful in her
dolent habits than’ more active sports, as ||' distance during the storm. At St. Jean de Wheelock church.
vows to God and man, consequently was
well as strictly in consonance with a favor- Luz the surf is still more terrible, and enant
not afraid to die. She was an excellent wife,
ite Oriental bon mot: “‘No man should run some of the masses of stone now employed one of the best of mothers and a sympathetic
when he may walk, walk when he may in constructing the dike of Socoa at the en- friend. She leaves a husband unprepared -to
stand, stand when he aay sit, or sit. when trance to the roadstead are not less than suffer so great a loss, yet the love that characterized them as husband and wife and the assured
he may lie down."—Lippincotl’s Magazine.
from eighty to ninet cubic yards: and yet hope that with Eliza it is well, should check his
even this strong wall would not be strong many tears and raise his eves to heaven where
defendpd by she has gome. She leaves also two children
“ Sponge-(athering in Tunis. enough if not additionally
they live to old age, will remember
stones scattered lovsely here and there, towhocallshould
rr
May the text, ** It is the
her blessed.
in
rocks
g
The sponge fishery, as it is called, is forming a range of protectin
Lord, let him do what seemeth him good ” give
front of the dike upon which the sea ex- resignation to the divine will.
B. 8. MOODY.
most active in the months of December,
Janaary and February, as. during the other pends its fury.
ANDREW HaM died of pneumonia, in Great
The only places where the waves display Falls, Nov. 11,1872, aged 64 years and 8 months.
seasons the spot where the sponges are
found is covered with dense masses of sea- a still greater power than in the Gulf of Only four days’ sickness carried our loved one
weed.
The tempests of November and Gascony are those that are sometimes rav- to the immortal land.. Thus has faded out of
one of kind heart and noble purpose, excelDecember clear away the latter and allow aged by the tornidoes.” In the Isle of Re- life,
lent character, and tender home love. He had
the sponges to be seen. The fishery has, union there is to be found in the middle of suiged for many years from asthma and was

sponge-fishery,

;

JUDITH SLEEPER, late of St. Albans, died in
Hartland, Me., Dec. 31, at the residence of her

to demonstrate beyond
‘question, that the
greatest forces work silently.
The same is

| the shoves with a force at least equal to
But it is ‘not only the beauteous houri | that of the waves in the Channel and the |
who dwells in ‘gilded halls and reclines unEnglish seas. The works constructed by
der gorgeous canopies that gambles off her | engineers to protect the roads and forts
husband's wealth; the wife of the farmer | against this terrible pressure haye been freand mechanic, when purchasing the family J quently swept away or much damaged by
supplies for the day, holds back a handful | the waves.
Man must incessantly continue |
of cowries to regale herself with a sly game | the strife he is engaged in with the sea un- |
ere she returns to her home-duties, a d the der pain of seeing the work of a century |
miserable, half-starved nun who petforms | destroyed in a day.
During the winters of |
the drudgery of the Buddhist temples, will 1867 and 1868, M. Paloa says that blocks |
sell a portion of the scraps left for her sup- | of masonry thirty-six tons in weight, placed
port by the haughty priests, that she may | at the extremity of the dike at Biarritz,
In trath, | were thrown ‘horizontally from eleven to
have wherewithal
to gamble.
the middle and lower classes spend most of | thirteen yards. One block was even raised
their

:

“ T want to be an angel,”
bade her friends good bye, one by one, and
sweetly fell asleep in bis arms who said, * of |
such is the kingdom of heaven,”
. N. F.

in

undey

might have been deemed safe
morals
a milder treatment.

PHILIP PHILLIPS
NEW SINGING-BOOK.

offers

assumed.

we shall seek to fill all orders with

despatch.

peatedly called for her favorite song,

mother of the peace apd prosperity of the
| trembles at nearly one mile from the shore. |
quietly.—Providence
future from the degrading vice of gam- | In the Gulf of Gascony, so frequently vi | State, but it works
Had their evil propensities not | ited by tempests, the waves coming from | Journal.
bling.”
touched

safely

most instructive Illustrated and Descriptive Floral
Guide eyer issued, You will miss it if you order
Seeds before
seing
Bricgs & Bro.s QUARTERLY.
‘We chal
Om
on
quality
of Seed and
igs
and sizes of packets. Our “ CALENDAR AD-

the country-and the morals of society have
wreck as on a shelf, beyond the fury of the |
them to inflict, in waves.
harem, and ordered
At Dunkirk, M. Villarceaun has as- | their palladiam in the noiseless but mighty
forces that are working in the heartsand
his name, ** the fatherly discipline of thirty | certained, by the most delicite measurebrains of the people. Intelligence is the
s'ripes on the soles of the feet of eat { ments, that during a heavy sea the ground
to preserve them

be

It cures, GOUGHS, COLDS, CROUP,
;
D. I. QUINT.
true of moral and social influences, The
BROTCHITIS,
ASTHMA, SPITTING OF,
weight
of
a
word,
the
foreg
of
a
truth,
the
Smith,
W.
Byron
of
H. JOSIE BENNETT, wife
slope in front. |
oretiy
:
power of a principle, in the mind or heart
of brain disease, in Northwood, Jan. 9,
BLOOD, CONSUMPTION, AND ALL DISBefore all seaports and. roadsteads where of a man, that changes, corrects or governs died
years, Josie was not a Christian, alaged25
great works, such as Scawails and brepk-4 his life, gave no report at the moment they though in the last of her sickness she did ask her EASES OF THE THROAT AND LUNGS.
Hive
s¢anten
constructed,
pen
have
w
waters,
It'is pleasant to take and warranted to cure.
“reaehgd him.
They fell as silently as the pastor and mother-in-la to pray ‘for her. She
heen able to observe the prodigious ‘power. snow-flakes fallinto the water and are syal- did not fear death, saying, ** It is no.use to fear
Send for circulars with teqtimonials.
to
2%
.little
and
husband
a
leaves
She
it.”
of the angry water, On all the exposed lowed up. The revolutions
Sold by all Druggists.
and
conflicts
L.P.B.
loss.
their
mourn
works at Holyhead, Kingstown, Portland, that are
going ou in society work quietly
in
consumption
of
died
Cherbourg, Port Vendres, and.- Leghorn,
PARKHURST
B.
OLIVE
C. C. TOPLIFF, M. D., Proprietor.
blocks until the hour of their ontbreak. The ‘still Unity, Me., Sept. 4, 1872, aged 24 years’ and
the waves have becn seen to seize
small
voice”
was
mightier
to
the
prophet
of
when .14
Christ
in
FISHERVILLE, N. H.
6m4l
faith
professed
She
months.
like
them
hurl
and
tons
weighing several
a faithful Chrisplaythings over the dikes. At Cherbourg, Horeb than the earthquake, the fire or the years,of age, and ofeverill remainzd
connot
did
she
health
AGREAT
OFFER. — HORACE
WATERS,
tempest.
The quiet life, the gentle ways, tian. By reason
the heaviest cannon on the rampart has and the loVing hearts of the mothers, are nect herself with the church until two years 148 Broadway. New York,will dispose ot ONE HUNDRED
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was thrown, .without heing broken, to the most eloquent orator’s, The legislation of
RACHEL, wife of brother Walter Philbrick,died
very top of the dike, where it remained a |

in “the great sin of gambling.

of the offending ladies,

But

Nov. 27, 1872, aged 5 years and 6 months.
A
lovely child on earth, but more lovely in heaven.
Admonished of her approaching change, she re-

If the forces which send up each spire of
grass, and lift: plants and trees to their
places, bursting seeds and breaking the
ground above them if those long fingers,
which reach down from the sun like hydraulic rams, drawing water from rivers,
iakes, and oced¥i ; all these operations or a
millionth part of them were to give forth a
sound kindred to the noise of human ac'ivities, what a bedlam

to show these

N.

and Elizabeth O. Phillips, died in Auburn,

ty what a deafening din they would make.

of

movement

ull be
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going on in aur hodies, Ware ip proportion
to their action, like the clatter of muchine-

the summit of the waves, dashes

one day reported to His Majesty that some |
scores of his six hundred wives had been

indulging

May we
lund.

forces in nature are. the
Light is one. It comes in

forces.

pains

missed in the ehjirch and by all surviving friends.

pond

and vibrating of nerves, the heart beats,
*and currents of blood, which are continually

Thus, although

real

The

dulatory manner.

lest the well-filled purse of paterfamilias
"<houll suffer detriment. During the. reign
of the old usurper who sat upon the throne
at the time of my

‘fiber and

“the sea is that of a drifting current, which
gradually forms undet the prolonged action
of the wind; but this general movement of
the liquid mass is, afterall, inconsiderable.
The only part which advances with the
storm is the foaming, which, curling over

practices,

immoral

er noiseless

the water pressed by the wind rises and
sinkg Dy turns, it neversheless hardly
chariges “its “place, and. Whjdcts® floating on
its surface move but. slowly and in an un-

deem
time,

strictly

said
hind
And
the

The speed of the waves is only an apparent speed, like that of the folds of a cloth

raised by a current of air.

and faithful member to the

—

Enfield,

take

their, friends, may

about thirty years, and filled his place as a good

drying up the mists, starting afresh the
springs of life, purifying the air of its noxious
gases, yef does its work so quietly
that the sluniffers of an infant are not disturbed. Growth and development are oth-

——

invite, and even importune, their visitors
to partake of the sport, while they. often
boast of the large sums they have lost or
;
won mnong their friends.
Bat, though husbands and fathers
it right thus to employ their own

he were to talk until he
he would still be on his
the last trump sounded.
cheek enough to wait till
was over and go on again.

died in West

to

H., Oct. 26, 1871, aged 77 years.
Bro. H. was a
member of the Enfield and Grantham church

Forces.
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are’ said to be perfect dens

homes, and

The greatest
most noiseles.

as his

would talk, that audience would die

of crime, as they ave often the theaters of
the most heart-sickening tragedies. The
gambling of the higher classes is done in
their own
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micro-

words, it womld take a man three months
to walk round one of them; if an audience

Sometimes dice are used,

which

as large

were

scope; if his idead

a

for

a’ gem

science, he would be

and occasionally small cowty-shells, but
cards are most general, The common people, male and female, frequent the public
saloons,

Noiseless

if his stature were proportioned to his con-

pos
have bitrtered off everything else they their
sess, rather than desist, they will sell
wives and children into slavery, and even
pawn their own bodies te get money to
Licensed gambling-houses
gamble with.
Eastern cities, and most
all
in
found
are
Oriental ‘monarchs derive large revenues
from this source.

tombstone;

unlettered as the backside of a

promptly

BeTseEY Hows, sister of the above, died in
West Enfield, Nov. 24, 1872, aged 82 years.
Miss H. was always a beloved and faithful member of the family, kind and good to all,and left the
world in peace with God and man.
Sister IH.
was a professor of religion over forty years, and
was a member of the Enfield and Grantham
church, and she loved to attend all the meetings
when health and opportunity would permit, and
to stand up as a witness for Christ.
Davin Mooby.

wanted the money back
link died in about two

weeks,” said the dealer in wild unimals,
with a smile that curled his mustache into
his ears, and
a glance at Colonel Ellison.
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r
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s
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about
prowls
that
s
find a scanty support, not in * the crumb
but in
that fall from the rich man’s table,” gate.
the very garbage that is cast from his able
So passionately devoted to this despie
vice are

¢ Yes, but it was not so bad as it, might

torical inquisitor who would do his work
more effectually than Mark has done it. He
;
;
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On Monday, in the Senate, the substitute reported by the finance committee for the Buckingham banking bill was discussed and amended,
but left unfinished.
The Australian steamship
subsidy bill was defeated.
A bill was reported
from the committee on the library, explanatory
of the patent and copyright law of July, 1870.
Inthe House of Representatives, a resolution
mittee on the Union

special

Pacific Railroad

Mobilier, for the appointment

com-

and

Credit

of commissioners

Two loads of petatoes is the
boots in Towa,
The whole

the

Butlers)
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ceived,
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to

spring
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Glass stockings pyre
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heen

discovered near
pes

a late novelty

in the hosv

»

ihe ‘death of Mr. Dixon, who

first ascertained

thit , oysters were eatable, is announced as having occurred ut Cristield, Md., recently,

re-

crease in the manufacturing euterprises
West unknown in any former period.

el

of the

Au importation of Asiatic quail, for acelimatization, has been made at 8an Francisco.
It is
said to be strong on the wing, and to afford good
sport.

7

A bill is before the Indiana legislature provid.
ing that transient visitors from other states shall
On Wednesday, in the Senate, the financial
not be granted divorces unless fhe alleged cause
bill was defeated by being laid on the table.
In
of complaint was a legal ground for divorce in
the House of Representatives, a bill to amend
the interna! revenue law was reported by the | the state where it occurred.
The last census, under the employments of
ways and means committee and passed.
The
women, reports 45 stock-herders, 6 barbers, 24
post-office appropriation bill was considered in
dentists, 2 hostlers, 2 hunters and (rappers, 5
committee of the whole.
lawyers, 525 physicians and surgeons,67 clergyOn Thursday, in the Senate, a bill was intromen, 2 scavehgers, 7 sextons, 10 * canalmen,”
duced to establish an American line of mail
196 draymen, 1 pilot, 4 gas-stokers,33 gunsmiths,
steAffiShips between New York and Liverpool
at a compensation not exceeding $600,000 per
annum.
The
diplomatic and consular-appropriation bill was passed.
A bill was introduced
to create two establishments for the manufacture
of iron ships, one on the Mississippi River and
one on the Atlantic seaboard.
The fortification
appropriation and Vienni exposition bills were
passed, the latter with amendments.
The House
passed the postal appropriation bill, with amend-

A bill was introduced to authorize

the

construction of the Wyoming and Montana Rail-

road.

/

On Friday, in the Senate, the bill to provide
for the distribution of the Geneva award was
cotisidered and a favorable vote taken thereon,
but as a quorum was not present the bill was
not passed. The joint committee on the library
reported adversely on an international copyright. The House passéd the military academy
appropriation bill with amendments.
Y

.

.

MISCELLANEOUS.
A boiler explosion
in Conshohocken,
Pa.,
last week, Killed eleven and wounded twenty:
Great public interest is manifested in the new
Mormon
settlement
in Arizona.
About 200
aints have been ordered there as pioneers.
The Connecticut republican St¥te convention
_ was held at New Hay en, W ednesday, and Henry
P. Haven of New London was nominated for
governor,
.
.
The rainfall for 1872 was 45,473 inches—3,256
more than for 1871, and even less than the aver-

age,
v

Four stores in Brookfield, Mo., were burned
on Sunday.
Loss, $30,000. Mrs. McCartney, a
milliner, was arrested asthe incendiary,

“The two men who

robbed the agent of a New

York jewelry firm at the Tremont House, Chicago, some weeks ago, of twenty thousand dollars worth of jewelry, have been arrested at
that city and considerable of the property recovered.
Selections from Mr. Greeley’s correspondence,
edited by Whitelaw Reid, are to be published.

There are two

million beehives in the United

States.
A stocking-darning machine ‘has been invented
in Minnesota.
Thousands of cattle in the
dying of hunger.

Nuoces

Valley

are

The Hudson River is entirely frozen over at
Sing Sigg for the first time in a number of years,

The

new code of California’ establishes such

complete equality in the marriage state, and so
does away with the old notion that aman and
bis wife are one flesh, that the two oh vane
with and sue each other thesame as if they had

never been

married.

The

marriage

of minors

changes the status from minors to adults,

The central and branch reading rooms of the
Boston public library were opened on, Sunday
for the first time.
The attendance was large
and the experiment is considered a success.
Deaths in Boston for the week, 157—males, 76;
females,
81; of small pox, 24, the latter fizures
showing a decrease of over 40 per cent. from
those of the previous week.
Joe Pentland, the celebrated circus clown,
died Friday, in the insane asylgm on Blackwell’s
Island.
A St. Louis despatch announces that Charles
W. Ford, an internal revenue official and friend
of the President, is likely to succeed Mr. Delano
_ in the Interior department,
- Peter Fox

of Brooklyn,

wasg arrested

Satur-

day, charged with kicking and beating his son to
deathy,
coe

The conduct of Fox is said to be atro[assault being committed: because the

hoy refused to get him some beer.
The reports of an overflow of the Susquehanna at Port Deposit,

are received.

Md.,

and

Columbia, Penn.,

Although no serious damage

had

been dene at the latest advices it was feared
the flood might. prove disastrous. \

that

The cholera has again broken\put violently at
several places in Russia and Hu gary.
A terrible earthquake has ocefirred in the Island of Lamos, causing great destruction
of
property and loss of life.
The, Cuban government is about to wetoljate ah
twenty million loan at eight per cent., payable in
coin, wherewith to continue the war.
The citizens of Banta Clara, and also the Spanish troops,
r:fuse to receive bills of the Spanish bank.
The session

of the British

Parliament Whs re-

opened

Thursday, and

the Queed’s

speech re-

ceived.

In the discussion of the speech the Earl

of Derby in the House of Peers, apd Disraeli and
others in the

House of Commons, criticised

the

results of the Geneva
arbitration, and Lord
Granville and Mr. Gladstone defended the government,
Marquis de’ Rodepont. a director of the Societe
Industrielle and editor of the Paris Journal, has
been arrested for alleged suspicijus financial operations,

are

very

ewsure this luxury to all’who appreciate pleasant
walks in wet and in other weather, and whose
Jove of order and 2001 taste makes’ them prefer

cleanliness

and comfort to mneleanliness and, dis-

comfort,
Itis mo unusual thing on
the walks between the house, and
outhouses to be almost impassable in
er, except by wading through mud

A little attention

a farm for
barn, and
wet weathand water.

to improvement in this direc-

tion will amply repay the outluy necessary, and
give an appearance of refinement that will be

of more benefit to the farmer than

his boarded

saving, at the expense of comfort and good taste.

The ' following

extraet is from

the

London

Gardener, and may be of use ‘to such as contemplate laying out walks:
After the walks are cut out, the bottoms filled
up with reugh ashes or other material to within
about three inches of the desired level, rolled

|

and spreading it in a circle, about three or four
inches deep, a little to one side. The tar is then
lifted out of the tubs with a long-handed ladle,

and poured ovér the

ashes

until they

h pve just

The Remington steam street car has been on
trial in New York, and works admirably.
The
engive is a little upright affair, occupying the
space usually given to the front door.
The engineer stands on the front. platform, which is enclosed as in our one-horse cars in Chicggo. The
engine consumes -its own smoke, runs "very quietly, and is so arranged that no heat or odor es.
capes to trouble the passengers.
In the' winter
the car can be heated by steam-pipes. It is found
that the car can be started and stopped as easily
as when drawn by horses.
i.

at first, when the same dperation of turning the
heap by small quantities at a time, and soaking

hand.”
Yankee enterprise was strikingly exemplified
in features of the cargo and the passenger list of
the Tybee, which sailed from New York for Sumana Bay on Sunday.
Among the thousand and
one notions was a complete hotel, with kitchen

and

other out-buildings, which can be put up in

sections in two days.
Among the passengers
were commissioners for the selection of a site for

a city, and a score of Boston *‘ drummers” with
cases of samples.

roasting, the ball is closed and the

gases confin-

ed, but at the close of the operation the'valve is
opened and the gases allowed to escape.
The
roasted berries are then quickly transferred to
cai efully closed vessels.
Therg were over fourteen thousand persons’
sentenced to imprisonment for drunkenness in
England and Wales last year.

on Soil.

Qe

The exaet way, says the Scientific American,
1 in which gypsum produces its fertilizing effects
{s not well understood, although it is known that
the chemical changes or transformations which
occur when itis brought in contact with soils
are not ofa wmiform or fixed character.
Upon
the conditions which exist as regards the presence of vegetable matter and moisture, depend
the changes that take place.
It has been proved by actual experiment that
gypsum is eapable of absorbing ammonia from
the air, and algo
from decomposing animal or
| vegetable matter, in the form of sulphide of ammonium.
This again may be changed intq carbonate of ammenia, by absorption of carbonic
acid from the air, These changes take place when
gypsum is brought in contact with moisture and
vegetable matter,
Whatever other decomposition may take place
under different eircumstances, this must be regarded as the most impartant, as from it plants
are supplied with food of the highest value, . 7’
From this ascertained fact, it may be inferred
that plaster must prove highly
serviceable to
moist, mossy hills, awd also to meadows which
are not wet.
Experiment has shown that the
north side of a hill is sometimes® greatly benefit
ed by plaster, while upon the southern exposure it produced no perceptible effeet,
It is certain that it does not matter muck what
may be the nature of the soil to which the plas.
ter is applied, since it is external agencies which
are principally concerned in fitting it for plant
food.
While the question as to how plaster acts as
a fertilizer can not be regarded as by any means

with tar, is again

to be much, drier than

repeated

ing.

For

this reason itis

heap to drain for a week
turning also.

This

much

being

ing all to have

gone

second

and suppos-

right,

now be time

it will

are

of the weather being
the barrows are put in

set to fill, with

strict in-

jifnctions
to take the heap straight forward as
it comes, as the ashes are always wettest in
the ceuter of the heap, and driestat the sides;
and two are set to spread the asphalt on the

walks as it arrives,about three inebes deep, with
iron rakes, using the back or teeth@f the rake as
may,be needful, and taking care to have the

walk

slightly round in the ‘middle.

Putting on

or spreading the asphalt does not take so long
as might be imagined—six or eight men will
cover one hundred yards of walk, six feet broad,
in about three hours.
fter spreading, the walk

is then rolled with A heavy roller, two men
pulling it slowly ajong, and one gong behind,
sweeping the asphfilt off with a besom as it sticks
to the roller, whé3e duty itis also to wash the
roller at the end of each:journey.
After being
rolled for an hour or two, until it is middling
firmy, the walk will be ready for sprinkling with

gets strong, in order to insure a firm * get.”
The objections which have been urged against
asphalt walks for gardens are, that in hot weath-

er the tar smells

disagreeably,

and

that it is in-

jurious to box edgings and the roots of trees.
As regards the smell, it soon almost disappears,
and even in very hot weather it is never so perceptible as to be in the least disagreeable.
Box
does not thrive very well if it has not got estab-

lished

before

the

walks

are

asphalted. But I

well

cleansed.

Vinous

fluids

the choke of the funnel and

when this

answers, it is much quicker than the paper filter.
For jelly and oil, wool alone is the proper me-

dium for filtering.

The

felted

wool jelly-bag is

pretty well known as the best means of clearing
calves’ foot jelly, and it also answers for olive
and other oil. These bags are, however, too
expensive tobe generally used: hence they are

rarely

seen in kitchens.

A good

put in the choke of a funnel, will do to filter any
small portion of such fluids.—Secientific American.

ens

that Eat Eggs.

But there is not such danger of such

an occurrence, as

some

imagine.

the N.Y. Observer says he has

The

editor of

asked at the Bu~

ropean cemeteries, where bodies are always kept
and tested, whether one was ever revived, and
There is a rage for

bill. This can be done bysfeeding freely with

slacked lime, ground or broken bones, oyster
shells, ete.
To prevent breaking against the fides of the
box, the nest should be high and lined upon the
sides with cushions filled with hay or other soft

18 less

black silk stockings among

popular in

England than for-

engineers are

at work on a railway in

China,

copro-

Plot six yielded, six tons, six ewt,

It had

applied to it four ewt.

kainit, and four ewt.

American Smportations.
Mrs. Montagu, who wrote a eentury ago; studjed gentlemen as profoundly a the
ladies. She
gently laughed at Dr. Young’s philosophy,which
brought him to believe that one vice corrects another, till an animal made up of ten thousand
bad qualities grows up to be a social=&f€ature

tolerable to live with,
hardly claim

Sir William Brown could

this toleration, for

he had

not dis-

covered (said Mrs. Montagu) that the wisest man
in the company is not always the most welcome,
and that people are not at times disposed to be

)
wey%

dis-

solved coprolites. Plot three yielded five tons.
Plot seven yielded five tons, four cwt. Plot eley-

en

yielded five tons, three cwt.

Plot

fourteen

These four plots re-

ceived no manure.
Plot four yiclded ten tons, with two

ewt.

sul-

Plot eight yielded, seven
with four cwt. sulphate of

Plot nine yield-

ed, nine tous, nine cwt, ; with two ewt. sulphate
of ammonia, and four ewt. dissolved coproiites.
Plot ten yielded eight tons,’ eighteen cwt.; with
four cwt. sulphate of ammonia,
Plot twelve

yielded, five ‘tons, six ewt.; with

four ewt, dis-

solved coprolites.
Plot thirteen
yielded,
tons, five cwt.; with four ewt. kainit,

five

The sulphate of ammonia contained twentyfour per cent. ammonia; the dissolved coprolites, twenty-six per cent, soluble, and five pér
cent. insoluble
phosphates; nl
the Kkainit,
twenty-four per cent. sulphate
potash, The

manures were sown in the drills, the potatoes
planted, and the drills split in the usual way.
The

cultivation

consisted

of hand

hoeing, and finally earthing up.”
;

:

and'

only

plan to leave a few

chance

then

is that they

China eggs near the nest for

them to work at, which will make their bills so
sore that they will strike the real eggs with less

Watering: Sheep.
2 a

any time from

February

uutil June—the

animals would drink only a small

weak

quantity

of icy cold water, and then hurry to some sgheltered place 10 avoid the cutting blast. In this way

they would not take half the quantity of water
which they needed, and therefore could not
thrive profitably under
There is something
about their drinking,
to them at all hours,
several times in the

about it, although

such circumstances,
*
quite peculiar to sheep
Where water is accessible
they love to partake of it
day, and be quite a time

taking only a moderate quan-

hogse

ing pipe in a small regular
stand

by

it for

thary

stream, a sheep will

minutes

sipping it as it falls with

in

succession,

great relish.

If this

be in a suitable place, and the animals are not
80 numerous as to disturb each
other
while
drinking, their wants in this respect are fully
supplied, and they will Prove all the more profitable for it.
The following excellent remarks—from an unknown source—will secure good treatment, we
hope, for many a flock of sheep this winter :
‘ Many persons are under the impression that
it is wholly or quite unnecessary to water sheep

more

than

once a day

i

in winter, and not at all

in summer,
when on pasture. There 'could
not be a greater fallacy. It is true, that sheep
and also horses will manageto live,yand even
do tolerably well in dry pastures in summer,
by feeding exclusively at night. But careful
observation will show that, if allowed, water will
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the F. Baptists. They will be sold at cost to those
who order them for this purpose. Price—g4 per 1000;
50 cts. per 100; 7 cts. per dozen, Send orders to
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new law, is 24 cents a year;
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Ex Médium..2

mother would drop a weak lamb, and often one
or both would die.” The practice was to drive
them, once in twenty-four hours, to drink at a
trough, perhaps when the thermometer was below zero, and the wind blowing half a gale. The

poor

dhccur

Mackerel,bbl.8 00 @18 00
PROVISIONS.
Do. shore. 7.00 @22 00 'Beef—Mess,
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A great ¢hange has taken place on New England
farms, in regard to the care of sheep. It
was once supposed that they could live upon
meadow hay, in the barn-yard,and exposed to all
the changes of winter weather,
To be sure, the
carcass of one would be occasionally found up in
the dung heap, or in the corner of the yard. - At
the lambing season—which, by the way, was at

Linseed—Eng.

COFFEE,
Java y

Salmon, tee..30 00 g32

“Th

ed everywhere.
itheow

tity at once.
If the water comes by aequeduct,
is mot very cold, and issues from the conduct

phate of ammonia,four ewt. dissolved coprolites,
and two ewt, kainit.
tons, eighteen cwt.;

Their

About

four cwt. dissolved

ammonia, and four ewt. kainit.

There were 4814 books published in England
during the year 1872. Of these 8424 were new
books, 1100 were new editions and 290 were

informed,

and

yielded five tons, four cwt.

A woman in Birmingham, England, was lately fined $200 for giving a goodicharacter to a bad
servant.’
British

phate ammonia

material.

—

A recent number of the Scottish
Farmer
gives the results of sixteen experiments with a
variety of manures applied to potatoes, The plots
were all of the same size, each measuring oneeighth of an imperial gere. The soil was a good
clay loam, with a sub-soil of light, sandy loam.
The results, concisely stated, were as.follows:
Plot one yielded, lurge and small, nine tons,
five ewt. Plot sixteen yiclded, large and small,
nine tons, six ¢wt.
>
The above had each applied to them sixteen
loads stable manure, two cwt. sulphate of ammonia, three cwt. dissolved coprolites (petrified
dung of carnivorous
animals),
and two cwt.
kainit. Plot two yielded six tons, eleven cwt.
Plot fifteen yielded six tons, fourteen cwt.
These had applied to. each sixteen loads stable
manure, alone, Plot five ‘yielded, twelve tons,
three cwt. It had applied to it four cwt. sul-

Star,”

A Valuable Dairy Farm.

with Manure.

i

lites.

the fashionable ladies of London.
Hunting
merly.

Experiments
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force.

imagined.

The
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—
-er—failing stream with Food water power. About 1-2
The best way to break hens of egg eating is to mile fiom post-office, stores, mills, mechanics, F. W.
Baptist and Methodist churches; 4 churches within 1
break their necks and re-stock with birds that
mile; land nearly level; goil fertile; price low ; terms
easy.
For particulars address G.W.8PAU LDING, (on
have not acquired the habit.
the premises) Odessa, Schuyler Co,, N. Y.. or REV.
Fowls that are expert in egg eating first at- GALVIN DOULGE, Great Valley, Catt. Co,, N. Y.
4t
.
tack the
egg’ with their bill. If it is a thin |
shell, a few strokes will break it, and the rest
is an easy job. If, however, the shell is a thick
one, they generally fail to break it with their
beak ; then they bégin to scratch in “the nest, and,
with their. feet, throw. the egg against the hard
ITUATED in Great ov lley, Catt. Co., N. Y.04
sides of the box until it is broken.

First of all, make, hens lay hard-shelled eggs,
go hard that they/can not be broken by a hen’s

!
OIL,
Olive, ¥ gal
125
@ 1 30

FISH.
[Refined
Cod—largeqt.5 25 @ 5 50 |Merose
“Medium . 4 75 @ 5 00 Naptha...

Papers,

substitute for

the wool-bag -is a colander, on the inside of
which a new flannel lining should be fitted, made
of double stuff. A wad of white knitting wool,

28 00 @80 00 Wa

Pictont...vees 0 00 @ 0 00
Anthracite... 9 50 glo 00

Mous.deLaines 00
Carpetings—
Lowell sup. 3ply
Extra Superfive..
Superfine... iveees

Time to Subscribe

'
FOR
Sabbath School

Our

are

cleared
by filtering through a cone of white blotting paper, shaped by folding a square piece of
the paper from corner to corner, then folding
the triangle into half its size, and openmg the
folds; it will fit any funnel which will act as a
much
needed
support to the paper.
Wines,
ete., poured into this, will run through perfectly bright.
In some cases where the wine is only
a little thick from lees, cork or other mechanically suspended substance, it can be made quite
clear by filtering through a wad of white cotton

putin

Cannel...

each,—payable in all cases in advance.

pated life.

to the throne, on account of his vicious and dissi-

Every little while sensational stories are started about persons who were, or were about 10 be,
buried alive.
Of course great caution should be
used in cases of apparent deaths, where any
doubt exists, for a more horrible fate can not be

Now: is the

co

and

MOLASSES.

Bioking..3% vt 8.»00 [French Yellow.. ie

In every w rol appointed kitchen, there are tin
or porceldin funnels. For filtering watery fluids,
it is only necessary to insert, in the choke of the
funnel, a V-shaped piede of spongé.
All such
liquids,on being put into the funnel, will pass
through the sponge and become
quite clear,
When this effect ceases, the sponge must be re-

moved

Some fine morning, and

when there is a prospect
dry for a day or two, all

Two -men

to leave the

so after the

accomplished,

to make the walks.
action.

better
or

CANDLES,

Molds...
2a
15 Cuba, Clayed.. 25 @..
Spermeisevessy36 @.. 8
d0. Sweet...»
@.
COAL.
do. Muscovadoe30 @.

8
mingo... 19 @..
or, if very cold, will not drink at all. But Rio spereviinnne
ol
19 @.. 23
COTTON,
if allowed freedom to drink at will, they will
consume only just enough; and that at regular Ordinary...... 1843 19
Ordinary 014..
intervals. Tlicrefore free access to water, both . Good
Mid, to d mid. 24 @
Low Mid dling 22008.
21
summer and winter, or watering regu'arly, not
' DOMESTICS.
less than twice
a day, ought to be regarded as
indispensuble by every flock-master.
If there is Sheetings and Shintings —=
a'shepherd who is not aware of the difference
wider
3 IS
Drills, Brow
there will be in the condition of sheep that have
Drills, Brown. :
Sp
and of those that have not been thus watered
Cotton Flannel. 13 4 2,
during a winter, he has but to try it te be conBrite. irensasnll}8 i
vinced.— N. E. Farmer.
:

Filtess.and
and ¥Filtering.

may throw two eggs forcibly against each other.
To prevent this, I rob them of the nest egg, and
gather the eggs several times a day.
It is a good

end, according to the bias of the possessor.

It has been pretty well demonstrated that a
large amount of water taken at any
{ime is detrimental to health, and especially to fattening
animals, as producing an unnecessaryamount of
carbonic ncid. Besides, in winter, sheep as well
as other animals, when they are not watered
regularly, will take so much that it chills them;

Boston WHOLESALE Prices.
the week ending FEB. 5, 1873.

For

good farmers do,

Ten copies, sent to one address,

could point to walks in the garden here where
it thrives as laxuriantly as.could be desired, alThe Lord Mayor of London has ordered a pict- ‘though they have been down in asphalt for years.
ure of Chicago to be hung in the state dining- | We are, however, replacing the box with imitation stone-edging, which is neat and substanroom of the Mansion House.
tial, and resists the hardest frost, harbors no
The King of Holland has signed a decree devermin, saves much labor, and is in every way
priving his oldest son of the right of succession
superior to box for the kitchen garden,
"An English commission for the discovery of
historical documents -scattered in private famylies has recently unearthed and published some
curious and valuable letters of Queen Elizabeth,
Mary Queen of Scots, James I., and other notable characters.
In Paris, the favorite new toy for 1873 is a tel_escope entitled, * L’Avenir de Ja France.”
On
looking through the small end of the toy, either
M. Gambetta, or the Count de Paris, or the
Count de Chambord is perceived at the other

always be taken in small quantities, and usually
at regular intervals, and this with advantage to
hemselves and profit to their owners.
There
can be no more vicious practice than that of
watering but once a day, as many otherwise

1

as before, the object

being to add just sufficient tar to make tlie ashes
‘sticky,’ without making a puddle of them.
The
evil of too much tar is that the walls are soft,
and the tar comes up to the surface in the roll-

the spar or gravel. ‘Whatever material is used,
Calcraft, the English hangman, is a robust,
beforehand.
We use
benevolent-looking old man, with a slight stoop it should be got ready
Derbyshire spar mixed with shale, which gives
and a trifle shaky in kis gait, who wears a clerithe walk a clean, smart appearance; but eomcally cut black suit and long white hair and
beard.
His assistant, and probable successor, is mon river-gravel, put through a half-inch sieve,
and —would give the appearance
a-well-to-do- Welshman; of thirtys
who has a +would do-well;
of a smgothly-rollel gravel walk. The spar
is
morbid Tondness
for witnessing
"last scenes.
sprinkled regularly with the hand, and just thick
They both are amateur gargeners when
|
not proenough to hide the black surface of the asphalt,
fessionally employed.
then rolled in with the roller until the walk is
In France the roasting of coffee is quite a scismooth and firm, when it is finished and fit for
ence, the roaster being Yequired to study the
traffic. It should, however, be rolled for three
properties of the different kinds of berry, since
eacli"S0rt must be roasted for a certain period of or four mornings in succession, before the sun
time.
The operation is conducted na hollow
iron sphere, by the rotation of which all the berries are equally exposed to the heat. During the

Acts

got sufficient to soak thenr without any oing to
waste by draining away.
Then, much in the settled, yet there are certain facty to guide its
same
way as a mason’s laborer mixes mortar,
application. It would be manifestly absurd for
the wi
we turned quickly over once or twice, a farmer to apply gypsum to 8 dry, silicious
the bette
souk them, and again laida little plain, or to a not impoverished slope; and also
to one
side
as the
foundation ofthe heap. it woul. be unwise to use it upon a meadow
Another similar quantity of ashes is drawn from
the large heap, soaked indo turned-in-thesfme 1
- Planter way be appliéd
with confidence to
manner, and thrown on t he top of the first; and
pastures and fields which’ are strong. enough
so on, until the whole'is finished and thrown up
and moist enough to support deciduous trees.
in a conical heap.
This is the first stage, The A hill-side where moss will grow so as to crowd
heap is now allowed to stand for about ten days, out good grasses is usually promptly benefited
or longer if the walks are note ready. By that by plaster, and the white clover comes in at
time the ashes will have absorbed the air thor- once.

oughly, and will’ appear

the answer invariably was, ¢ Never.”

FOREIGN.
Thirteen lives were lost by | the wreck of the
steamer Clan Alpine off the British coast.

houses

A little labor and a little expense will

7 gunpowder makers, and 16 ship riggers.

Some time ago two youths of Berne, in Switzerland, addressed a letter to President Grant,
asking him to aid them-in gathering a collection
of American postage
stamps.
‘“ A few days
ago,” says the Swiss Times, ¢ they unexpectedly received, through
the
American envoy .at
Berne a fine assortment of<United States stamips,
accompanied by a letter, in which the President
said that his many duties had prevented his untertaking
the collection himself, and that therefore his yoiingest son had: taken the matter in

-On Saturday, the Senate was not in session,
and the House of Representatives did no business of importance,
3

gardens, and lawns of country

The general outery ora good free-school sysfirm, and the edges of stone or box laid, comt¢m is ably sustained by a large part of the r en- | mence to prepare the asphalt walk as follows:
nessee press.
=,
A clean space having been made near the large
The Indianapolis . Journal sliticioates that the heap of sifted ashes, two men set to with shovels,
next twenty-four months will witness an in. by taking about two barrowfuls from the heap

bers of the Senate was sent to that* body,
by
which it was referred to a select committee.
The
bill to pay the Montana war claim was passed.
An unsuecessful attempt was made to get ‘the
bill to remit the duties on goods destroyed by
the Boston fire before the House.

ments,

Asphalt Walks.

| desirable.

A naphtha
Naples.

Poland

select committee on the Credit Mobilier

TI,491

Gypsum
lO

APR
Smooth, dry, and hard ro] about the ils,

manufacturers in

12,204, employing

Goyernor Baldwin of Michigan pardoned fortv-eight coavicts in the last two years of his
term.

of the

the

States is

George MacDonald's health is much improved.
He is lecturing in the west

On Tuesday, in the Senate, the banking bill
was further considered.
The proposed amendments were rejected, but no decisive action was
taken on the bill itself. In the House of Repres-

sentatives the testimony

numberof cigar

United

ha

The consumption of eandy in the mining dis|
tricts of California asd Nevada is enormous.
|
There are more idiots than insane Beople in
| Illinois.
.

The
Geneva award for Frid, the 14th instant.
bill to divide Ohio into ‘three judicial districts
was passed.

~

priceof a puir ef
«

men.

to inquire and report at the next regular session
of Congress the condition of all railroads which
have received government aid. The committee
of ways and means reported adversely on various bills for refunding the cotton tax.
"Fhe
‘House refused to suspend the rules to pass a
bill to create a railroad commission,
The consideration of the bill to reduce letter postage was
assigned for Tuesday of this week, and the bik

(General

How

Tudiana wheat fields are looking finely.

AL.

was introduced and referred to the

Hun any Donstic

"Ohid has about five thousand paupers.

12, 1873.
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in otls—the perfection of chromo). —We algo
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su erb $10 pair of Genuine French Oil Chromos,
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eneming Jac, similies of Original Oil
GOLD
AND STOCK
MARKET.
Paiating. This paper has the largest ¢ir
ion in
the world.
Tt will this year be made better than ever,
FEB. 8, 2818.
Serial tales by world-famous authors. L. M. AL.
Jo
14
coTT, EDWARD EGGLESTON, HARKIET BEECHER
STOWE, ete. - New and brilliant contributors, Zw:
trated Holiday Number and back Nos. of Miss Alcott’s story FREE.
The targest commissions paid !
v. 8. TEN-FORTIES .aeesssnennarns
One Agent made $900 in thredymonths ; another $337
U S.COUPONS SIXES. 1881
»
in 35 days} another $94.40 in“one week; one $87.60
in one day, and many others from $5 and, $10jto $40
per day. This year our offers are even more profit
able,
THE BUBSCRIBER GETS 1HE PICTURE PREMIUM WHEN HE PAYS THE AGENT,

"MAPLE SUGAR.

[GuoviSBOite’

“160§ 1 50

Agents! A Rare am

Good Agents Wanted !
Intelligent men and women wanted everywhere,
To get good territory, exclusively ass
ody send
early

for

circulars

and terms!

J.B. F

CO.,

New York; Boston, Mass.; Chicago, Ill; xp Francisco, Cal.
3tf

O.THE WORKING CLASS, ale or fem
$60 a week guaranteed. Respeo
empl
alo;
at Ay day or evening; no oa Neal le ou
.
ctions and Jaluabble ackag
rn of
8 fo start
with, pent fro
80 UY Indi)
ddress, with 6 cent return
stamp,
G& €o., 16 Courtlandt Street, N
Y
Pp M
ork.
4H
:
ol bh.

We will pay all agents $40 per week in cash, who
will engage with us at once. Everything furnished

and expenses paid. Address,
A. COULTER
4th

& CO.

Charlotte, Mich.

Wanted, Agents
for Dr. Cornell’s Dollar
Family Paper—John S. C. Abbott, the Celebrated Histordan, Editorial Contributor. A $200 engraving to
every subscriber; profitable work for the whole or
part of the time;

i

rare inducement.

B. B. RUSSELL,

Address,

Publisher, Boston.

.

